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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
159th 
COMMENCEMENT 
The University of Dayton regards its Commencement Exercises as among the 
most important ceremonial occasions of the academic year. These exercises are filled 
with symbols and traditions designed to remind us all of the thousands of years that 
universities have existed and their noble purposes. 
The academic costumes of various colors and types are part oft 
are described on page 75 of chis program. The bright blue gowns 
worn by those faculty who are serving as University Marshals for to ay's ceremony 
(see page five of chis program). The Marshals wear these distinctive gowns as identifica-
tion of their official capacity ro direct the processionals of administrators, faculty, and 
students who wear the more conventional ceremonial garb and mortarboard. 
The chief University Marshal carries the University mace and the President wears the 
President's medallion. On stage are the United States and papal Rags. So, too, the music 
that is played and the words that are spoken have special significance. For example, 
the deans who have been responsible for the education of the students "present" the 
students as worthy of graduation to the President. In turn, the President confers the 
degrees on behalf of the University. 
At our Commencement ceremonies, which differ from many universities, each 
student's name is read and the President then congratulates that student. The University 
believes that this is an important part of the graduation ceremony. The University also 
has a tradition of faculty coming from their seats behind the stage to congratulate the 
graduating students. These traditions symbolize the caring and person-oriented spirit 
of the University. 
The University hopes you will both enjoy and respect chis Commencement. You can 
do both by standing for the processional, the invocation, and the National Anthem; by 
listening during the awarding of the degrees, and by standing to sing the University of 
Dayton Anthem (see the back cover) and for the recessional. We are the University of 
Dayton community, a community which respects and cares for each other. This 159,h 
Commencement marks another beginning. Let us rejoice together. 
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,I 
D aniel]. Curran, Ph.D. , President; Joseph E. Saliba, Ph.D. , Provost; Paul M. Marshall , S.M., 
Recto r; Paul H . Benson, Ph.D ., Dean, College of Arts and Sciences; Deborah Bickfo rd , Ph .D., 
Associate Provost fo r Academic Affairs and Learning Initiatives; S. Ted Bucaro, Government and 
Regional Relations Director; T homas£. Burkhardt, Vice President for Finance and Administrative 
Services; Joyce M. Carter, Vice President fo r Human Resources; M itleolm 'W D11l'lieb , Pi'I .D ., 
Iure1 i1,1 Dettn , eehee l ef~n~ine@Fi1~~; David Darrow, Ph.D., Pres ident of the Academic Senate; 
c; 
F. T homas Eggemeier, Ph.D. , Dean, Graduate School; Lynnette M. H eard , M.Ed., Executive 
Director, President's Office; Beth H . Keyes, Ass istant Vice President fo r Facili ties Management; 
!'1-, f v U:,imothy J . Wabler, Vice Pres ident and Director of Athleti~ Lisa Kloppenberg, J .D ., Dean, 
' School of Law; Sundar Kumarasamy, Vice President of Enroll ment Management; T homas J . l 
Lasley II, Ph.D ., D ean, School of Education and Allied Professions; Mickey McCabe, Ph .D ., Vice o 
President and Executive Director of U DRI; Deborah A. W. Read, Vice President for University - ~ 
Advancement; Teri Rizvi , Associate Vice Pres ident of Communications;1Gi°nette T. Schmeling, 
R.S. C.J ., Vice President for Student Development and Dean ofScudenis;M atthew D. Shank, 
Ph.D ., Dean, School of Business Administration; Tom Skill , Ph .D ., Associate Provost and CIO; 
Joseph A. Untener, Associate Provost for Facul ty and Administrative Affairs; Kathleen Webb, 
Dean of University Libraries; C hristopher T. W ittmann , S.M ., Director of cjampus Ministry 
,\ l 
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UNIVERSITY MARSHALS 
Timothy A. Wi lbers, College of Arts and Sciences-Marshal 
Barbara M. Deluca, Department of Educational leadership-Associate Marshal 
Laura H . Hume, Department of History-Associate Marshal 
ASSISTANT MARSHALS 
Riad AlAkkad, School of Engineering 
Karen Bull , UDIT-Business Services 
Ron J. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
Donald V C hase, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics 
Andria Chiodo, Department of Languages 
George M . De Marco, Jr., Department of Health and Sport Science 
Patrick G. Donnelly, Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work 
Shannon 0. Driskell , Department of Mathematics 
C hristopher M . Duncan, Department of Political Science 
James P. Farrelly, Department of English 
AlbertV Fratini, DepartmentofChemistry 
Elizabeth F. Gustafson, School of Business Administration 
Kath leen H enderso n, Office of First Year Student Engagement 
Janet M. H errelko, Department ofTeacher Education 
Patricia A. Johnson, Department of Philosophy 
Rebekah J. Lawhorn, Associate Registrar 
Craig Letavec, Department of Management Information Systems, Operations Management, and 
Decision Sciences 
Debra P. Monk, Office of Student Development, Community Standards and Civility 
Steven D. Mueller, Office of Student Development, Counseling Center 
Thomas E. O ldenski , Department of Educational leadership 
Margaret M . Strain, Department of English 
Kimberly A. Trick, Department of Chemistry 
Kath leen B. Watters, Department of Communication 
T homas J. Westendorf, Assistant Vice President and Registrar 
Shane E. White, Division of Enrollment Management 
READERS 
Sheila H . Hughes, Department ofWomen's and Gender Studies 
Margaret P. Karns, Department of Political Science 
Donald L. Polzella, College of Arts and Sciences 
Teresa L. Thompson, Department of Communication 
PROGRAM NOTE 
Last Minute additions or deletions must often be made after the program has been printed. 
T he information is this graduation program does not reflect students' final transcripts. Official 
diplomas and appropriate honors wi ll be awarded upon com pletion of all degree requirements 
and fulfi llment of financial obligations. T he official grad uat ion date for all graduating students 
will be May 2, 2009. The official list of the names of grad uates is deposited in the Office of 
the Registrar. 
Only Representatives of the press, authorized by the Un iversity Marshal , are permitted to 
take photographs on the Aoor. 
Guests and Visitors may take Photographs from the Stands Only 
Please remain seated during the Processional. 
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9:00 - 9:30 A.M. 





Willie L. Morris, III , Director 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
9:45A.M. 
D ANIEL J. C URRAN 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PRELUDE ............ ..... ..... ........ ......... .......... ........ ...... ..... ............................ ............ .... jim Pera 
Campus Minister for Liturgfral Music 
PROCESSIONAL 
INTRODUCTION .............. .................................................... .... .. ..... ... ...... . .joseph E. Saliba 
Provost 
INVOCATION ....................... ........ ........ ......... .... .. .... ........ .... Christopher T Wittmann, S.M. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
POSTING OF THE COLORS ...... .. ..... ... .......... ..... ..... ..... .... ... .. .... Vincent Aebi-Army ROTC 
Please Stand Daniel Hughes-Air Force ROTC 
Timothy Wall-Army ROTC 
Aarnn Weatherly-Army ROTC 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ........ ... ....................... ........ .. ............. ... .... .......... . David Sievers 
Department of Music 
WELCOME REMARKS ...... .. .... ... .... .......................... .................................. .. H j ack Proud 
Chair, Board a/Trustees 
PRESIDENT'S REMARKS .. .... ............ .. ... .. .......... ...... ............. .. ... .......... ..... Daniel J Curran 
PROVOST'S REMARKS .............................. ... ... .......................................... .Joseph E. Saliba 





F. Thomas Eggemeier 
Dean of the Graduate School 
CLOSING REMARKS ... ............... ........ ...... ..... .. ..... .... .. .......... ......... ......... .... .joseph E. Saliba 
BENEDICTION ... ......... .. ...... .... ...... .......... ... .... ... .. .... ......... ... Christopher T Wittmann, S.M. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM ... .... ...... ......... .. .. ........ .. ...... ..... . David Sievers 
RECESSIONAL ... .... ........ ............ ... ..... ....... ... .. ........... .... .... .... ..................... ............ Jim Pera 
PLEASE REMAIN SEATED DURING RECESSIONAL 
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL H. B ENSON, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN THEOLOGY 
Salish Antony Joseph.... . . ..... .. ... Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. Bangalore University. Indio. '89) 
(B.T.. St. Peter's Pontifical Institute. India. '94) 
(Diploma. CREC AVEX. Fronce. '00) 
(M.A.. University of Dayton. '02) 
Disserlaffon: "Globalization and Militant Hindu Nationalism: The New Context for Theology in Indio" 
tin Absentia 12 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LAsLEY II, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL 
LEADERSHIP 
Matthew Mork Bishop....... . . ................................... Corti~e. OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '96) 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton. '00) 
Disserlaffon: • A Study of Perceived General. Intrinsic. and Extrinsic Job Satisfaction Among Public School Superintendents in 
Southwest Ohio· 
Jomes L. Olive .... 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, 'Ol) 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton. '04) 
. .... .... Columbus. OH 
Dissertaffon: "Life Histories of Goy. Lesbian. Bisexual. and Queer Postsecondary Students Who Choose to Persist: Education Against 
the Tide" 
tin Absentia 13 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
MALCOLM w. DANIELS, INTERIM DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
Adam T. Cooney.. .. ......................... Spring Valley. OH 
(S.S .. Keene State College. '02) 
(M.S.E.O .. University of Dayton. '04) 
Dissertaffon: 
"Theoretical and Computational Design of Terahertz Frecuency Quantum Cascade Lasers· 
Leonel P. Gonzalez.. .. . ....... ........................ Kettering. OH 
(S.S .. Florida Institute of Technology, '95) 
(M.S.E.0 .. University of Dayton. '97) 
Dissertaffon: • Accurate Determination of Nonlinear Optical Parameters of Semiconductors at Infrared Wavelengths" 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
II Agus Widjaja .................................................... Indonesia 
(S.T.. Sepuluh Nopember Institute of Technology, Indonesia. '97) 
(M.S.E.E .• University of Dayton '03) 
Dissertaffon: 
"Micro Inductor for Fully Integrated Low Voltage and Low Power DC-DC Converter Applications· 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
t Chad Nicholas Hunter 
.. ..... .......... Beavercreek. OH 
(S.S .. Carnegie Mellon University. '93) 
(M.S .. University of Virginia, '00) 
Dissertaffon: "Tribological Behavior and Film Formation Mechanisms of Carbon Nanopearls" 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Wail Saad AI-Rumaih ........... Saudi Arabia 
(S.S .. King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals. '98) 
(M.S.M.S .. University of Dayton. '03) 
Dissertaffon: • A Novel Tuned Visco-Elastic Damper for Floor Vibration Abatement" 
• Kazim Ali Mirza 
(8.E .. Osmania University. India. '99) 
(M.S.M.E .• University of Dayton. '03) 
................ India 
Dissertaffon: 
"Feasibility Study of Application of Electrohydrodynamics to Actuation and Cooling Systems· 
tin Absentia 14 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LAsLEY II, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Jessica Ann Barhorst ...... ...... . ........ Minster. OH 
(S.S .. Central Michigan University. '03) 
c Kelly Christine Beasley . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . Fairborn. OH 
(S.S .• Wright State University, '04) NO c.l, f \OMO.. 
Lauren Amanda Beery ....... . ............. Springboro. OH 
(S.S .• Miami University. '06) 
Renee Nicole Bowman .. ..... . . . ... . LaGrange. KY 
(S.S .. University of Kentucky. '06) 
Jennifer Christoph . . ......... Cincinnati. OH 
(S.S .• Ohio University. '06) 
Krista Marie Connelly ..... ........................... . Beavercreek. OH 
(S.S .. Wright State University. '04) 
Afton Noelle Delaney ..... ..... ...... Xenia. OH 
(8.S.E .. University of Dayton. '05) 
.J Kelly Elaine Johnson ......... . . ............... Dayton. OH 
(S.S .• Wright State University, '06) N '- (}...,.,,I).~"' 
Michael Christopher MCGiaughiin ... .... ... ....... ...... Springboro. OH 
(S.S .• University of Florida. '89) 
Jason W. Meagrow ... . .. .. . Dayton. OH 
(S.S .. Grand Valley State University . '06) 
nita Marie Offord ....... .................... . . . ... Trotwood. OH 
(8.S.E .. University of Akron. '04) 
(M.S.E .. University of Akron. '05) 
Jonathan G. Plush . . .................... .. Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. CedaNille College. '95) 
(M.S .. Georgia State University. '97) 
d ~ \-e. i "'-"'II\,{, N '"\ \>.. h "~ i\., <-
J N- "~ N\."\_ 
t in Absentia 
Carrie Simone Polston . ...... Brookville. OH 
(8.S.E .. University of Dayton. '06) 
Cara Elizabeth Plak .. ................................ Berea. OH 
(S.S .. Miami University, '06) 
Joshua Paul Rayburn ......... ......... . . ............. Englewood. OH 
(S.S .. Wright State University, '03) 
Jameson Luke Riner ... ............... Germantown. OH 
(8.A.. Tusculum College. '06) 
Kimberly Jean Ritter ... . .... Eaton. OH 
(S.S .. Miami University, '02) 
Christian Michael Robinson ............. .... .................... Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. Bellarmine University, '99) 
Valerie Jill Spees ............ . ........................ Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. Ohio University. '98) 
(M.S.E .• University of Dayton. '00) 
Holly Beth Van Cleave ........ . . . ...... ..... Kettering. OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University, '06) 
Brittany Ann Walliser .. ..... Tiffin. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '06) 
Jessica Lynn Wyen ..... .. . . ........... .... ...... ......... .... Dayton. OH 
(S.S .. University of Toledo. '06) 
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GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL H. BENSON, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF ARTS 
Brigitte Dawn Beale 
t Lindsay Roe Berorducci. 
Carol Ann Conway 
Megan Elizabeth Cooper ... 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
.......... Cleveland. 0~ Nicole Renee Bosse ....... 
. Dublin. OH t"Stacey Arlene Longsner 
COMMUNICATION 
..................... Kettering. OH 
.............. Dayton. OH 
Nicole Ann Miller .......... . 
Jessica Lynn Porker 
ENGLISH 
.. .. Loveland. OH 
.Springfield. VA 
.... Watertown. WI 
.. ............... Naperville. IL 
Christopher J. Burnside .................. .. Hilliard, OH Emily Jone Selhorst .. .. ............... .. .. .. .... Fairborn. OH 
Louro Lynn Edwards ..................... .. ........... Kettering. OH Yvonne Renee Teems .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... ............................ Dayton. OH 
t Clifford Wayne Louchlon ....................................... Centerville. OH Russell Thomas ............. .. ........................... Brookville. OH 
Christine Dionne Maddox ................................... Miamisburg. OH t Amanda Nichole Tirey .......... .. .. .. ... Farmersville. OH 
\- DeAnno Pretty-Jones.... .. ............. Middletown. OH Kelly Amber Whitney ............ .. .... .. . Beavercreek. OH 
Sarah E. Rini ......... .. ..................................... Dayton. OH 
PASTORAL MINISTRY 
Kristen Ann Caruso .............................. .West Chester. OH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
t Sunwoong Pork.. ......................................... . .. .......... Korea 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
Kathryn Morris ......................................................... ..... Midway. KY Donna S. Willis ......... ....................... .. ... Dayton. OH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS 
Peh Lu Ee ..... .. .................................. Malaysia Veronica M. Respress .. .. ........ . Clayton. OH -
t John Poul Garringer ............................................ Miamisburg. OH Cheuk H. Wai ............. ................................... ...Chicago. IL 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Amber Nicole Binford-Bolling ................................ Cincinnati. OH 
Jonathon William Beeckman ................................. Kettering. OH 
t Scott C. Brunke.... .... ....... .. ............. Lebanon. OH 
David Clark Goff .......... ... ....................................... Springfield. OH 
0 Jacob Myers Hemmerick ...................... .................... Dayton. OH 
Megan Louise Hill .. . ........ .. .. ............................ West Carrollton. OH 
tin Absentia 
t Jonathon C. Jones ....................... .. 
Kyle William Moorman ........ .. 
Roy S. Serruto. Jr .......... .. 
Jonathon Lee Strano .. . 
Jomes Brion Wofzig .... .. 
16 
.. ........ Kettering, OH 
......... Kettering, OH 
............ Centerville. OH 
.. .... Lyndhurst. OH 
.. ............... Germantown. OH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY 
Durgo Soujonyo Vorre ..................... .. .Wauwatosa. WI 
THE DEGREE- MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED 
MATHEMATICS 
Miriam Johanna Poteet.. ...... .... Medway, OH 
tin Absentia 17 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MATIHEW D. SHANK, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE S CHOOL 
THE DEGREES-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION AND MASTER OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
t Ashley Elizabeth Armstrong ....... C.L-.......... .. . ... Canton. OH Shaun Ryan lmwalle .......................................... New Bremen. OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) (B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Finance) 
Brittany Marie Bica .................. .......... . ..Medina. OH Katie Lynn Kuch .......... .. . ........ ..... Strongsville. OH 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) (B.S.B.A .. Accounting) 
Cum Laude Ashley Leeman .. ......... ....... . . ...... St. Louis, MO 
Thomas Jerome Brockmann ...... ............... .. ........... Cincinnati. OH (B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Sara Catherine McFarland ................... Maria Stein, OH 
Catherine E. Cahill ..... . .................. ........ Kirtland. OH (B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Mary Jane Mcinnis ... . ....... ......................................... Stamford, CT 
Monique Nicole Cumberlander ............................. Columbus. OH (B.S.B.A .. Accounting and Finance) 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) ~""~ Cum Laude 
Renee Diana Dabbas ........ ....................................... Kettering, OH John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
(B.S.B.A., Accounting) Lindsey N. Murphy ..................... . . ....... ....... Anderson. IN 
Christopher J. Daues.......... . ....... ........ ...... .... ...... St. Louis. MO (B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Finance) 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Entrepreneurship) Core Program 
Magna Cum Laude Jessica Irene Roble ........... ..... . . ..... Brecksville, OH 
Joseph Anthony Deliberato ......... Parma. OH (B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
(B.S.B.A .. Accounting) Matthew Thomes Ruschau ........... Centerville. OH 
Michael Louis Demko .......................................... Chesterland. OH (B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
(B.S.B.A .. Accounting) Jennifer E. Schneemann ... . ......... Kettering. OH 
Magna Cum Laude (B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
Matthew Thomas Doherty. . ....... ....................... Strongsville. OH Frank S. Tedesco ......... . . ... ......... ...... .... .... Dublin. OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Finance) (B.S.B.A., Accounting) 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Lisa M. Ehrman .... ................ . .................. Strongsville, OH Jennifer Tisza ..... ................................................... Port Clinton. OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
Cum Laude 
Mallory Faustina ...................................................... Seven Hills, OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Entrepreneurship) 
Stephanie Nicole Grover .. ... . 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
Erika I. Hagenhoff ........ . 
(B.S.B.A .. Accounting) 
Cum Laude 
Zachary Marshall Hoke .. 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
Cum Laude 
. .... Cincinnati. OH 
. .. Chesterfield. MO 
. ........................... Centerville. OH 
(B.S.B.A .. Accounting) 
Kyle Joseph Vonderhaar ........... . .... Cincinnati. OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting and Finance) 
Magna Cum Laude 
Anthony J. Westendorf ...... .... . . .... .......... Becvercreek. OH 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
Magna Cum Laude 
Gregory W. Wetzel. .................................................. Champcign. IL 
(B.S.B.A.. Accounting) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Agnes Kaki Ascnte ........................ Miamisburg, OH 
Michael Boessinger ................................ Germcny 
t Phillip D. Brockman ...................................................... Dayton. OH 
Beth Ann Carter ...... ......... .............. ..... ......... .... ... ....... Dayton. OH 
David Alexander Collins ..... ..................... . .. Kettering. OH 
Jeffrey Michael Conroy ...................... Centerville, OH 
tin Absentia 
t Scott Edward Dunwoody ..... . 
Bradley James Eaton .......... . 
Gilbert Josef Edelmann ........ . 
Mark A. Flock ............... . 
Alexander Goebel 
Kevin Paul Groff ................ .................... . 
18 
... Dayton. OH 
... Oakwood. OH 
. .............. Germany 
.... ... Sidney. OH 
. ..... Germany 
............. Troy. OH 
Birgit Hainzlmoier ........ . ................... . ...................... Germany 
Un Hon ....................... ....... . 
t Fraser G. Hart ................. . 
Eliza M. Herold ..... . 
Laura Marie Hess ... ........ . 
.. ....... Miamisburg, OH 
... ............. Centerville. OH 
........ Dayton. OH 
.............. ......... ............ Kettering, OH 
Sebastian Leinmuller .... ................................................... Germany 
Alicia Caleb Matthews .................................. ..... Becvercreek. OH 
Susan Scott McCabe... ............. ...................... . .... Springboro. OH 
Joseph Paul Moore .................................................. .Vandalia; OH 
tin Absentia 
Tobias Morasch .. .............................................................. Germany 
John V. Pricci .... .. . ........................ ............ Malverne. NY 
Jennifer N. Reed ....................................................... Kettering. OH 
Christoph Richardt .................................... . ..... .... Germany 
Christion Joseph Ryan ..................... .......................... Loveland. OH 
Dorcy A. Schmidt ....... .. ............................................ Centerville. OH 
Theresa Carolina Schramm...... .. . .................. Germcny 
Manuel Trojovsky ...... ........................... ........................... Germany 
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THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
·10""-_j S.,\ ,~ ~ 
MAtcoL~I W. D ,~H-EHi, IJ),JU IUM DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING 
+ Ryan K. Adams ......................................................... Columbus. OH Smileysusanna Godde ............................................................ India 
Hatem Alhazmi ....... Dayton.OH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
Adebisi N. Adesiyan ....... .. ............ Nigeria t-Jonathan Mark Farrell ......... Springboro. OH 
t Kristin M. Bailey ........................ Mason, OH Melanie Jean Jura ........... .. .. Huber Heights, OH 
Michael David Craft .................................................... St. Paris, OH Maria Kathleen Otte ............................................... Covington, OH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
Robert V. Chimenti. .......... ........ Sewell. NJ 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING 
MANAGEMENT 
Hamoud Bahir Alanazi 
t Mahdi Shnan Alanazi ...... 
Anos A. AIGhamri .. . 
Brian L. Asbrock ....... . 
Pascal Antoine Emanuel ....... 
....... Saudi Arabia 
.. ...... Saudi Arabia 
............. Saudi Arabia 
................ .West Chester. OH 
.. ............. Lebanon 
Gretchen Ann Jones .... Centerville. OH 
Lauren Renee LeValley .... Kettering, OH 
Patricia L. Pendergast.. .... Bellbrook. OH 
Chadwick Stephan Pfoutz .. . Springboro, OH 
Stephen M. Visalli ........................................................... Xenia. OH 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
t Neil C. Ranly ............................................................... Dayton. OH David Edward Schludecker ........................... West Carrollton, OH 
THE DEGREE- MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS 
ENGINEERING 
+ Michael C. Andersen .............................................. Cincinnati, OH 
tarandon Matthew Black ..................................... Beavercreek, OH 
Casey Brown. 
Bhargavi Busireddy ... 
M<A\ 1c...... .;, <- St , ( .,_<--<- 1 "' , c""':)' ... " " " ·''-:) 
\... f. \ ~ \.,\,t ti'\ 
tin Absentia 20 
.. ...... Beavercreek, OH 
. .............. India 
t John David Marvin .. 
+ arian P. Milligan ........ 
t Meghan Meredith Olds .... 
. ...................... ......... Cincinnati. OH 
..... .Vandalia. OH 
... Mason. OH 
Ryan Patrick Osysko ....... 
t Garry E. Ware Jr .... 
... Kettering. OH 
... Rochester, NY 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 
1 Hamad M. Alhajeri .. .. 
Amjad S. Almansour .... .. 
Majdi Talat Amin 
AruR l(t1R ,a, Baloji ... 
tin Absentia 
......... Kuwait Ahmed Bakr Khoshaim ... 
............ Columbus. OH t Lonnie L. Nolt ... .. 
.... Saudi Arabia Kevin 8. Taylor .......... . 
......... AIOI 1 1eclo, GA 
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............... Saudi Arabia 
..... Washington Court House, OH 
.............. Nolfolk, VA 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LASLEY II, DEAN 
F. THOMAS EGGEMEIER, D EAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND 
ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
-1,490,1 ~ Ad9RsB .................. .. ... Rii,le,, 01 ~ 
+-Denise Elaine Antram ...... .. .............. Bellefontaine. OH 
t Lauren E. Back ....................................................... Englewood. OH 
Ann Marie Barta ............. .. .................... Green Cove Springs. FL 
Erin Kate Bauman.. .. ........... Uma. OH 
t Brittany Lynn Bourne ...... .. ....... Springfield. OH 
Elissa C. Beveridge-Fouts .... . Granville, OH 
+ Natalie Renee Billingsley....... .. Whitehall. OH 
Marianus Bilung .. .. .. ........ .. ...... Dayton, OH 
t Katie Lynn Binkley ............ .. ........ Galloway, OH 
DaJuana N. Blackshear........................... .. ........ Dayton. OH 
t- Dolores Jean Blanton ............................................... Whitehall, OH 
1' Valerie Jane Bobosh .. 
Maureen Ann Braniff .. 
........... .... ......... Kettering, OH 
..... Mishawaka, IN 
+- Re1'11el8 Jess~~ ~riehRir Fodocio QI;! 
Andrea Diane Brisco ........................................... ...... Hebron. KY 
t Jason E. Brown . Dayton. OH 
~ Jonathan Corey Brown .. Lancaster. OH 
r Amy J. Brugger . .. ........ Gahanna. OH 
;- William Paul Burke . .. .............. .... Medina, OH 
t Matthew Eldon Byerly ........ Hilliard. OH 
I-Jessica Diane Cahill ... .. .......... . Hilliard, OH 
t Melissa Jewell Call ......... Jacksonville. FL 
t Heather Lynn Carraher .... . .. ......... Sordinia. OH 
Malia Antoinette Ca~llano ....... Fairborn. OH 
Leslie M. Cellar ..... .... .. ...... .... ...... ...... ................ ......... Delaware. OH 
Jennifer Anne Chilman. .. ................... Hamilton, OH 
Thomas T. Ch~er 111 ........... .. ................ Hilliard. OH 
-t Marla Ciccone .. . .. ............ Pittsford. NY 
,,. GeAeliee Bia1 u 10 CIUik ............. .. .................... togo11oillc. GA 
t- Emily Susan Clune ............... Beavercreek. OH 
Laura Bridget Collingwood ............................ West Carrollton, OH 
Christina Cook . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................... Brookville, OH 
-t Jesse Louis Cox .. .. .................................................... Columbus. OH 
+ Carol Sue Coy .... .. ............................. .. .................. ..... Dayton. OH 
+- Melissa Anne Danis ....................... . .. .......... .......... ..... Dayton. OH 
Linda Marie Davis....... .. ................................... Columbus. OH 
Adrienne Vernette Dawson ................ Columbus, OH 
Darcey Demmitt. .. ................ Troy, OH 
+ Carrie Janelle Denges........... .. ........ Hudson. OH 
~ James Brian Denune............ .. ........ Georgetown, OH 
~ Edward James Dom~tz ...... .. ....... Brookville, OH 
Jane Rielly Dooley............... .. ... Powell. OH 
Amy Marie Droege ....... . Mason. OH 
+-Cynthia Marie Edge .................................................. Livermore. IA 
Bonnie Lynn Elder ....... Columbus. OH 
Stephen James Errickson. .. ... Beavercreek. OH 
Amanda Cay Feldmann ..................................... Centerville, OH 
t in Absentia 
Carolyn Koellner Friedman. .. ........ Dubuque, IA 
t Cassandra Fry ...................................... Delaware. OH 
--lwiscl M. Srn 1dia Terres ... Sao l1e1eA, PR 
t Nicholas Crawford Gaston .................................... Columbus. OH 
John-Paul Gates ... Kettering. OH 
-t- Alexis Valentine Gentry.. .. .............. Dayton. OH 
r John Gibson... .. .............. .. South Point. OH 
Angela Gill ...... Columbus, OH 
t Myra D. Gist........ .. ... Dayton, OH 
.- Chad Christopher Grimm .... Troy, OH 
t- Loura A. Hagan ................ .. Dayton, OH 
t Rebecca Elizabeth Holl ....... Dayton. OH 
tRachelle R. Hammersmith ...... . ........ .. .......................... .... . Troy. OH 
Tabitha R. Hardin ......... Clayton. OH 
+ Caroline Marie Hartman ........... ... Dayton. OH 
Christina Inez Hayes ..... Columbus. OH 
t-Heather N. Herbster .... .. ...... New Albany. OH 
Christine Louise Hermon ... .. .... .Fairfield. OH 
Cindy Gail Herzberg ................................ Reynoldsburg. OH 
William T. Hickey .. .. ............... Dayton. OH 
-t' Rorie D. Hoke ...... . .. ...................... Troy, OH 
Derek Adam Hone .... Westerville. OH 
Andrew Horvath ..... Troy, OH 
tRachel Colleen Howell ............................. Union. OH 
Catrina Marie Jackson .......... Dayton. OH 
t Vicki L. Jackson .......... .... .............. ................................. Hilliard. OH 
Lauren C. Johns .............. Van Wert, OH 
Gianna Elizabeth Johnson .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ .. Cincinnati, OH 
tChenelle Antoinette Jones ................... Columbus. OH 
Juanda Jean Jones ...... . .. .. Columbus, OH 
Jennifer M. Kawaja .... 
Erica Dawn Kennedy 
t Kristen Kaye Kimbleton .. 
...................................... Kettering. OH 
........ Columbus. OH 
.. ... Delaware. OH 
, I l(e!r,e.ine ElizeselR l(in!l ...... l(e!ie,in@, 011 
Nicole Jean King .............................................. Columbus. OH 
tGwendolyn Mary Klear ................................................ Ottawa. OH 
Rachel E. Knapschaefer. .................. Hilliard, OH 
Somantha Marie Knight...... .. .. Blacklick, OH 
Elizabeth Ann Landholt. .. ...... Columbus. OH 
-t Stacey Lynn Lane ....... West Chester, OH 
t Kristin Leigh Langworthy ............................... .............. Monroe, OH 
t-Jennifer Leigh Lawrence .. .. ........................ Columbus. OH 
Andrea Michelle Leach.... .. ............ Xenia. OH 
+- Adam Joseph Lee ........ .. Delphos. OH 
+-Kelly Lenkay.. . .............................. Sylvania. OH 
t Nancy Ley ................................................................... Hilliard. OH 
Courtney Jean Limbert........... .. Beavercreek. OH 
Laura Margaret Mais .. .. ....... Hamilton. OH 
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Daniel Scott March ... 
t Kyle J. Martin .......... 
Caroline McCormack.. . . 
-+- Donielle S. McCune ......... 
' l:oo1011 Alieis t1ei;)ee1~el ... 
t- Jessie Coleen McElhaney .. .. 
Michelle Lynn McGrain ..... . 
Jeffrey A. McMillan 
Melissa M. Mefford .. 
Melanie Ann Meno 
Megan Mihal ............ . 
t Marcia Lee Mitchell . 
+ Patricia Ann Monosky 
Anthony Montgomery ..... 
..,.. Michael L. Moore Jr. 
t- sara Aubrey Morgan .. . 
t Mary Louise Muckleroy ... 
Amelia Mullenix 
Ameena Solaam Mu'min .. . 
... United Kingdom 
.. ..... Gahanna, OH 
............ Sea Cliff. NY 
.......... Dayton. OH 
.................. l(e!+erin@. 011 
. .. . Fort Wright, KY 
... Columbus. OH 
......... Johnstown, OH 
............ Liberty Township, OH 
... Springboro, OH 
...... Miamisburg. OH 
............ Troy, OH 
..................... .. ......... Hilliard, OH 
. Miamisburg, OH 
.. .. .Vandalia, OH 
............ Xenia. OH 
...Uniontown, OH 
. Miami~rg, OH 
.. .. .. Reynoldsburg. OH 
• <T: 9sAiel1e 4<AAe Mt:1R@el"lest ..... . lseltso1 ,ville, Fl 
1"' Lisa Renee Munnerlyn .. .. .. Columbus, OH 
Christine Elaine Murray ............................................ Kettering, OH 
. ± l(e!~leen tleee. 6&J ... .................... . aglw,;i1 blJ 
t Michael P. Nesler ........ .... .. ...... Columbus. OH 
Helen Reta Rhoney Neu.. .. .. .. ....... Dayton. OH 
Nicole Newport ........ Eaton. OH 
+- Bradley Nathaniel Park .. .. ................... .. Chillicothe. OH 
t Julie M. Parsons ............ .... ................ .. ........ Miami~rg. OH 
Jack Reese Pence Ill ... .. .. ......... Beavercreek, OH 
Justin Michael Pennington ....... .. ........ .... .. Oakwood. OH 
-t Ann M. Peppard .......... .. ............................................ Lexington. KY 
~ Lyndsay Louise Peters .................. .......................... .. Fort Wayne. IN 
Kimberly B. Phipps ............ .. .. ......... Defiance. OH 
+ Rebecca Jean Putnam.... ........... .. .... Conover. OH 
+ Ann Watson Raymond......... .. .. Columbus. OH 
, + t;oor§e ClxiristisA Aee9 
David Michael Riley ........ .. .. 
Margaret F. Robinson 
Tifanie L. Rose .. 
+- Robin Rutan ...... 
Joseph Patrick Sommut.. ... 
t- Andrea Sue Saylor. 
t- Jeremy Justin Soylor .... 
Dean Ehren Scheiderer ..... 
tin Absentia 
....... f!@@OIGS, OH 
............. Dayton. OH 
...... Beavercreek. OH 
..... Columbus. OH 
.... Columbus. OH 
.. Son Bruno. CA 
...... Franklin, OH 
.......... .. .............. .... ....... Franklin. OH 
.. ...... ..... Pickerington, OH 
t Michelle Schmidt ...... .. ............ . .......... Pickerington, OH 
t John Raymond Schnieders . ............ .... ..... .. ........ ... Lima, OH 
Megan Nicole Schaffner .................. .. .............. Pataskala, OH 
-t Erin Margaret Schornack.. .... .. ............ Lancaster. OH 
• \ Beate Mclic Scslilo ....... 
Elysabeth Gutierrez Shelton . 
Sheryl Kaye Shroyer.. ..... . 
Britton Anne Siebenthaler .. 
t- Carrie E. Sigler .................. . 
C: ,Oillise:: IEristiraie Sko~i:, .... .. 
t Brea Linet! Slife .. 
Laura Ann Smith-Miracle 
Michael John Smith ............ .. 
t Brooke Leigh ~tonley 
-t Eugene Thomas Steinke .. 
-r Rebekah Sorah Stemen .... 
t Anne Elizabeth Stolz. 
Jodi Lynne Stone .... 
Robert Lee Stranges .... . 
Cara Lyn Sussman .... . 
Chelsey Li nay Sutter ...... . 
\- Cynthia J. Terrill .......... .. 
-\- Katie Marie Thompson ....... 
Susan Truitt ................ . 
t Tonia Dianne Verville 
"I Carol A. Vetter ........ ........ . 
Amanda E. Virag ......... . 
huong Vi Vo ............ .. 
t Dana Cristine Wade ...... 
Yuping Wang .. 
+ Cary A. Ware-Masteller 
Karen Warner ...... 
Lori Ann Warner .. 
.. .... ..Coldmous. OF! 
.. .. Columbus. OH 
.. .... .. Dayton.OH 
.. ....... Beavercreek. OH 
...... Englewood, OH 
.. ..... Bee,e,eFeek. 011 
.. .... ... Centerville, OH 
............... Miamisburg, OH 
.................. Dayton. OH 
.. .. ............. Columbus. OH 
....... Troy, OH 
......... Delphos. OH 
. ................ Effingham. IL 
........ Socramento. CA 
............ Westerville, OH 
........ .... ... Blacklick, OH 
.... ......... Miamisburg. OH 
........... Watkinsville. GA 
.......... Cuyahoga Falls. OH 
......................... Upper Arlington. OH 
......... Van Wert. OH 
..... Columbus. OH 
........ West Alexandria. OH 
................... Columbus. OH 
.. Purcell. OK 
.......... .... ... China 
........ .. .... Columbus, OH 
....... Beavercreek. OH 
Patricia Jean Waugh ............ .. ...... .. 
.... ......... Miamisburg. OH 
.. .. . Englewood, OH 
.. ......... Pataskala. OH 
.......................... Piqua. OH 
............. Centerville. OH 
.. ..... Grove City, OH 
.. Farmersville, OH 
t Bradley John Wehrman ... . 
Rujeana B. Wenrick .. 
+ Andrea L. Weser .......... .. 
~ Stephen D. White .. . 
,t Deborah Joy Whitlock .. 
+- Patricia A. Winland .. 
t Aaron Lee Winner ...... .. . 
Jennifer Lynn Wittstock .. .. 
+ Stephanie Woodruff ..... 
Cindy Grace Zellefrow . 
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.. .. .... . Cincinnati. OH 
................ .. ............. New Albany, OH 
...................... ... Dayton. OH 
.. ...... .. . Morrow, OH 
. ....... Reynoldsburg. OH 
SPECIALIST DEGREES 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LAsLEY II, D EAN 
F. T HOMAS E GGEMEIER, D EAN OF THE G RADUATE S CHOOL 
THE DEGREE-EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST 
~ Mork Wayne Boertje 
........ .. Delaware, OH I Brn I rio1 1 fluvelle 3111ill 1 
........ .. ... ................... 809la11. 0l'1 
tin Absentia 24 
9:00 - 9:30 A.M. 





Willie L. Morris, III, Director 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
9:45A.M. 
D ANIEL J. C URRAN 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PRELUDE .... ....................... ...................... ..... .......... ...... ...... ... .. ..... .... .... R. Alan Kimbrough 
Department of English and Pre-Law Program 
PROCESSIONAL 
INTRODUCTION ...................................................... ................................. Joseph E. Saliba 
Provost 
INVOCATION .. ..... ..................... ................... .. ........... .... .. .... Christopher T Wittmann, S.M. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
POSTING OF THE COLO RS ................. ............. ........... .... .. .... Vincent Aebi -Army ROTC 
Please Stand Daniel Hughes -Air Force ROTC 
Timothy Waff-Army ROTC 
Aaron Weatherly - Army ROTC 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ........................................ .... ................ Caitlin Patricia Cronin 
Graduating in Theatre 
WELCOME REMARKS ............... .......... .. ... ...... .... ........ .. ... .. ..... ... .. .... .... ... .. H. j ack Proud 
Chair, Board a/Trustees 
STUDENT SPEAKER .... ............................. ....... ....... .... .......... ... ..... ...... .... . Emi A. Hurlburt 
Graduating in Political Science 
PRESIDENT'S REMARKS ....................................................................... .. Daniel j. Curran 
PROVOST'S REMARKS ........................................................................ ..... .Joseph E. Saliba 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ................................................................. Danielj. Curran 
28 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Paul H. Benson, Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Matthew D. Shank, Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
T homas J. Lasley II , Dean 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
~ olm W. Oailicb, lt+teer i1tt Dean 
CLOSING REMARKS ... ............. .. v..~1..~.' .... ~ .. '.~~.'.~~~ ....................... joseph E. Saliba 
BENEDICTION ....... ............ ................................. ........ ......... Christopher T Wittmann, S.M. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM ........ ..... ....... ......................... ... .jessicaj. Cole 
Graduating in Music Therapy 
RECESSIONAL .... .............. ............ ...................... .............. ... ....... ....... .... R. Afan Kimbrough 
PLEASE REMAIN SEATED D URING RECESSIONAL 
29 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
P AUL H. B ENSON, D EAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
Nathan Matthew Robbins .. .. ..... 
..... Shaker Heights. OH 
ART HISTORY 
+- o Mary Joanna Dean ........ 
................ Prospect. KY 
Margaret Fister. .... .. ..................................................... Louisville. KY 
Cum Laude 
Care Program 
University Honors Program 
Johnnie Charles Kling 
Care Program 
.......... Kettering, OH 
Melissa A. Starkowicz 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Anna Marie Thacker .. 
Magna Cum Laude 
............ .... ... Parma. OH 
.. .................. Jeromesville, OH 
CHEMISTRY 
Tiffany Renee Bell ...... ..... £\~.\ 
Michelle Alissa Cunningham. 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
.................. Tiffin. OH 
................ Chicago. IL 
Wendy Marie Vent .. 
Cum Laude 
.. .......... Upper Sandusky, OH 
COMMUNICATION 
Katie Rase Aberli 
Katherine Patricia Ahern .... 
Kelly Lynn Ahlfeld ......... 
.... Louisville. KY 
.......... Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
................ Chicago, IL 
Mackenzie Taylor Baines ................................ North Barrington. IL 
I S Philip T. Beitel. .................. Russell, OH 
c Ashley Valentina Bergen .... . 
Joseph William Bernstein .... . 
Salee no J. Bishop ... 
Claire Elizabeth Boesenberg 
Magna Cum Laude 
.. ......... Glenview, IL 
...... ... Naperville. IL 
.................... Monroe. OH 
......... Fairfield. OH 
Emily Katherine Braver ................ .. 
......... Richfield. OH 
Cum Laude 
Stacey Maureen Buescher............... .. Cincinnati, OH 
Timothy Daniel Cahill ................ Darien. IL 
April Ann Capossela ................................................. Hami~on, OH 
Kathleen Marguerite Carter. .. .. Evergreen Park. IL 
Brittney M. Clark .................................................. South Russell. OH 
Jessica Ann Clark .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. Cincinnati, OH 
Katelin Ann Clari<.. . 
Cum Laude 
Mary Grace Clayton ...... 
............ Delaware. OH 
Meaghan Elizabeth Cleary .. .. 
........... LaGrange Park. IL 
............ Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
... Indianapolis, IN 
............................. Geneva, IL 
Whitney Lynn Compton ................ . 
JenMer L. Courtney. 
Sara Kimberly Crow. 
Steven Michael Cullen 
Kyle Brady Dalton 
tin Absentia 
.................................... .. .... Marietta. GA 
............................. ...... Glen Ellyn. IL 
.................................. ..... Hinsdale. IL 
-o William John Dawson 
Daniel Patrick Delagrange 
Kelley Dodd 
Cum Laude 
o Mark Gerard Dorsey Jr. 
Marianist Leadership Scholar 
Mary Colleen Douglass . 
Cum Laude 
....... Hardwick. MA 
........................... Cleveland, OH 
............ Reynoldsburg. OH 
......... Chesterfield. MO 
.. ............ Sun Prairie, WI 
Kelly Rae Dowd ....... Huntington. NY 
Brett V. Edwards .......................................................... Louisville. KY 
Rebecca Joan Edwards 
...... St. Louis. MO 
Michael D. Enright ......................................... .Winnetka, IL 
+ Lucas W. Farden ....................... . 
Ryan Patrick Fennessy .. 
Gina M. Fiocchi .. 
Cum Laude 
........... Shoreline. WA 
.. ................. Geneva, IL 
.. ...... .Deerfield. IL 
Jamie Coreen Fisher ...................................... Hawthorn Woods. IL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Edward Lea Flaherty IV ......... 
Matthew Scott Friend 
• Allison Kay Garcia .......... 
James Patrick Gazzale 
Mary Frances Gill ..... 
Megan Therese Gill 
Cum Laude 
.. .. Allison Park, PA 
.......... Okemos. Ml 
....... Toledo, OH 
.................................... Metuchen. NJ 
.. ........................ .La Grange, IL 
........ Cleveland. OH 
Ryann P. Gilton ........ ........... .. ........................... Columbus. OH 
i :~thy Walter Graves................. .. ..... Lynchburg, VA 
'-._ry James Griffin ............................................. North Canton. OH 
30 £ r1L.. ~r,< Yl 
Ryan Thomas Hader ....... . 
Magna Cum Laude 
Peter S. Homma ...... .... .. 
Katherine Elizabeth Hanke 
William M. Hanlon II 
.. ........ .. .. Cincinnati. OH 
.. ................... ..... Granger. IN 
.......... Indianapolis, IN 
................ .... .... Poland, OH 
Hilary Allisen Hartman ...... .......... ...... .................. Waynesville. OH 
Tricia Ann Heschel.... .. ................. Port Clinton. OH 
Cum Laude 
Catherine J. Hilbert .. ................... Erie. PA 
Kara Anne Hoh necker .. .... .... .................................. Cincinnati. OH 
Ashley Marie Herbal ....................... .. .. .... ........ .. .............. Naples, FL 
Evan James Haward.. .. ........ . .. .......... Dayton, OH 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
Christina Emily Hull .... .......... .. .. .Deerfield, IL 
Andrew Karl Hunt .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. .......... Union. OH 
Cum Laude 
Patrick Hurrle 
Nicholas Thomas lannarina 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Kristin Michelle lppoliti .. 
Kendall Anne Jesser 
Jessica Anne Johans . 
Cum Laude 
o Justin Lee Jones. 
...... .... St Charles, IL 
............ Westerville, OH 
...................... .. ... Grave City, OH 
.... Garden City, NY 
................. Ballwin, MO 
.. ............ Toledo, OH 
Michaela Mairead Jones .. ... Evanston. IL 
Alison Claire Joyce ................ .. ........... Rocky River. OH 
Emily R. Kellam .............................................................. Chicago, IL 
Colleen Cahill Kelly .............. Chicago, IL 
Adam Mark Kesselem .... .. . Dayton. OH 
Ryan Edward King. .. .............. Medfield, MA 
.,.. o Kerry Steven Korte . .. ........... Kettering. OH 
Allison Kroeger ... .. ............. Cincinnati, OH 
Marianne Elizabeth Lacy. .. .................... Carmel. IN 
Emily Ann Lappe .................................................... .... .... .Hinsdale. IL 
Allison Ann Lauck ............ Indianapolis. IN 
Kathryn Louise Lecklider. .. ........ .. .. .. ............ Dublin, OH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Amanda Jill Leech ..................... Carmel. IN 
Laura Elizabeth Lehman .... .................................... Westerville, OH 
John Raymond Lekan ............................................. Centerville. OH 
Geoff Lewis ...................... f' .... .... .......... .. .. ....... .. ...... .... Dayton, OH 
+ • Matthew Loupee .......... e-:':-.~ .... ~).~ ............. Bloomfield. Ml 
Daniel Scott Lukens ........ ....................................... Wadsworth, OH 
Elizabeth Anne Mack .... .. . 
Gina Maria Maio 
Anne Mariscalca .............. ...... .. 
Germaine Nicole Maschoff ...... 
David T. Mattingly .......... .... . 
Sylvia Renee Maye .... . 
Kathleen Ann Mccadden 
Katherine Rase McCormick 
Magna Cum Laude 
Amy Elizabeth McGinnis 
Molly Ann McGlone .. . 
Megan E. McGrath .... .. 
Francis Joseph McLaughlin 
" Paul Richard McNeil ......... 
.. .............. ................... Dublin, OH 
.. ........ Englewood, OH 
......... Dayton. OH 
.. .. .. .. .. Northbrook. IL 
.. ......... Cincinnati. OH 
.. .. .. .. .. .. ........... Jacksonville. AR 
............................... St. Louis, MO 
............................ Cincinnati. OH 
............. Pittsburgh. PA 
.. .... ........ Hudson. OH 
.... Naperville. IL 
..................... Dayton. OH 
............ ...... .. ...... Granville, OH 
Robert F. Mueller .. 
t- Peter lseac Myers ... 
Sarah Noble ... 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kortney Ann Norris ..... 
Cum Laude 
Sarah Alexandra North 
.................... Cincinnati. OH 
... o· Fallon. MO 
.. ......... Akron, OH 
.. ............. Indianapolis. IN 
................ Cincinnati, OH 
Jillian O'Connell ....... ........................ .. ......... Verona. NJ 
Molly E. O'Connell .............. .. lndianhead Park. IL 
Mary Therese O'Grady ..... .................. Naperville, IL 
Core Program 
Alexandria Maria Owens ....... 
Lindsey Anne Patrick 
.. ....... Maple Heights. OH 
........ Mason. OH 
Mary Antonia Paxson. .. ....... Evanston, IL 
Ryan Dean Peak .. ......................................... New Lebanon. OH 
Terese Marie Perretta ..... .. ..... Huber Heights, OH 
Nina Elizabeth Pettry ... .. .......... .. ...... .......... Medina. OH 
Dina Palma Pietrantani ............................................ Louisville, KY 
James Patrick Polifroni. ............... Harrington Park. NJ 
t Margaret Eileen Pontius.. .. ................... .. .... Michigan City. IN 
Magna Cum Laude 
Meghan Elizabeth Poslasky 
Meredith Leigh Pranske .... . 
Sean Patrick Quirk .............. . 
Laura T. Reitinger ...... . 
Stephanie Jan Ricker .. .. .. .. . 
"i Jennifer M. Rohr ............ .. 
Marie Rasche ... 
.......... .. ...... .... . .Wildwood. MO 
.......... .. Chicago, IL 
.. ............... Rockville. MD 
.. ......................... Erie. PA 
.. ..... Toledo, OH 
........................... Dayton, OH 
.... ........ Rockville. MD 
Michael A. Ross ................................. . .. .... .... ............... Elmhurst. IL 
Lauren N. Rueve 
Kara Lynn Sandberg 
Cum Laude 
Kaileigh Marie Sansom .. . 
.If Christine Marie Sansone .. ........ . 
Kristen Elizabeth Sansone ........ . 
Alison Lee Schaid .. .. ...... 
Cum Laude 
... Cincinnati. OH 
................. Beavercreek. OH 
....... .... .. .. Hudson, OH 
..... St. Louis. MO 
.. Chesterfield, MO 
.. ..... Walworth, WI 
Erin Elizabeth Schraeder .. Cincinnati, OH 
Kevin Paul Schumacher ..... Strongsville, OH 
Kathleen M. Scully ......... .. .. ................. Orland Park. IL 
Stephanie Lynn Sergy ................................... ....... Ludlow Falls. OH 
Rania Miriam Shakkour .... .. ... Amherst. OH 
Magna Cum Laude 
• Kathleen Alexandra Shea .. .... .... ...... . .. ... Cincinnati. OH 
Anna Kristine Sheperd 
Samantha Sipe .. 
Parker York Smith .. .. .... .. .. 
Philip Spckowski ...... .. 
Jennifer Lynn Spculding . 
Laura Michelle Steffey .. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Anne Storey 
c Kelsy Sweeney ....... 
Allison L. Szima .. 
Jennifer L. Szink 
Magna Cum Laude 
Emily L. Taylor .... .. 
Shane Terrill ........................ . 
........... Cincinnati, OH 
..................... Arlington Heights, IL 
.. ........... Cincinnati. OH 
.. St. Louis. MO 
.. ... Strongsville. OH 
.. ........... Cincinnati, OH 
......... Chardon. OH 
.. .............. Waterville, OH 
... Lakewood Ranch, FL 
............. Jackson. Ml 
..... St. Louis. MO 
................................. Roy, UT 
Jesse Ryan Migdal ........... Hoffman Estates, IL Molly Vaulman .......... Chicago, IL 
.. North Royalton. OH Emily Anne Martenson ... 
Timothy Murray Mould . 
t in Absentia 
...................... .... .. Westfield. NJ Bryan Daniel Vedrody .... 
........ .. .... Lakewood, OH + Peter James Visceglia .. .. ........... Red Bank. NJ 
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Jomes V. Wade .......... .. 
Alexander Robert Wolter. 
Gory Joseph Wonnemocher .......... 
Joseph Alon Wathen ... 
Eric Jomes Weinheimer .................. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Courtney Coortos Welch .......... .. 
.. ........ Stone Mountain, GA 
........ Deerfield. IL 
.... Downers Grove, IL 
......... Hockessin. DE 
....... Allison Pork. PA 
............. Kenilworth. IL 
Brion Andrew Wilgus 
Jennifer L. Williams 
Nicholas P. Winsor 
Ryon Anthony Yahna. 
•' Simeon Milonov Zopryonov . 
Michelle Jeon Zeile ...... 
Core Program 
........ Fairview Pork. OH 
............ Cincinnati, OH 
.......... Ridgefield. CT 
.. ...... Riverside, OH 
. ..................... Bulgaria 
.. ........ Clarkston. Ml 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
Joseph Jomes Apel. 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brion T. Bailey . 
Kira Morie Boltutis .......... 
Colleen Suzanne Broddick 
Sean Michael Broderick .... . 
+ Louro Michelle Buehrle ...... .. 
Christopher Alon Cerone 
Jesse Lee Cheeseman 
.. .................................. Pittsburgh, PA 
.............. Cincinnati. OH 
.............................. Morton Grove. IL 
..... Olmsted Foils. OH 
.. ........ .Winfield, IL 
................ Kettering. OH 
............... West Chester. OH 
.................. Dublin, OH 
Matthew Jomes Longford 
Cum Laude 
Amanda N. Lewis 
Robert Gerold Lorenz .... 
Caroline Morie Miller 
.... Dayton, OH 
.......... New Carlisle. OH 
.. ... Glenview. IL 
..... Bennington, VT 
Soro Mitterholzer .... .. ..................................... Bluffton. OH 
Rhonda LoShoi Murphy ... 
Elizabeth Ann Sophia O'Neill ...... 
Cum Laude 
.. .............. Xenia, OH 
.. ....... Silver Spring. MD 
Jessica Rose Porco. .. ..... Cincinnati. OH Commissioned in the United States Army 
Craig Michael Cornett ......... .. ........ Fairfield. OH Doniel Pyles ........................ ......................................... Dayton, OH 
Monico Frances DiGiondomenico ... Deland, FL Andrea Michelle Ross ... .. ............. Erie. PA 
Cum Laude 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
Jacqueline Morie Ellis .................................................. Ketering. OH 
Sarah Nichole Grady .............................................. Cincinnati. OH 
Joseph Gulick .... Strongsville, OH 
Kathleen A. Hommelroth ... Cincinnati, OH 
JomesG. Hollwedel ................................................. Levittown, NY 
Core Program 
Petriek Jockso, 1 IEell, .................................... LOR IBElfel.-fr 
o • .\.etilie B. Sr,o,p .... J..M.,..~ .................. Huber Heights, OH 
John Nicholas Sholtis ..... North Royalton. OH 
Cum Laude 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
k.Fi&tir I lectl 161 S1, lill 1. 
Kristen Vanlandingham .... 
Victor A. Vella 
..l0AP1 desef:'Pi zae.101 . 
Andrew S. Zimmer ............ . 
Magno Cum Laude 
....... .Foil po11, ff { 
.. ................... Silver Spring. MD 
... Highland Heights. OH 
.. ............... Gleoele11el, 01~ 
.. ....................... ..... Columbus. OH 
ECONOMICS 
Peter Robert Blozunos. .... ............ .. .. . .. ............... South Euclid, OH Timothy P. lorkin ........................................................ St.Louis, MO 
Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Core Program 
University Honors Program 
ENGLISH 
Alyssa Ann Amedei ......... 
Cum Laude 
Bruce Andrew Corr 
Anno Rose Danese 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
........... Naperville. IL 
....... Clayton, OH 
............... Avon. OH 
Matthew Ronald Dykas ........................................ Boy Village. OH 
Core Program 
William Taylor Folk ... .. Hudson, IA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kenneth Farrell . 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
........ Brandenburg, KY 
Spencer Louis Horgodon ..................................... Woodstock. MD 
Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Angelico Hays ............................................. Medino, OH 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Meredith Hickey ........................................................... Dayton. OH 
tin Absentia 
Jeffrey Hoppe 
Adorn Michael Hornbacher .... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
.......... Dayton. OH 
.. ...................... Angolo, IN 
Brandi Nicole lordonides ........ Miamisburg. OH 
Lianne Erina King ......................... Maumee, OH 
Michael J. Knezevic ................................ Highland Heights, OH 
Allison McCreary Mortin .... .................. . ... ... .. ..... Westerville, OH 
Christine Morie Mezher ........................................... Cincinnati. OH 
Cum Laude 
Allison Morie Mikesell ...... 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
............... Germantown. OH 
, Megan A. Murphy ...... .. ... Chagrin Falls. OH 
........ Springboro. OH 
............ Belleville. IL 
Rona Kamal Odeh .. .. 
Mory Eileen Ortet .... .. 
Maryjo Frances Pirages ................................................ Rockford. IL 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
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Adorn Francis Redling. 
Cum Laude 
Jillian Morie Richards 
Cum Laude 
Katherine A. Robisch ................ .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Abigail Leigh Rossbach 
Summa Cum Laude 
Corly Lynn Schott .......... .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
1.41,lly eli,sl3etl't 6eelio ...... ?.\~/;\.\. 
Allison Jeon Springer 
Michael Stanley ...................... .. 
Cum Laude 
.. .... North Olmsted, OH 
.. Milford, OH 
. Pittsboro, IN 
...... Fairview Pork. OH 
.... Cincinnati, OH 
...... Buffalo Grove, IL 
............... Evanston. IL 
... Middleburg Heights, OH 
Amanda Justine Tootle ....... ~ .V.-,J~..\ ................... Chillicothe. OH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Gorenday Morie Torchia.. .. .... Cincinnati. OH 
Core Program 
Valerie Ann Valentino ....... A.~"..\ ............. Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
Core Program 
Molly Christine Wagar 
Emily Maria Watkins.. : : :i :;;;.;:::c:: 
Magna Cum Laude 
Core Program 
t Steven Daniel Weirauch .................... . 
Mell·; MeRite Williert1s ...... tl..Y>.1:,L 
Cum Laude 
. Concord. OH 
....... Mason. OH 
...... Kettering. OH 
.. Beavercreek, OH 
FINE ARTS 
T Lindsey Anne Muirhead .... . ............................. Bloomfield Hills, Ml Danielle Renae Williams . 
Dono B. Phillips. .. .... St. Louis. MO 
Katherine M. Brown ... . 
Core Program 
>lsRiel A lfoe,be, ........ c.~.~ .. \... 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
FRENCH 
........ Centerville, OH 
.......... Sierra Madre, CA 
Stephanie Lynn Wiezbenski 
Magna Cum Laude 
GERMAN 
......................... Cincinnati. OH 
.................. Toledo. OH 
as~t : fl · r iP tliiehkrnHu .. .. ~\ .... ..... Yorkshire. OH .SSFEl IEe!heli, ,e Storti ........ ,~Y.s~\.\ ..................... Bloomington, IL 
Magno Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar University Honors Program 
HISTORY 
Brendon Alexander Bergen 
Nicholas John Bertroms .. 
.............. West Chester. OH 
........... Dayton. OH 
Cooper David Bowen ........................... .. .. ............... Goshen, KY 
• Clore Caitlin Connelly .... . .. .............. Chicago. IL 
Alexander Nathan Davis ............ . .. ............... Minneapolis, MN 
D Caryn Anne Devine ........ .. ................... Springfield, VA 
Core Program 
Mitchel Thomas lnkrott ............................................... Ottawa. OH 
Louro Rene Keivel . 
Core Program 
Stephen Joseph Kinsella ... 
Nathan Alon Krowetzke . 
Summa Cum Laude 
................... Huber Heights. OH 
... Mount Prospect. IL 
. ............... Erie, Ml 
Core Program 




Thomas Middleton .. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cosey Hoveland Nathan . 
Kyle Arnold Nothnagel .......... .. 
Patrick L. Rizer ......... (>..,\M;. .\ 
Magna Cum Laude 
Casey Elizabeth Schuster ..... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
University Honors Program 
+ Brian Michael Sullivan ... 
+- Dean Anderson Wolff .. 
HUMAN RIGHTS STUDY 
Joseph Chartes Adlord ...................... Cincinnati. OH Stephanie Anne Zielonko . 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
tin Absentia 33 
... Pleasant Hill, OH 
...... Beavercreek. OH 
. ............ Wilmette. IL 
.. .......... Akron. OH 
. Kettering, OH 
......... Salon. OH 
..... Perrysburg. OH 
........... Newark. DE 
. ............ St. Louis, MO 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
Mario del Mor Aponte-Rodriguez ............................ Son Juan. PR 
Andrea Christine Brockman ....................................... Harrison, OH 
Cum Laude 
Allison J. Cone ........................................................ Cincinnati.OH 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
Sarah Morie Deak ............................. ......................... Granville, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
" Sarah Rose Drokulich 
Kelly Anne Grimes 
Emily Moria Hampton .... 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Clementine B. lgilibombe 
Erin Kathleen Kilkenny 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
..................... Alliance. OH 
... Morion. OH 
.. .................... Cincinnati, OH 
..... Dayton. 011 
....... Seville. OH 
Marleen Elizabeth Kindel ....................................... . Cincinnati. OH 
Nicole Elizabeth Krummert . ...................................... .... Indiana, PA 
Jason A Lyon ................................................ .. .. . .... .... . Gibsonio. PA 
Joanna Safford Maier ....................................... Yellow Springs. OH 
Margaret Bernice Motlak .. .. Greenwood, IN 
Tyler Michael McElroy .. .. ....................... Kettering.OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Julia Soro Elizabeth Ropoch ...................................... Dayton. OH 
Cum Laude 
Briana Lynn Snyder .................................................. .. Dayton, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Meghan J. Tobin .............. .Wauwatosa. WI 
Magno Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Melissa Ashley Trofi ............ .. .............. Woke Forest, NC 
Cl Alyssa Marie Wagner ..... i).; .!e ... 5.~ ............ .Fort Wayne. IN 
Kelsey Nicole Wirth ............. Milwaukee, WI 
Cum Laude 
Nicole Lynnette Wojnorwsky 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
........ . Medina, OH 
Kimberly Samantha Ybarro ............................................. Sterling. IL 
MATHEMATICS 
19";ieA 8eoo,, Edgel ...... clv..,:, .. \ ...... ...................... ... Dayton, OH Sarah Ann Huggins.... . ............................. Eldersburg. MD 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar Core Program 
Core Program Univer~ty Honors Program 
Shelley Morie Leber ............. AM.11.\ ......... Vernon Hills. IL 
MUSIC 
Craig Allen Boman.. ..Vandalia, OH Charles Alexander Mortinez ............................ Lindsay. CA 
Eric M. Fehrman ............................................................ Dayton. OH 6 Christine Morie O'Donnell ................................... Worthington. OH 
PHILOSOPHY 
Jennifer Bobak ............... .... .................................. West Chester. OH 
Bart Patrick Bergfeld ................ .. .... .. .......................... Delphos, OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kyle P. Brody .............................................................. Charlotte. NC 
Timothy Russell Brown 
Magna Cum Laude 
.. .............. Springboro. OH 
Samuel Frederick Conley ............................................ Villa Hills. KY 
Ryon Curtis Pollock .................... ......................... .West Chester. OH 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Jessica Nicole Young ................ ..... .......................... Columbus. OH 
Cum Laude 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Lauren Michelle Tomasello ................................. West Chester, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Christopher J. Ambrose ....... ...... . Chesterfield. MO 
Jeffrey Michael Anthony .................. .................... Wadsworth, OH 
Cum Laude 
Brooke Elizabeth Arden ......................... .. ... .... .. ........ Kettering, OH 
Core Program 
Cassondra Laro Borandi .. 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
........... ....... .... ....... Mentor.OH 
Adorn Joseph Batholter .............................. .... ....... Cincinnati, OH 
Poul Frederick Bradley ............................................ Quaker Hill. CT 
tin Absentia 
Timothy Scott Broadbent ... .. .......................... Lakewood. OH 
0 Kelly Jone Brockman .................................................. Florence, KY 
Cum Laude 
Brion Burton ......... .. ................................................. .. Cincinnati, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Kelly Collingwood .. ...... ................................................ Coralville. IA 
Magno Cum Laude 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
Helen Daly .......................................................... Littleton, CO 
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Brett R. Davies .......... Brutus. Ml .;(Nathaniel Dominic Orso ....................................... St.Charles. MO 
Molly A Dineen ..................... .. .. ...... .. .. .. ... .................... Batavia. OH 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Fockler ............... .. .. .......... ................ Beavercreek. OH 
Tyler Scott Frederick ............................................... Strongsville.OH 
Wesley Freemon .. .. . . .. ........... Columbus, OH 
Cum Laude 
Cory Andrew Hoydocy .................................................. Dublin.OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jeffrey Brock Herr .............................................. Carmel.IN 
Magno Cum Laude 
Emi A Hurlburt . .. ........ Franklin. OH 
Steven J. Jackson ....... Indianapolis. IN 
Cum Laude 
NinoJoloni 
Aubrey Lewis Keech 
Cum Laude 
Meghan Elizabeth Keivel. .. 
Kathleen Michelle Kennedy 
...................... Centerville, OH 
......... Potomac. MD 
............ Huber Heights. OH 
.. Cincinnati. OH 
Alexander Richard Kroemer ......... ........................ Cincinnati. OH 
Cum Laude 
William Frederick Krieger .............. .. ........... .... .... West Chester, OH 
Commissioned in the United States Morine Corps 
Tenicko Denise McCleskey .. .. .. ... Dayton. OH 
Jorge R. Torres Mirando... . ................ .. Bayamon, PR 
Brion Matthew Misner ......................................... Pittsburgh, PA 
Alexander Pope Orlowski ............................................ Fishers, IN 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chaminade Scholar 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
University Honors Program 
Matthew David Rhein ............................................ Strongsville. OH 
John N. Riley .. .. ..................................... Boy Village, OH 
Emily Rebecca Russo .. . .. ... Dayton, OH 
Beth Ann Saracco .............. ............................ .. .... Westchester. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Matthew Sothe ... ...... Cincinnati. OH 
Donielle Morie Seifert ... .. ..... Cincinnati. OH 
Peter John Sullivan Jr ............................................ Strongsville, OH 
Cum Laude 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
Justin Emmanuel Swanson 
Katerina Morie Vujeo 
Summa Cum Laude 
John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
Olivio Lauren Walker 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
Matthew Edward Walsh .. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
University Honors Program 
+ Jonathon E. Whaley ... 
.............. .Fort Wayne. IN 
.... .. . Delton. Ml 
................ Hendersonville, TN 
... Dublin, OH 
.. ... Livonia, Ml 
Andrew J. Williams .............................................. Beavercreek, OH 
Adorn Christopher Young.. .. . .................. Galloway. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Jaime L. Anderson 
Cum Laude 
... Union. KY 
Lauren Morie Androko ..................................... North Olmsted, OH 
,~ Anthony William Antenucci.... . ............ Warren, OH 
Carmon Donielle Babcock-Bens ...................... Harper Woods. Ml 
Cum Laude 
Dewoyno Antonio Bailey ......................... ... .. ..... Cincinnati. OH 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
Natalie Nicole Behimer ....................... .. .. ........... ......... St. Louis. MO 
Patricio Ann Borgerding .......... Troy.OH 
Megan Kathleen Brennon ................................... Chesterfield, MO 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eric B. Cody.. . .. ... Cory. IL 
Kacy Lee Carmichael 
~ Timothy M. Clark 
Allison Rankin Cohen 
Matthew Cohen. 
Elizabeth Rose Collette 
Cum Laude 
Lauren Nicole Cook .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Morionist Leadership Scholar 
Margaret Mory Delaney ... 
Corio Fiorino DiBlosio .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Stephanie L. Dudasik .. 
Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 
.... .Westlake. OH 
.... ... Wyoming. OH 
.................................. Hudson. OH 
................ Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
............ Hilliard. OH 
.... Fort Wright. KY 
.. ........ Euclid, OH 
.. ... Novelty, OH 
.. . .. Wheaton, IL 
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Brion William Eder 
Ashlee Nicole Essex 
Lindsey Morie Fleissner 
Cum Laude 
........................... Weston, CT 
.................... Hamilton, OH 
....... Akron. OH 
Allison Foust... .............................................. Charlotte, NC 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
Caitlin Moira Garvey ................. ... .... ......... ..... ..... ...... Charlotte. NC 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Mory Bethany Kylene Givens .... .. .................. Hamilton. OH 
Georgia Ann Good .. .. ............................ Beavercreek, OH 
Emilie Morie Gravett .. .. ........................... Cleves.OH 
Cum Laude 
Mary Elizabeth Grawe .. 
Lauren P. Hockman ... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Chominode Scholar 
University Honors Program 
Soro Crisonn Hartzell .. 
Alison N. Hastedt .. 
Michael B. Helfgot ... .. 
Jonathon A Hentz .. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Anne Herdmonn .. 
Melissa Anne Hoelzle .... 
Magno Cum Laude 
... Cincinnati, OH 
........................ Fairfield, OH 
.................... Dayton. OH 
.... Columbus. OH 
' ........... Pork Ridge, IL 
.. Findlay, OH 
.... ..... Libertyville. IL 
.... .. .... ................. Fremont.OH 
Emily Elizabeth Howson .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Michael Anthony Hughes ..... . 
Mario Elizabeth Jackson .. . 
Celia Mariko Kollos. 
Robert Michael Kovatch 
Michaela Morie Kromer. 
o Kathryn E. Kuriviol 
Jessica Morie Lazaroff . 
Cassidy Jo Lekan. 
Joseph William Levigne. 
Cum Laude 
. ...... Lancaster. OH 
......... Cincinnati, OH 
. ... Cincinnati. OH 
. .............. Strongsville. OH 
... Indianapolis. IN 
..... Coldwater. OH 
....................... ....... .... Bryon, OH 
. .... St. Louis. MO 
... Brecksville, OH 
. .. Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml 
Emma Christine McCune ...................... ................ Cincinnati. OH 
Cum Laude 
Kelli M. Meiners 
Angelo Mercadante 
Cory Daniel Dylan Miller 
Emily Rosina Miller. ..... . 
... Cincinnati. OH 
.......... St. Chcrles. IL 
..... Dayton.OH 
. ............................. Hilliard, OH 
Carolyn Jeon Mingione ............................................. Naperville, IL 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Justin Gabriel Munafo ................. Hamilton. OH 
Nicholas Gregory Price ....................................... Strongsville, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Elizabeth A. Reinberg ....... ..... St. Louis. MO 
Cum Laude 
Caitlin Robie . . ........ New Philadelphia. OH 
Cum Laude 
Ashleigh Noelle Robinson ............ . ........ Cleveland. OH 
Morionist Leadership Scholar 
Koren Roth ................... .......... ............... ................... Rochester. NY 
t Colleen Bcrbaro Seomonds ......• '·"'···i~~ .. Alexandria, VA 
+ Elaine Stedman Smith .. 
Rebecca Morie Spalding ........................... . 
.... Cincinnati. OH 
.. Louisville. KY 
Cum Laude 
Ashleigh Renee Spies. 
Angelo Stork 
Cum Laude 
Nancy J. Strope ... 
Cum Laude 
Erin Morie Sylvester . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
Amanda D. Tkacik ...... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jessica Morie Tobin 
Elizabeth Rochelle Trem 
Cum Laude 
. ... Toledo. OH 
.. Brunswick, OH 
. ...... Centerville. OH 
. .. Oak Creek. WI 
. ................ Beaver Fol~. PA 
...... Rocky River. OH 
...... Akron. OH 
Kristin Tyburczy ...... ...... .... ....... ..... Harrington Pork, NJ 
Cum Laude 
Rita Morie Uhlenhoke .... Beavercreek. OH 
Alexander Thomas Urban .... West Chester. OH 
Thomas E. Wiersma .. . ..... North Olmsted. OH 
Michelle Lynn Wintering... ..... . .... .... Columbus, OH 
Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Elizabeth Anne Albanese 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
....................... Rocky River. OH 
Rochel Morie Brown .................................................. Metoirie, LA 
Core Program 
Mork J. Gore .... ...... ...... ... ...................................... St. Charles. MO 
Megan Lyn Guiver. 
Cum Laude 
Christin Elizabeth Hydemon ..... 
Cum Laude 
Emily Morie Klein 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
. .................... Ft.Wayne, IN 
. ....... Murrysville. PA 
. . . .. . . .. .. . ............ Blacklick. OH 
Anno Littrell 
Core Program 
......................................... Indianapolis. IN 
Sean C. Myers .... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar 
. .............................. ....................... Hull. MA 
Julio Elizabeth Sandmann ............................ ....... ... Cincinnati. OH 
Core Program 
Kristen N. Speco ............................................................. Streator. IL 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 





University Honors Program 
. ........ Cincinnati. OH 
SOCIOLOGY 
Caitlin Joy Allen 
Summa Cum Laude 
.......... Liverpool. NY 
Jessica Morie Benoit ........................................................... Erie. PA 
Cum Laude 
Molloree Caroline Bloke .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
. ........ Jamestown. NY 
Emily Jeon Bcnistoll ............................................... Centerville. OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Louro Elizabeth Burgess ............................................ Kettering, OH 
Mory Ellen Darrah ..................................................... Westlake, OH 
tin Absentia 36 
Caroline Moe Degnan . Pittsburgh, PA 
Groce Finn ................................................ Dayton. OH 
Chominode Scholar 
Dayton Civic Scholar 
Caroline Oldani Mcinerney . 
Pamela JoAnn Morelli 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
. ......................... Grosse Pointe. Ml 
.................................... Beaver.PA 
Lori Ann Pelletier ................................................ Downers Grove. IL 
Elizabeth Morie Tiemeier ........................................ Cincinnati. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
AEneR Nieole Bold 1mun ..... L\v.. .... \. 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Awy MQR9 Qi,<RiG~k.i ...... 0.,.\/\N..\ 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mario Angelico Bustamante. 
LO~FO MOFiO bi9 \lit!l ....... .d.~i...\. 
Cum Laude 
SPANISH 
..... Medino, OH Elizabeth Newell Perkins .............. .... . 
Kelly Qodernok~ .... ...... A .~ .~.\ 
Magno Cum Laude 
. .... Arlington Heights. IL Core Program 
Je66iso L';RR ~Gh· ·lte ....... ~ .".::~.\. 
. ............. Morristown. IN 
................... Dayton, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
~ristiR Melisse SiRAiAl'J ....... A.~ .. !<,. \ .. 
..Louisville, KY 
.... Strongsville. OH 
. ....... Versailles. OH 
. ...... Chillicothe. OH 
l(elli A. FiReR ........... Q...~ t, .. \... .. . . .. . . .... . .... Bloomington. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
t Adam J. Stanley 
~oro LiA,, Sluckey 
Cum Laude 
. . ......................... Kettering, OH 
... A.~~.~ ......................... Cincinnati, OH Magno Cum Laude 
-K.lthoriRe .~RR l<ilscl 111e1 ..... ~ .~.~.\ ......... .. ..... .......... Dublin. OH 
Courtney Ann Morso... .. . ....................... Wheaton. IL 
Cum Laude 
THEATRE 
Kevin Vincent Bronick ... . ...................................... Dayton. OH 
Margaret Ellen-O'Shea Clark .................. Grosse Pointe Forms. Ml 
Magno Cum Laude 
Caitlin Patricio Cronin 
Cum Laude 
Morionist Leadership Scholar 
Tristan Thomas Sample ... 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
Alexander Lair Hoffmo~ .... ......... . 
Patrick Krulik ............. .. l,\..~ .~.l.. 
... Naperville, IL 
......... Medino. OH 
Matthew Rankin ..... . 
WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES 
Erica Lee Foster ....... . .................................. Dayton. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
FINE ARTS WITH TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
Rebecca Elyse Curran .......... Cincinnati, OH Ellen Morie Schneider ..... 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Kathleen Anne Patton .................................. Sheffield Village, OH 
Amanda C. Beker ... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Lauren Elise Bruce .. 
Kathleen M. Fair. ... 
-fsoro Elizabeth Gorchor .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kathryn Ann Miras 
t in Absentia 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
.... Westerville, OH 
............ Mason. OH 
. ........ ........ Parma. OH 
Katherine M. Feher. ..................... . 
Core Program 
Hillary Anne Hopkins. 
STUDIO ART 
. ........................ Mason. OH Benjamin Pierce Norton ... 
Cum Laude 
......... Dayton. OH Mork Dolton O'Brien ... 
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...... Cincinnati. OH 
................ Sandusky. OH 
. ....... Harrisburg. PA 
....... .Fairfield, OH 
........... Berwyn, PA 
.Dayton. OH 
........ Nashville. TN 
........... Grand Rapids, Ml 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN 
Kelly Lynn Bailey .................................................... Mason. OH 
Michael Alon Bloke 
Whitney Raines Bledsoe ..... . 
Mortin Robert CoNer ...... .. 
t Stoey Elaine Chew .... .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Nathan Christopher 
Cum Laude 
Jaime Lyn Ferguson . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Cassie Liegh Geisen ................ .. 
Q> Aaron M. Glett .. 
.................... West Chester. OH 
.. ............. Heath. TX 
.. ........................ Wheaton. IL 
........ Mason. OH 
.................... Dayton. OH 
...... ............ ....... Beavercreek, OH 
.......... Edgewood, KY 
..New Carlisle. OH 
t Adam Michael Hoke ........................................... Springboro. OH 
Scott Michael Hofmeister ... .. ............ Chesterfield. MO 
Anne Michael Korlovitz 
Nicholas George Kastner 
Cory Kundert .................... . 
Caitlin Irene McCauley .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kelly O'Brien .... 
Doniel Romon Santoli 
........... Chicago. IL 
.............. Hudson. OH 
...................... Delphos. OH 
.. ... Willoughby, OH 
.. ............. WesteNille, OH 
..... Hudson. OH 
Amanda Lee Seponski ............................................... Sylvania. OH 
Kevin Patrick Sullivan.... ... .. ................. Royal Oak, Ml 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
d 1\1\A , 1 ~ ~>'>'\~ ndrew J Aldstodt . . . . ....... Englewood. OH Cum Laude orren Lee Brown .. Beavercreek. OH 
Joseph Stryker Heiser ...... .. ...... Noblesville. IN 
Doniel Sean Kelly ..................... .. .............. .. ........... .. WesteNille, OH 
Charles M. Little .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .......... .. .. ...... .................. .. Cohoes. NY 
Spencer Lee Morsinek .............................................. Hudson. OH 
Commissioned in the United States Morine Corps 
+- Teri Jordon Munger . .. ................. CedoNille, OH 
T,.., ~ "'-..r G\ "J ".J ~ ...r 
Theodore Amir Nosserbakht . .......... Northbrook. IL 
' Pollick JOI II I e, @mdy ......... .. Lyl'I :e. GT 
Mallory Quinn Pohlman .. ...................... ...................... Dayton. OH 
+- Jude Emoni Royal. .. .. .. Dayton, OH 
• Jonathon Mitchell Sex .................................... .. .. ... Columbus. OH 
Thaddeus G. Seymour.. .. .. .. ......... Lake Mory. FL 
Katherine M. Shuler ......... .. .................. .. ........ Ithaca. NY 
Greg Sinning ........................ .. 
Christina Roe-Lynn Welfel .... . 
..Chillicothe. OH 
.............. Dayton. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
Erin Elizabeth Bosch . ................................. .............. Twinsburg, OH 
Cum Laude 
More Henricus Bolden .......... .. ............................. Churchville, MD 
Justin Michael Cusick......... .. ......... Morion, OH 
1:1 Arthur P. Downey Jr .............................................. Springboro. OH 
Heather Caitlin Goertemiller ............ Pickerington. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr., Scholar 
Christopher Michael Johnson 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Brion John Panetta 
Nichole E. Plows ........ 
Magno Cum Laude 
MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
Joshua Everett Paulus .......... ..... .... .. ........................... .. .. Elkton. MD 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
MUSIC THERAPY 
...... .. .... Dayton. OH 
...... ... Charlotte. NC 
...... St. Marys. PA 
.> Jessica J. Cole .......................................... .. ... Mogadore, OH 
........................... .. .. .. .Vandalia. OH Elizabeth Morie Crombie 
' ' Caitlin Aileen Perlow .. .. .. J>..~.~ ... j~· .. ............. Fenton. MO 
Elaine Morie Whitaker................. .. .... Loveland. OH 
Hin Pon Ho .............. .... .. ...... .. .. ............... Hong Kong 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Brion Victor Krilov ...................... .. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
tin Absentia 
APPLIED MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS 
..................... Richfield, OH E.ir, F,e, ,ei3 cei, ,aeFs ., ........ ~ .. .\. ...................... .... ... Stow, OH 
Cum Laude 




Aaron Edward Beach .. . 
Katrina Lynn Duckett .... . 
Katherine Jeon Fowler 
Amanda Elizabeth Joseph 
Kathleen Frances Arnold 
Summa Cum Laude 
Julio Maureen Bobak ... 
Nicholas Joseph Barcelo .... .. . 
Julie Michele Boland. 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
. .................... Dayton. OH 
........... TippCity, OH 
........ . Daphne. AL 
..... Columbus. OH 
Leah Nicole Makley .... 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
Rebecca Leo Sweet 
BIOLOGY 
.... Villa Hills. KY 
.. West Chester. OH 
............. Chagrin Falls. OH 
............. Spring Volley. OH 
Jessica A lmmonen .. . 
Mork Aaron Lauber ...... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kristen Elizabeth Louer 
Brion Thomas Lovinguth ... 
............... Troy. OH 
.......... Rochester. NY 
.................. Solon. OH 
................ ............ ..... Dayton, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Tiffany Nicole Bowen 
Cum Laude 
....... .. Dayton. OH 
Elise Morie Malinowski 
Jonathon Patrick McFadden .. . 
Kathleen M. Needham .. . 
....... Boardman. OH 
......... .. .......... .... .. . Ballwin, MO 
.. .... .. Garfield Heights. OH 
.... .. . Elgin. IL 
...... Oak Lown. IL 
................ Ottawa. IL 
. ........ Akron. OH 
.. Waynesville, NC 
Emily Quinn Bowers ...... .. ............................. Edgewood. KY Stefano Novotney .. . 
Summa Cum Laude Richard Pickett 
Lisa Morie Campbell ............... .. ....... Medino. OH Benjamin J. Polzello 
Patrick Scott Carpenter.......... ..................... .. ..... NopeNille, IL Magno Cum Laude 
C Colleen Corson ........ '-\...~ .... ~~ ........... Perrysburg, OH Kory Allon Priest ............ .. 
Emily Elise Connell .. .. . .. .. . . .............. .. NopeNille. IL a o Antonio Rodriguez .. .. 
Cum Laude Lyndsey Nicole Roesch ... 
Matthew Thomas Cripe ....... Loveland. OH Scott Thomas Ratterman 
Matthew Joseph Deon........... .. ...... Chesterlond. OH Cum Laude 
Magno Cum Laude Mory Elizabeth Solimbene ... 
Anno Lisa Diaz . .. .. Middletown. MD Stephen Louis Sanker .... 
Derrick Lee Goubeaux .............................................. Sidney, OH Cum Laude 
Kelsey Lynn Guonciole.. .. ....... CenteNille. OH Kelly Morie Satterfield . 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
John W Berry, Sr .. Scholar Kyle Andrew Scarberry 
Louro Claire Gueltzow..... .. ........ Louisville. KY Magno Cum Laude 
Branden Wesley Gulick ....... .. ...... .... ...... ................ .. Cincinnati, OH University Honors Program 
Cum Laude Alyssa Ann Sprouse .. . 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force Patrick Toerner Tassone .. 
Anno Elizabeth Heink .......... .Lexington. KY Summa Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
Jessica Nicole Henry ....... 
Cum Laude 
Ciera Lee Herres .. .. 
Sydney Corinne Hubbard 
Magno Cum Laude 
... Waynesville. OH 
........................ .. .. Dayton. OH 
Lancaster. OH 
University Honors Program 
Doniel W. Teyber ......... 
Crystal Ann Vohrenhold. 
Cum Laude 
Doniel Taylor Von Horn .. 
Keith Nelson Welker ............ . 
CHEMISTRY 
...... Ashland, OH 
................................. Son Juan. PR 
............. .. Morion. OH 
. Loveland. OH 
............................... Bucyrus. OH 
............ Cincinnoti: OH 
................... Springboro. OH 
... Farmersville. OH 
... .. ....................... CenteNille. OH 
.... .... ....................... Loveland, OH 
.. Kettering. OH 
.... Florissant. MO 
.. .... Seven Hills. OH 
.. ........ .................. Kettering. OH 
Kyle Hennessy Davia ....... .... .... .............. .. .. Los Vegas. NV t Gretchen Renee Laubacher ... .. .......... Massillon. OH 
Cum Laude 
Michael Charles Horwath 
Summa Cum Laude 
John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
Summa Cum Laude 
........ .. Kettering.OH 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Louro Lynn Howkins .. . .. .. Avon. OH 
Andrew Eric Leininger... . ..... .. .. .. Columbus. OH 
Matthew J. McNamara ... . ............................ .. .......... .Fairborn. OH 
Jason w. Meyer .. 
Matthew Santoro 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
• Ryon Thomas Bader... .. ................. ......................... Akron. OH G Thomas Joseph Bush ... . 
t in Absentia 39 
........................ .. Troy. OH 
.... Olmsted Falls, OH 
.. .. Davenport, IA 
Kurt Robert Hiller ..... . . . ...... Strongsville. OH Kyle Anthony Nichting .............................................. Hamilton. OH 
Lorry Eugene Hill Ill .. . 
Summa Cum Laude 
Randoll Jomes Loushin .. 
........ Huber Heights. OH Cum Laude 
Christopher Michael Pitstick ... .. .. ti~.\ ................. Xenia. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Michael J. Lucas .... 
Theodore H. Miller 
Matthew R. Mize .... 
Cum Laude 
Jessico Anene Osborne 
Dennis V. Eck ..... ....... . 
Cum Laude 
. .................... Amherst. OH 
............ Sagamore Hil~. OH 
........ Liberty Township, OH 
..... Dayton.OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar 
University Honors Program 
Robert D. Rice .. 
Anees Rizk 




...... Colwich. KS • Kevin Kroft 
Barbaro Gayle Schnurr 
Core Program 
Ann Morie Syrowski .. 
MATHEMATICS 
........................... Muskegon. Ml 
....... Cleveland. OH 
.... ..... ... ..... Madison Heights. Ml 
.. Dayton. OH 
. . . .. .. . . .Lexington. KY 
.......... Port Clinton. OH 
David Alton Aaby ...... Massillon. OH Nathan Hill ......................................... ... .............. Dublin. OH 
Cum Laude 
Donielle Roe Carleton ......... ~ ...... ".\ ...... Monroe. Ml 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jennifer L Diemunsch .......... ~ "-. .\. ................ Springboro. OH 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
Megan Elizabeth Johns .... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Erin Nicole Shafer ......... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Joseph Philip Vecchio .... 
....... ................ ................. Mason.OH 
........... Centerville. OH 
. . Seven Hills. OH 
PHYSICS 
Foizan Ahmad .. . ........ i,k.11,, ~.\ .. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
....................... Pakistan Douglas Evon Wertepny ... 
Cum Laude 
.. ....... Liberty Township. OH 
PRE DENTISTRY 
Jonathon C. Krogg .................................... . 
Allison Koy Lohse 
Magno Cum Laude 
... Springfield, OH 
......... Milford, OH 
Chnsten Morie Musuroco .. ..... Barrington. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
PREMEDICINE 
Bryon D. Boillis ....... . ................... Cleveland. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
,ill9R',' Rei ,ee eeir.: ..... J... ... ~ .\ ........... Tiffin. OH 
Nicholas Gerard Berger. .... Cincinnati. OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Andrew Joseph Brown ........................ Morion. OH 
Cum Laude 
Michelle Patrice Clark. 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .• Scholar 
Sarah Jone Coffey ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Michael John Comionos ... 
tin Absentia 
......... Xenia. OH 
............................. .... Centerville. OH 
. . ............. Morion. OH 
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Christine Margaret DeAngelo ... ..... Lisle, IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
Louro Morie De Vito .... ... ..... c,.~ .\. .. ... Dayton. OH 
Cum Laude 
Michael Lee Elliott ........... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
University Honors Program 
.. .......... ....................... .Vandalia. OH 
Rosalie Ann Fillenworth ... . ........................... Greenwood. IN 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jomes Scott Fitzgerald. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Timothy Patrick Fox .............. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Allison Kathryn Garver .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
. .... Grand Rapids. Ml 
.................. .Fort Wayne. IN 
.............. Lorain. OH 
Keith Adam Getzinger 
Bennett E. Horris ....... . 
Jomes Michael Harrison .... 
Cum Laude 
+ Sean Jameson Heenan 
Megan Colleen Kenny 
Michael John Kesser. .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Rachael A. Kohntopp .... 
Brennon Michael Lawall. .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Christopher William Lovett .. 
Morionist Leadership Scholar 
Brion A. Madden ....... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar 
............ Solem. OH 
..................... Nashville. TN 
. ............... North Ridgeville. OH 
........... St.Joseph, Ml 
...... Cincinnati. OH 
.................. Perrysburg. OH 
.. Maumee. OH 
. ........ Hamilton. OH 
...... Cincinnati. OH 
........ Arlington Heights. IL 
Meredith Rose Pesce .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr.. Scholar 
Joseph Patrick Riley ..... 
................. Greenlown, NY 
. .................... Lorain. OH 
........ Kettering, OH 
. ... Son Diego, CA 
..... .Whitehouse, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Amanda Lyn Robbe . 
Kimberly Ann Sacher 
Magno Cum Laude 
Louro Katheryn Simons .. 
Cum Laude 
Kristin Melissa Sinning ......... J...~ .. \ ... ................. Chillicothe. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Rochel L Snyder. ........... . . ......... Xenia. OH 
Cum Laude 
Sarah mabeth Fisher Spurgeon......... . . .Vandalia. OH 
Diano Silvio Tee... . .. Parma Heights. OH 
Isobel Morie Monzanillo ........................... . .... Dayton. OH 
............. Richland. WA 
Cum Laude 
Colleen Morie Morty ... 
Cum Laude 
John Patrick McCormick ... 
Cum Laude 
Jude Ogochukwu Odofe 
Gretchen Elizabeth Dyer ... 
Bridgette Renee Gibson .. 
Cum Laude 
Heather Elizabeth Gresh 
Jared Alon Hayes ............... . 
Potncio Elizabeth Moron 
., Breone Jenae Norvell .. 
Ashley Rose Pavone .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
t in Absentia 
Jessica Leigh Vaughan....... . ............ Seven Hills, OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
. ................. Louisville. KY Neal Raj Verma ....... Beavercreek, OH 
Cum Laude 
.................... Amherst, OH Gilford Stephen Vincent Jr ........ Pataskala, OH 
Cum Laude 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
PSYCHOLOGY 
. ........................... .Toledo. OH 
....................... St. Clair Shores. Ml 
... Oak Harbor. OH 
... Cincinnati. OH 
..... .Westtoke. OH 
........................... Centerville, OH 
. .................... Richfield. OH 
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Soro Ashley Robertson ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Alissa Brianne Singer .... 
Emily Rose Souve ... 
Poul Dickinson Sroka ........ . 
Jennifer Mone Stnmpfel. . 
Summa Cum Laude 
.................... Miamisburg. OH 
....... Dayton.OH 
................. Dayton.OH 
....... Northfield, IL 
.. Springboro. OH 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MATTHEW D. SHANK, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
Hinda Mohomed Abdullohi ............. .. .............. Dayton, OH 
Nicholas Reed Adams...... ........ ... .. Newark, OH 
Elizabeth Anne Angle ........... .. ...... .. ............ St. Louis. MO 
.\- Ashley Elizabeth Armstrong .. . .. ....................... Canton. OH 
McKenzie Keeley 
Cum Laude 
Horry Joseph Kennedy ........ 
Thomas Joseph King 
............................ .. . ..... Falmouth. ME 
.. .............. .. ...... ........ Pittsburgh. PA 
Lambert W. Barnes II .............................................. Indianapolis., IN Andrew Michael McDonald .. .. 
.... Arlington Heights. IL 
.. ......... Middletown. OH 
Charles Thomas Brown IV....... .. .. South Euclid, OH Summa Cum Laude 
Kelly Morie Burns.... .. ............. Troy. Ml Jomes Mork McGivney ........................................... Avon Lake. OH 
Summa Cum Laude Donald Mc Morris ................ .. .. ...... ............ ............. Doylestown. PA 
Core Program Ericha Terese Munch ..... Kettering, OH 
t Kelly Anne Carmen...... .. .............. Akron. OH Michael Colin Murphy ...... .. .. . .. ............ .. .... Brecksville. OH 
Enrique A. Carrasquillo-Santini. .. .. ...... Son Juan. PR Ryon Patrick Noonon ...... Kensington. MD 
Robert More Chappell .......................................... . Cincinnati, OH Romi K. Odeh...... ... Springboro. OH 
t- Jeffrey Russle Clegg.... .. .. .. ...... Brookville. OH • John M. Patriarco ........ Painesville. OH 
Jennifer Elise Collins .............................................. Silver Spring. MD t ~ Jacob William Peters.. .. ..................... Toledo. OH 
* Robert William Cruciger. .. New Middletown. OH Doniel William Regan. .. ............. Cincinnati, OH 
Core Program Christopher Lawrence Scali~. .. ............ Parma. OH 
• f> Brianna C. Cutshaw .... .. .......... .. .... .. .... .. ...... .... .. Jonesborough. TN Karo S. Scherrboum .. ........ .. .. ........ .. .... .................... .. .. ..... Presto, PA 
Coro Therese Duron ..................................................... Louisville. KY William Travis Schroder....... .. .... Cincinnati, OH 
-t Corl L. Eschboch ........................... St. Louis. MO Cum Laude 
Wesley G. Everman ....................................................... Minster. OH 
John Patrick Fazio .......... .. ...... Syracuse. NY 
Benjamin Joseph Gammon .. .. ... .. .... ........ Lexington. KY 
t Christopher M. Green ................. .. ....................... Florissant, MO 
Erik Vincent Gudenos .. .. .. .. .. .. ................ Euclid. OH 
Eric Jomes Hardy ........ 
Quinn R. Haselhorst. 
Cum Laude 
• Jamie P. Janus .......................... .. 
........................ Rochester. NY 
............ Noblesville, IN 
........... Clarendon Hills. IL 
Anthony William Sirobello 
Cum Laude 
Anno C. Sorg ...... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jeffrey A Tonges 
Janessa Renee Wenning 
Brittany Alysse Yoder 
Magno Cum Laude 
BUSINESS ECONOMICS 
bl61Aielle Ree Ce,k.lon ....... A.IM!..\. 
Magno Cum Laude 
John Lawrence Cimo 
Andrew David Kernen 
......... Monroe, Ml 
........ Clarendon Hills. IL 
... Carmel, IN 
William F. O'Hara ..... 
Joseph Patrick Olwig 
Cum Laude 
Matthew Davis Smyth 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
................... Pittsburgh, PA 
.. ..... Huron. OH 
....... Cincinnati. OH 
.... .. .... Celina. OH 
... Hamilton. OH 
.. ....... Wilmette. IL 
............... St . Charles. MO 
....... Highlands Ranch. CO 
.: Shonda Morie Allen ...... .. .. .................. .. ............. Spring Volley. OH t Addison Christopher Hoover . .. .. .. .. ................................. Normal. IL 
-t Lisa Aubry ................... .. ........ Lambertville. Ml 
Matthew E. Behr .......... .............. .............. .. ........ St. Louis. MO 
Amanda Jeon Boellke .................. .. .... .. .................... Vandalia. OH 
Brittany Elyse Bundy ............................................. Indianapolis. IN 
Patrick Cline .... .. ............. .. .............. Powell. OH 
Allison Mory Drummey 
Core Program 
Patrick Joseph Duffy 
Bradley Kernoghon Evans .. 
t Allison Catherine Holl .................... . 
Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 
...... Edgewood, KY 
.................... .. ....... Bartlett. IL 
.. .. ........ .. . Houston. TX 
....... Dayton, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Henry Cloy Hunt ................... Louisville. KY 
s(;~""""~ 
Shown Gregory Inks 
Alexandro A Jackson ...... .. 
Stephanie Lynn Johnson .. .... . 
Sarah Anne Grinsfelder Lingo 
Magno Cum Laude 
Michael Christopher Morris 
Richard Francis Schmidt ..... 
t-John William Gerard Tropp 
Jomes Wilson Wolf. 
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....... Richfield. OH 
.. ............ Dayton. OH 
.. .. Westerville. OH 
............ .. .. .. Logan. OH 
.............. .Mansfield, OH 
.. ..... Dublin, OH 
......... Mount Carmel, IL 
.......... .. ........ .. .. ...... Berea. OH 
• 
FINANCE 
Corl Brett Adlord ...... .. .. Cincinnati. OH 
Stephen Patrick Augsburger .... Crown Point. IN 
Mork Thomas Barron ........... St. Louis. MO 
Lyndsey N. Bates ... .... .. .. .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. ...... ...... ............... Mason. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Maximilian Jomes Bedell ........... ... Akron. OH 
Core Program 
John Clark Krebsbach. Jr 
Magno Cum Laude 
Gail D. Lemming .. . 
Britney E. Lewis .. . 
Brett W. Lowery .. 
Je~co L. Mackin ..... 
.. Ballwin. MO 
.. .. Vandalia. OH 
.. ........................... Morion. OH 
.. .......... Englewood. OH 
.. ..... Louisville. KY 
Kevin William Madden.... . .. ................ .... .. St. Charles. IL 
Matthew Doniel Benton .. 
Michael C. Brophy ......... 
Jonathon Michael Byrd 
Jomes E. Campbell. ...... 
Margot M. Campbell 
.. ....... Sagamore Hil~. OH f' Colin Michael Molloy ............. Centerville. OH 
.. Prospect Heights. IL David Anthony Mortin .............................. Broadview Heights. OH 
....... Orchard Lake. Ml Kora Maxwell.. .......... ...... .. .... St. Louis. MO 
...... Cincinnati. OH Colin Geoffrey McDermott ........... Avon Lake, OH 
... Centerville, OH -t l(e,i11 M. Mulle1 , .. .. ...... .. .... Cleves. 011 
Cum Laude 
John Matthew Cappel .. Cincinnati. OH 
Matthew Joseph Cracchiolo... .. ...... Grosse Pointe Shores. Ml 
Joseph Corio Filippo .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ .... ... .. ...... ....... South Euclid, OH 
t- Sean Andrew Finn .. . ................. Morion, IL 
Connor Jomes Finnegan........ .. St. Louis, MO 
Cum Laude 
Nicholas Matthew Fore 
Theresa Dione Fortier . 
Cum Laude 
Thomas John Gramc ....... 
Cum Laude 
Robert Winston Green .. 
David Greenman 
Joseph T. Griffin ... 
Louis Mortin Guzzo 
Matthew K. Hoenszel 
Stephen Hondel .............. .. 
Christopher Branz Hayes. 
Cum Laude 
... Louisville. KY 
.. ...... .. ...... .. Geneva. IL 
.. Cranberry Township, PA 
.... Wilmette. IL 
.... .. .. ... Western Springs. IL 
.. ............ Lathrup Village. Ml 
......... Middleburg Heights. OH 
...... . Bexley, OH 
.. ............ Sylvania, OH 
.. ....... Naperville. IL 
Kolen William Hemmelgarn ...................................... St. Henry, OH 
Kathryn D. Hermon. .. ............... .Westlake, OH 
Steven Randoll Porker . ......... Ottawa Hills, OH 
Trent J. Povic ...... .. .... ........ .... .................................. Rocky River. OH 
Melissa Jone Peters ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . .. .... Blythewood, SC 
c~~. be~se 
Doniel Charles Podczerwinski ......................................... Aurora. IL 
., Robert J. Quinn ....................................................... Strongsville. OH 
Meredith Rochek....... .. .............. Chagrin Falls. OH 
Joseph W. Recker... .. ...Ottawa. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Adam G. Ricker . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Jillian Margaret Robisch 
Ryon G. Rodenhouser .. 
Doniel C. Schaefer 
Jennifer Ashley Schaffer ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
... Delphos. OH 
.. . Cincinnati. OH 
.. ........ .Fremont. OH 
......... St. Louis, MO 
........ Fort Collins. CO 
Thomas Jomes Singler.......... ... .. ............ Sandusky. OH 
Ryne R. Slawson................... .. ........ ......... Chicago. IL 
Kelsey Lynn Slonieski. .. .... .. ........... Toms River. NJ 
Julio Morie Sommers ...... .. .. .. .... .. Englewood. OH 
Toro Elizabeth Stehlin .. .. .. ..... Cincinnati. OH 
o · Mox C. Hofmann ...... Allison Pork. PA Magno Cum Laude 
Nicholas Matthew Hogenkomp .......... Minster. OH 
Mork Christion Juve.. .. .... . .. ........................ .. ... Akron. OH 
Brion Matthew Kandi ............ .. ........ . Naperville. IL 
Christopher Thomas Keenan ................... Pittsford, NY 
Scott M. Kelly ................................................................ Gibsonio. PA 
Cum Laude 
Robert J. King ............ Indianapolis. IN 
Timothy Michael King ... .. ....... Manchester. MO 
Andrew Robert Kirk .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......................... Sylvania. OH 
Fronk Matthew Kocet ..................................... Parma Heights. OH 
Doniel A Koerber ......... diu.\ ......................... Sierra Madre, CA 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Michael A. Stephens .......................................... Chagrin Falls. OH 
Andrew Thomas Sullivan ... .. ... Cincinnati, OH 
Andrew T. Sutphin ............ .... .. .. .............................. .. .. .. . Toledo. OH 
Andrew Jomes Thornton .. ................ .... .. .. Churchville. PA 
Tyler Phelps Tomlin...... Indianapolis. IN 
Cum Laude 
Ryon P. Toopes .... 
Patrick M. Twomey. 
David Joseph Vilardo 
David Jeffrey Whitney .......... 
Doniel Patrick Wioro. 
Ryon Becherer Yost ... 
.. .................. Gahanna. OH 
.. ........... Wexford. PA 
.............. Cincinnati. OH 
.. .......... .. .. Glen Ellyn. IL 
.................. .. .. ... Naperville. IL 
.. .. .............. .. ............. Plain City. OH 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
Kristo Morie Boltz. 
Kevin M. Brandner 
........................ Englewood. OH 
....... .Fort Thomas. KY 
Michael Lee Brooks .... Springboro. OH 
Nora Morie Coyle. .. ..... .Fort Thomas. KY 
Florian Decamps .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ......................................... Fronce 
Elyse Kathleen Dull .. .. .... Indianapolis. IN 
+ Joshua J. Gauche. .. ............... Cincinnati. OH 
Ashley Elizabeth Koirit .. ... ... . .. .. .......... Medway. MA 
Le~ie Ann Mortin ................................................... Macedonio. OH 
t In Absentia 43 
Timothy Jomes McClelland 
Mory Kathleen McNamara 
Kevin Richard Miskewicz . 
Elin Rhodus 
Michael Alon Rodriguez ..... 
Kr~tin Scherer .......... .. 
Alicia Templeton .... .. 
Candace Treasure .. . 
Cum Laude 
.............................. Xenia. OH 
..... Westtoke. OH 
...... ....... Long Grove. IL 
........... Lexington. KY 
.... .. .. New Philadelphia. OH 
.. ..................... Brentwood. TN 
.... Grosse Pointe Forms. Ml 
................. Troy.OH 
('{\A.1'--i;.,,fr-l,,"-'\-- \AJ·v-.." r¥'\ 
t)i,rre '' "'C:·!.~-
LEADERSHIP 
Eliah Bennett ... .. ...... Kettering. OH Katherine Elizabeth Metcalfe ..... Chagrin Falls. OH 
...................... .... Ashland. OH 
.......... Minster. OH 
........................... Rockville Centre. NY 
............... Dayton. OH 
....... Germantown. OH 
...... Columbus. OH 
Keith Matthew Brandner ........................................ Cincinnati. OH a , Evan Daniel Monahan 
Mitchell Custenborder 
Daniel Armand DeBacco 
...... Greenville. OH 
.. .. ..... Novelty. OH 
Travis Jon Graham ............................................ Beavercreek. OH 
• , Conner Thomas Hourihan .................................. West Seneca. NY 
Christopher Michael Martirano ....... . .Wilton. CT 
Lisa Ann Nerderman 
Sean C. Sheehan .. 
+ Nathan C. Simmerman. 
Alicia Dawn Smith 
Matthew C. Swartz 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Jordan Elijah Barth 
Christopher M. Fogle ... 
· Oacreo lay Geiser 
....... .Dunlap. IL 
. .. Beavercreek. OH 
....... e11v111e, en 
Nicholas Alan Morton.. .. ...... Huber Heights. OH 
Kevin Michael Schultz ....... ........ .... ....... ..... ....... .. ..... Brecksville. OH 
~ Cum Laude 
Allison Leonard .......................................... Broadview Heights. OH ~ Letitia D. Sharp ..... ...... <!.~.~.\ ........ .... .... .... .. .. Huber Heights. OH 
Cum Laude Jefferson A. Webster II .. ...... .. ..... ........ ....... ...... .......... Rochester. NY 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS-BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE EMPHASIS 
... ... .... ...... .... ................................... Dayton. OH Kristopher Ross Turkaly ... ..... ..... ........... ............ ... ....... Pittsburgh. PA 
MARKETING 
Drew Arasmith 
Rachel Medra Arnold 
Cum Laude 
Brian Badertscher 
Cara Baker. ....... . 
Kaitlin Renee Bennett 
Cum Laude 
............. Lisle. IL 
....................................... Pork City. UT 
........ Granville. OH 
... Rocky River. OH 
.. .......... Mansfield. OH 
Paige Morie Bensman ....................................... .. ......... Sidney. OH 
Sergio E. Betancourt 
Amanda J. Boeke 
Summa Cum Laude 
........................ Bronx. NY 
. .. . ...... Coldwater. OH 
Caryn M. Borecky ..... Westlake. OH 
0 O Peter Q. Bornhorst ...... Troy. OH 
Meghan Colleen Burke ... Pittsburgh. PA 
Lindsay Marie Camella .............. Sandusky. OH 
Kyle Alan Cantrell ....................... ...... ..... .......... Olmsted Falls. OH 
Alexandra Grace Caparros ...... .......... ..... ....... .... ...... Freeport. NY 
Amy Elizabeth Casella .... ... .................. ..... .... ............ St. Joseph. Ml 
Andrew Lawrence Cissi ....... .. ..................................... St. Louis. MO 
Lauren Elizabeth Clorisey ...................................... Cincinnati. OH 
J( Noel Crespo .......................... .. .. Chicago. IL 
Jacob Cripe .......................... .. ................................ Sheboygan. WI 
James J. Daniels Jr .............. Petoskey. Ml 
Sarah Jean Dellinger. ..... Houston. OH 
Eric Dempsey ............................................................... Brighton. Ml 
Andrew Frederick Dorow ............... Centerville. OH 
Bradley R. Duranty ......................................... LaGrange Pork. IL 
Keith J. Edwards .. .. . ............................................... Fortville. IN 
Erin Morie Farrelly. . ... . Wheaton. IL 
Christine Elizabeth Ferraro ............................................... Solon. OH 
~ Cum Laude 
Anne Elizabeth Fiehrer ........... . ........... Hamilton. OH 
Sean Lawrence Fitzgerald 
Matthew Michael Flynn 
Jamie Foley 
tin Absentia 
.. Marysville. OH 
......... Mars. PA 
...... Wauwatosa. WI 
Cora Michelle Frericks ......................... Mason. OH 
Deirdre M. Fyda .. ... ........ ... ................... ........................ ... Powell. OH 
Michael Ryan Genaze 
Katharine Grilli. 
Lindsay Jo Group 
<ii!Ril LBi,t;e 
.... Western Springs. IL 
................................ Strongsville. OH 
............................................. Pittsburgh. PA 
Kristen N. Hanf. . .................. .. ... Delphos. OH 
Jonathan Pierre Morie Hernandez. .. ... . ........ .... El Paso. TX 
Bethany Elizabeth Hey.. . . ............... ... ... Richmond Hill. GA 
Brenton C. Higgins .. .. ............ Orchard Pork. NY 
Brian Iva Hoffer .......... ............. ............................ .West Chester. OH 
Allyson Mary Holsinger. .......... ....................................... Poland. OH 
Elizabeth Ann Holtsinger .............................................. Hudson. OH 
Emily Morie Hughes... . .. ......... ..... .......................... Cincinnati. OH 
Michael Richard Huser. ... ......... .. .. ....... ...... ............. Indianapolis. IN 
Edward Joseph Patrick Hyland ....... ... .. . ........... .. Rocky River. OH 
Erica Jennifer Kaiser .... ............. ... ..... ...... .. ..... Hawthorn Woods. IL 
Stephanie Lynn Kelch ............ ..... ............ ............. ......... Mason. OH 
• Brynn Howe Kelley..... . ... ......... .. .. ........ .. ... ... Pittsford. NY 
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Stacy Dolan Kemp ...... ............. ...... ..... ..... .............. .... Rockville. MD 
Edward Kendralla .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . ....... Gahanna. OH 
Magna Cum Laude 
Liam M. Keohane .. . 
Brian Allan Kohout ..... . 
Diane Claire Korte ... . 
Cum Laude 
................. Delray Beach. Fl 
.............. ...... ........ Darien. IL 
............................... Cincinnati. OH 
Katherine G. Koster ................................... Boradview Heights. OH 
~QIR61t lir~lilt ............ «k,;,.\ ........... Medina. OH 
Jillian M. Kuefner. .... . ........................................ Arlington Heights. IL 
Cum Laude 
David Christopher Kushner. . ..................... Arlington Heights. IL 
Katherine Elizabeth lackey. .. ...... Loveland. OH 
Alexandra Lynne Lincoln ........................................... Mayville. NY 
Lauren Elizabeth Loiselle .... .. ............. Normal. IL 
Amanda Elizabeth lomupo ... . ... Pittsburgh, PA 
Christina Nicole loPiccolo .. 
Summa Cum Laude 
John Robert Markwell 
Amy Elizabeth Mccarren .. 
Daniel Michael McCauley .... 
Matthew Meyers .. 
Megan Renee Miller 
Brian Joseph Morgan 
Benjamin R. Morgridge 
Annie M. Markel .... 
Kevin Michael Mosher . . . 
.J1,11;liR ' ISR Hult~euf 
Lauren Elizabeth Nelson .. 
Lindsey A. Noth .. . 
c~~ Lei~se 
...... West Chester. OH 
......... Pittsburgh. PA 
........ Cincinnati. OH 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Pittsburgh. PA 
...................... Carmel. IN 
............ Greenville. OH 
.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Spencerport. NY 
. .......................... Oak Park. IL 
. ..... Kettering. OH 
..................... St. Louis. MO 
..... SWOI 110 1 I, OH 
... .. ...... ..... .............. Mentor.OH 
..... .. Newark. OH 
Carly R. Partee ....... .Fort Wayne. IN 
o e Daniel Parzych ... ........ O..~ .L. ... ...... .......... Richboro. PA 
Melissa Mary Roberts .. . ....... Pittsford. NY 
Aileen M. Rohrig .. . . .... .... ..... .... .... ................. ..... .. Wheeling. WV 
&J Christopher Romano... . ................ .. .. LaGrange. IL 
Katherine C. Satteney .... .............. Richboro. PA 
Cum Laude 
I C. William Schempp 
Jaclyn Morie Schier ..... . 
Sarah Schlingman ....... . 
Christine Marie Schneider .. 
.. .. .. Louisville. KY 
...... Akron. OH 
. ............ Ashland. OH 
.............. North Canton. OH 
James Walter Schroeder . 
Thomas John Shewchuck 
William Tyler Short ................. . 
Cum Laude 
Ashley Lauren Simeone . 
Cum Laude 
Kelsey Slater 
Kaitlin Corinne Smith .. 
Neil Stephen Smith ......... 
Nicholas Richard Stanley . 
Cum Laude 
Gerald Charles Stoff! II .. 
Cum Laude 
Sara Judith Stricker .... 
Megan Rene Strothman .. 
Angela Christine Tepe .. 
Sarah Marie Thamann 
Robert Ryan Towe ... 
Brian Lawrence VonDrasek .... . 
Cory Michael Wade ....... 
Katherine Marie Wern eke .. 
Hannah Michelle Wilkey ... .. 
Michael Joseph Wiora ... 
........ .... Mishawaka. IN 
.. ...... Glenview. IL 
.............. Louisville. KY 
...... Town & Country. MO 
...... . .Westlake. OH 
...... Pittsford. NY 
.................. Stow.OH 
.............. Miamisburg. OH 
................................. Aurora. OH 
. .. ...... Chagrin Falls. OH 
.................. Louisville. KY 
...... Cincinnati. OH 
......... Cincinnati. OH 
........... Scio, OH 
......... .. South Barrington. IL 
.................. .. Lima. OH 
.......... . Eagan. MN 
... .. West Chester. OH 
.......... Naperville. IL 
i~e~~~~:i~:;~~;:rd ::::I :~;:c . :: l~;I:~~~: ~~ 
Christine Nicole Zach ... . ....... Cincinnati, OH 
MARKETING-SALES MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS 
Ahna Lyn Benson 
t- Jeremy Phillip Delorenzo 
Craig Allen Eiting .. 
Matthew Chanes Ferriss 
Morianist leadership Scholar 
Kevin Patrick Finn 
a Maureen Denise Fitzgerald . 
Matthew Alan Franklin .. . 
Emily Elizabeth Jackson 
Kristin Ann McMahon ... 
.. Mason. OH 
...... Boardman. OH 
. .. ............... New Bremen. OH 
........ St. Louis, MO 
....... . Pittsford. NY 
. . . . .. . . . .. . Findlay, OH 
. .. ...... Clarendon Hills. IL 
..... ...... ................ Cincinnati. OH 
. .... ... .... .. .. ..... ... Cincinnati. OH 
........ .. .. ...... Cincinnati. OH affrey William Orr .. Cum Laude Jv-\ ~ " M\A. \~,,.+-
Dacia A. Pasarell-Bouret.. .......... .. .. .... San Juan. PR 
....... Rocky River. OH 
.......... Russia, OH 
...... Sylvania. OH 
Kyle Christopher Rudy. 
Neal Edward-Louis Schafer II .. 
Ryan Sean Schaffer ........ 
Brittany Stewart . 
Magna Cum Laude 
Terence Gerard Stewart ..... 
O Ci · Brent Strayer. ........ .. . . 
David Callahan Theby ...... .. 
Cameron lane Williams .. 
Collette Teresa Yaegel. .. 
. . ............... Ashland. OH 
....... Geneva. IL 
. .... Clayton. OH 
......... ......... Evansville. IN 
............................ Edgewood. KY 
. .... .... .... Cincinnati. OH 
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 
Merek W. Aman ... 
Julie Kristine Bennett .. 
Andrew Thomas Blankemeyer ... 
Tyler David Deutsch 
Cum Laude 
Alison Marie Hravatich 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
tin Absentia 
. . . .. . .. Springfield, OH 
. . . ...... . Argenta. IL 
. ............ .... Loveland. OH 
.. ........................ .Franklin. TN 
........................ Akron. OH 
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Matthew Edward Kaercher .. 
Matthew Robert James Kleingers .. 
Francis Patrick Kosmach .. . 
Ashley Lynn Kott .. 
Kelly Morie LeGrand .. 
Dane Michael Schaeffer ... 
...... Thornville. OH 
. ............ Middletown. OH 
. ........ .... Wheaton. IL 
. ....... Plymouth. Ml 
........ St. Charles, MO 
... .... Cincinnati. OH 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LAsLEY II, DEAN 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND 
ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
ADOLESCENCE TO YOUNG ADULT EDUCATION 
Nicole Morie Ayers ..................................................... Rossford. OH 
Andrew Bennett ....... .. .................... Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml 
Kelley Morie Bloke ......... ....... ........ .. .. ........................ . Lyndhurst. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Andrew Joseph Ciorniello .... .... Cincinnati. OH 
...... Columbus. OH Evon Anthony DeGirolomo ......... 
Core Program 




Jessica Carol Fentress ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
University Honors Program 
............................ Louisville, KY 
Kathleen Groves ..................................................... Brentwood, TN 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
University Honors Program 
Samantha Anne Guglielmo ....................................... Hudson. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Benjamin Louis Hunt ..... Cincinnati, OH 
Core Program 
Kelsey M. Jackson .. .. ..... .. .. Brookville. OH 
Jennifer Lynn Kempf .............. .. ......... ... ....... .. .. .. .... Dayton. OH 
.l;t;iAe ,1.111eh1l1e112'.". ..... J.....~.L ............. ........ Beavercreek. OH 
Soro Jone Krehbiel .. ... .. ........... ................. .. .... Cincinnati. OH 
Elizabeth M. Leohy ......... A,.;,,..b.\.. ....... .. ... St. Louis, MO 
Cum Laude 
6taielle1· Mede l:ebe, ......... ! .IN..\ .. .. ... ... Vernon Hills, IL 
...... .. .................. ... McDonald, PA Jenito Roe Ann Levine 
Cum Laude 
Timothy Joseph Ludwig ... .. 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Lourie L. Newblom 
........................ Glenshow. PA 
................ Holland, OH 
~eAiel Pafi!ye1' ......... t.~11. .r;..\ ...................... .. ............ Richboro. PA 
Doniel Charles Rigney ...... .. ......... Lombard, IL 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
J;!etri,;1, b ~i.ef ., .. .. .. ..... c:\~ .. L ..... .................. ..... Kettering. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Deonna Michelle Rosen 
Molly Elizabeth Socho ........ ~IJ\,1-,.\ 
Ello Lynn Stone .. ........ .... . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
.. .. ...... Cincinnati, OH 
.... Buffalo Grove. IL 
..... Bannockburn. IL 
Chad Motthew Thompson ............................................. Berea. OH 
Cum Laude 
AmeRdo J~!liRe Teetle .. ...... ~ .~ .L ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
' {Qlerie ARR Vole, ,litm ....... A,1,1.·,.~j 
. .. Chillicothe. OH 
...... Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
Core Program 
EFRi11 Malia Waiki, 15 ....... .. . J:~.L... .. ................. Moson. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Suscn M. Werner................... .. ....... Liberty Township, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Molly MoRito Williams ...... ~ .~ .~,.\.. ...... Beavercreek. OH 
Cum Laude 
Andrea S. Wintrow ............... Fairborn, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
ART EDUCATION 




Magno Cum Laude 
.. .................. .... ................ Pittsburgh, PA 
CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Kevin Patrick Berry ... .. .... .... .. .... ...... ........ .. ............. .. Cleveland, OH 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Dano Morie Rocco 
Core Program 
tin Absentia 
................................... Munroe Falls, OH 
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Cum Laude 
............. Bellbrook. OH 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Lauren Ackermann .. 
Bethany Akerhielm 
............. Winfield. IL 
.. ............. .... ..... .. . Carmel. IN 
Stephanie Andrulon~............... .. ............ Maumee. OH 
Caron Elizabeth Barks .. .......................................... lndianapol~. IN 
Cum Laude 
Nicole Morie Bateman .. .......................................... Lake Forest. IL 
Cum Laude 
Katherine Becker .......... ..... ................................... Cincinnati. OH 
Kristin Bittner ................. . ... Pittsburgh, PA 
Summa Cum Laude 
Katherine L Borucki.. . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Elizabeth S. Brooks ....... 
Cum Laude 
Katie Morie Bunce. 
Louro Jone Burgdorf .. 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
.... .. . Haslett, Ml 
........ ..... Cincinnati, OH 
..... Lebanon. OH 
.... Cincinnati. OH 
Hillary Anne Byers .... .. ................... Bexley. OH 
Geno Gabrielle Comerlengo ................................. Columbus. OH 
Shannon Joyce Chance 
Ellen L. Cochron ......... 
Kossandre Rose Coughlin. 
Summa Cum Laude 
Terri Ann Downs .... 
Cum Laude 
.... .. Mason. OH 
....................... .. Hamilton. OH 
............................... . Nazareth, PA 
. Dayton. OH 
Kasie Renee Drobnick ... Hilliard, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Colleen Morie Durham .............................. Glenview, IL 
Maureen Kathleen Eyerman. .. ............................ Columbus. OH 
Jessica A. Fink ............ .. ........... Indianapolis, IN 
Mory Edwina Fuson ... .. ...... Terre Haute, IN 
Lauren Gormes.. .. ................. Chicago, IL 
Elizabeth Morie Glaser ................................................. Dayton, OH 
Cum Laude 
Maureen Koren Goble ...................................... Minnetonka. MN 
Caitlin Anne Graham ..... Carmel. IN 
Katherine Carol Hague ................................... Hampton Boys. NY 
Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 47 
Caitlin C. Hole ... .... ......... .... ..... St. Charles. IL 
Cum Laude 
Kelly Lynne Hamilton .............................. .. ... Bellbrook. OH 
Cum Laude 
Abby Christine Heffelmire. 
Cum Laude 
... Noblesville. IN 
Jenn~er Morie Joblinski .......................................... Centerville.OH 
Cum Laude 
Nora Lee Jennings .... .................................................. Wheaton. IL 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Melissa Lynn Jewell ...... .. .................................... Columbus. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Mory Shannon Kain ..... .... .. .. . .. ....................... Kettering, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Amy S. Kempf ..................... .. ...... .Fort Wayne. IN 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kathleen Therese Louer .. .. .... .. .......................... ..... ...... Louisville, KY 
Veronica Lee .............................. .. ..... Westmont, IL 
........ Galena. OH Faith M. Mulach 
Magno Cum Laude 
Lisa Morie Norkus ...... . 
Jenna Lee Norman .......... .. 
Louro Morie Payne. 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jody Elizabeth Pearl... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Megan M. Petti 
Charlotte A. Rakoczky 
Summa Cum Laude 
.. ...................... .. .. . .. Pittsburgh, PA 
........ Northbrook. IL 
........................ Lexington. KY 
.................... Vermilion. OH 
........ Cleveland Heights, OH 
.............................. Pittsburgh, PA 
Emily Anne Ross ... .. ................................ West Carrollton. OH 
Monico Therese Ruzicka .... Mt. Prospect. IL 
Julie A. Sbarboro ........... .. ........ Glenview, IL 
Jennifer L. Scheidler ..... Cincinnati. OH 
Kelsey Marie Schell...... .. .... Alexandria. VA 
Morie Rochel Sekerak ................................................. Hudson, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Lindsay Elizabeth Tei Williamson .......... . ......... Blacklick.OH 
EDUCATION AND ALLIED STUDIES 
Emily Anne Cipolla ... ........... .. .... . Williamsville. NY 
Magno Cum Laude 
JQQAifer e. Bie11,011scl, ...... ~ .lb . .. \... ................ Springboro. OH 
Cum Laude 
Core Program 
University Honors Program 
Kathleen Morie Eddingfield 
Hillary Ann Edwards .. ...... .. . 
.......... .. .............. Sylvania. OH 
........ . Napoleon. OH 
Kelly Catherine Keane ...... . 
Maureen Foy Radel .. 
Chominode Scholar 
Christina A. Schneider 
Carolyn Elizabeth Sereno .. 
Jessica Rose Seymour .......... . 
Lydia Jone Silvis-Borduo 
Christine Margaret Veddo .... 
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 
Jonna Mackenzie Gribowicz... 
Katie A. Kubala ...... 
.... .. .... Bethel Pork. PA 
. Edgewood. KY 
Elizabeth Caroline Quam ... 
Cum Laude 
.. .. .. .. Northbrook. IL 
.. . Evansville. IN 
.......... Berea. OH 
...................... Houston. TX 
........................ Naperville. IL 
.. Miamisburg. OH 
.. .... Rocky River. OH 
............... Grand Rapids. Ml 
Cum Laude Corrie Jone T rigilio .... .. ......................... ............ Amherst. OH 
Benjamin P. Motlok ..... . ........... Grand Rapids. Ml Magno Cum Laude 
Magno Cum Laude 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
Margaret M. Bourke .. 
Christina Morie Dolcich 
Kathryn Ann Jordon .. 
... Springfield. OH " .J Doniel Liam Patek .... 
..... Westerville. OH c, Nicholas William Trubee. 
.. ................ Waynesville. OH 
FOOD AND NUTRITION 
C Julianne Alessi .... . .. Loveland. OH 
Jennifer Beasley .. .. .. ...... Lawrence.KS 
Cum Laude 
Rebecca Christine Blockmon. .. .. Beavercreek. OH 
Cum Laude 
Noelle Morie Brown.... .. ............. Dayton. OH 
Megan Ann Clayton ... . . ...... Louisville. KY 
Chelsea Roe Crabtree.. . ........................ Louisville. KY 
Cum Laude 
Chelsie M. Detore ... 
Jessica Morie Field . 
Chominode Scholar 
.......... Greensburg. PA 
.............. Morion. OH 
Brittney Gaydosh............. .. .. West Solem. OH 
Chelsey Ann Krummel .. 
Summa Cum Laude 
Katie Jo Leech .......................... .. 
Kerri Elizabeth Link ........................ .. 
Lindsey Morie McGlinch ...... .. 
Emily Nicole Mohar 
Erin Jeon Novotny 
Cum Laude 
Erin K. Ress .. 
Cum Laude 
Caroline Alice Rowan. 




.. .. Akron. OH 
........... Waterville. OH 
.............. Springfield. IL 
................ Greenville. OH 
.. North Olmsted. OH 
..... Avon Lake. OH 
.. ............... Massillon. OH 
. .............. St. Louis. MO 
.................... Perrysburg. OH 
Kylene N. Guerro .... .. .......... Sandusky, OH Meghan Leona Wiczynski ............................................ Toledo. OH 
Hilary Lee Hendrix ........................................................ Medino. OH 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
Amy Morie Bryniczko ...... 6..~J... ... Arlington Heights. IL Jessica Lynn Schulte .. .. ........ Versailles. OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kelli A Finch .. .A.~~.L ................ Bloomington. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
Soro Katherine Storti .. ............. 4.~11. ... \... ........... Bloomington. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
Katharine Ann Kirschner . .. r i "'-"' \ ................ Dublin. OH 
Kelly Rademaker .. ~ . V.,,"- \ .............. Strongsville. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Magno Cum Laude 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
INTERVENTION SPECIALIST 
Lindsay M. Boker .... 
Cum Laude 
Margaret M. Bohlin ... 
Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 
....................... ... Loveland. OH 
.. .............. Wilmette. IL 
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Madeline Byers ...... 
Courtney Custenbarder 
Magno Cum Laude 
Cristin Marguerite Elmi ...... 
.... Maumee. OH 
.............................. Rocky River. OH 
.. ....... Chicago. IL 
t- Bethony M. Huey ........................................................ Okeono. OH 
Katherine Ann Hummel ............................ Columbus Grove. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Megan Hurley .. .... ..... Naperville. IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
Karo R. Kohlig .. .. ............ Coldwater. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Allison Komp ...... Northbrook. IL 
Margaret Knipper .. .. ...... Loveland. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kathleen Ann Madigan .............. Glen Head. NY 
Magno Cum Laude 
Meghan K. Manning .......................................... Chadds Ford. PA 
Magno Cum Laude 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
Kelly Patricio Marx ..... 
Cum Laude 
Nicole Alwan Peters .. ........ 
Core Program 
............ West Chester. OH 
............. Naperville. IL 
Anno Kathleen Reeder. 
Corrie Michelle Robison 
Robynne W. Ross-Green 
Allison E. Sheehan 
Cum Laude 
Donielle Renee Simon 
Magno Cum Laude 
Erin Patricio Mory Smith 
Sonja G. Spoon 
Cum Laude 
Megan Sturm 
Allison Rose Swan . 
Cum Laude 
.. .... ........ ....................... South Bend. IN 
.................. Clayton. OH 
...... Palatine. IL 
..... Rocky River. OH 
......................................... Russia. OH 
................................ Louisville. KY 
................. Troy. OH 
...................................... Edgewood. KY 
........................ .. .... ... Curtice. OH 
Meeghon G. Voreis .................................................. Vermilion. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Stacy Renee Wolterbusch ... .. ................................ Celina. OH 
Cum Laude 
Nicole Morie White ...... .......... Marblehead. MA 
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Teri A Adams .. .. 
Marcus S. Deja ...... . 
Angelo Drexler ........ . 
Magno Cum Laude 
.. ........................................ Cincinnati. OH 
. St. Joseph. Ml 
. ...... Tipp City. OH 
Elizabeth A Echard ................................................... Pittsburgh. PA 
Karo Eliopoulos ....... Lorain. OH 




Kelly Lynn Foster. 
Cum Laude 
... North Royalton. OH 
.. .Westtoke. OH 
Shannon K. Gareau ................ .. .... ...................... ..... Brunswick. OH 
Sarah Gose ....................... ...... ........... ............................... .. Tiffin. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Allison Catherine Gates ...... .... ...... ......................... Cincinnati. OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Core Program 
Kelsey Gill ......... . 
Gwen Horpring .... .. 
Kathryn Heimann 
Magno Cum Laude 
Mory Hildebrand .......... 
Magno Cum Laude 
............. Bethel. OH 
................................. Cincinnati. OH 
...................... West Chester. OH 
..... Hudson. OH 
Beau Mortin Holley ................... Kirkwood. MO 
Carolyn Morie Judo ...... .. .......................................... Peninsula. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Anne E. Kelley .......... . . ..................... Chicago. IL 
Kristen M. Koeth .................... . .. .......... Euclid. OH 
Kaitlin Ann Korte .................. . ........ Cincinnati. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Lauren Lokeberg ......................... . . Liberty Township, OH 
Erin Kathleen Lambka ............ Delaware. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Alyssa Lux ......................................... Morion. OH 
Cum Laude 
Ashley R. Moyer ....... .. .. Hinckley, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 49 
Jomes P. McDermott 
Julie Ann Mertler. 
Core Program 
.. ............ Beavercreek. OH 
... Westerville. OH 
Nathan Woodrow Messer ........................................... Dayton. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Anne Oltman 
Magno Cum Laude 
Marcus Overman .......... .. 
Katie Puthoff 
Cum Laude 
Louro Leigh Ruppert .......... . 
Cum Laude 
........ Clarkston. Ml 
.. .... New Bremen. OH 
. Cincinnati. OH 
............................... Kettering. OH 
Genevieve Sonten ........................ Cincinnati, OH 
Rochel Lynn Schmitz .......... ................................ Versailles. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Meghan A. Schultz ......... .. .. Naperville. IL 
Cum Laude 
Brion Thomas Shorkey 
Magno Cum Laude 
Samantha Jo Skelton ....... 
Cum Laude 
Doniel J. Steffen .......... .. 
Jennifer Stirnkorb ........ . 
Cum Laude 
Korey Leith Troy 
Jennifer Nicole Voelkl 
Magno Cum Laude 
Emily Anne Wheeler ... 
Hannah Keturah Williamson ........ 
Core Program 
.................. Miamisburg, OH 
..... Lebanon. OH 
.......... Cincinnati.OH 
.............. Hamilton. OH 
..................... Racine. WI 
............... Dayton.OH 
...... Dayton. OH 
..West Chester. OH 
Sarah Jone Zoppitelli ............. .. ..................... Columbus. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Katelyn Morie Zimmerman.. .. .......... Fishers. IN 
Magno Cum Laude 
Rachael A Zimmerman .. .. ............................ Columbus. OH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Patrick Jomes Corley ..... .. ........ ................ .. ..... Harrington Pork, NJ 
Claire Marguerite Gocke ................ Western Springs. IL 
Angelo Morie Holtgrefe... .. ........................ Loveland. OH 
.,. More Edison Huelsman .... .. .... ............ ........ .. ............ Kettering, OH 
Michael C. Schoen .... .. . Maumee, OH 
Kelly Jeon Sells 
Magno Cum Laude 
Deana Akemi Weintraub 
Cum Laude 
.... . Dayton, OH 
.......... ... ............. Canada 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
Cassondra Jeon Boor .............................. . .. ... Sioux Fol~. SD 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
tSoroh E. Bouer .... Bexley, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Zack Benner ... . ............................................... Delphos. OH 
i Eric J. Buschur ..... 
Michello T. Castrataro. 
-t' Andrea Elizabeth Cornell 
Kevin Douglas Craig .. 
Louro Jeon Dinan ....... 
Cum Laude 
Kelsey Ann Faulkner. 
Cum Laude 
Amanda Elizabeth Gallow ......... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Louro Greulich ... 
Jared Edward Henderson ... 
Mackenzie Hoops 
Cum Laude 
........... Beavercreek, OH 
........... Mentor. OH 
.......... Ashland, OH 
.......... Huron, OH 
.. ..... Worthington, OH 
.. Urbano, OH 
.... West Chester. OH 
................. Cincinnati, OH 
. Springboro, OH 
................. Perrysburg, OH 
..- Timothy John Kaelin . 
Stephani L. Kohls. 
Cum Laude 
Jaime Morie Loomis ..... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Megan C. Lynskey ..... 
............................... Seven Hills, OH 
......................................... Cincinnati, OH 
........ Clarendon Hills, IL 
.. ... Westerville, OH 
Stephanie Lynn Meyer ........................................... Bloomington, IL 
Magno Cum Laude 
Francisco Augusto Morillo-Delerme .. .. . 
Kelly Morie Obringer 
Cum Laude 
.. ...... Cincinnati, OH 
............ Coldwater. OH 
Rochel Ayotte Rourke ... 
Erin Michelle Turner ... 
............. Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
.. ............. Huron, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Kelley M. Turner............. .. ...... Beavercreek, OH 
Ill Christine Morie Verst. .. ... Cold Spring, KY 
David Werner .............. .. ............................. Huntington Station. NY 
Magno Cum Laude 
SPORT MANAGEMENT 
Renee Reynolds Adam 
Katelyn Doyle Athmer ... 
Magno Cum Laude 
0 C Anthony Joseph Bouer 
Kimberly Lynn Bertovich .. 
Cum Laude 
MoriKyle Martha Buechler 
Kelly Morie Buehrle 
Alexandro Lynn Davies 
Steven Devcich 
Julio Ann Dillon ....... 
Robert Jomes Dobry Ill. 
·t,Nicole Jeanne Dzubay 
Cum Laude 
.... .. ...... Shelby, OH 
........ Dayton, OH 
... Dayton, OH 
.. ............ Getzville, NY 
............... Piqua, OH 
........ Dayton, OH 
............. Pork Ridge, IL 
. . .. .................. Riverwoods, IL 
................ St. Louis, MO 
.. . Lombard, IL 
......... Sylvania, OH 
t Matthew John Foig ..................................... West Chester. OH 
Robert Joseph Florimonte ..... Cincinnati, OH 
• Jaclyn Nicole Hoines .... 
Summa Cum Laude 
Lucas Doniel Hawks ....... 
.. ........... Jenison, Ml 
.................... Plainfield, IL 
Richard John Hinman .. ............ .. .. Pittsford, NY 
Thomas Show Johnsen .... Glen Ellyn, IL 
Poul Gunnar Klockars .. .. ...... Wheaton, IL 
t Amy Nicole Kremer ........................................... ............ Minster, OH 
Amanda Morie Lambert .......................................... Swanton, OH 
Cum Laude 
t in Absentia 
, Gregory J. Marconi .... .. .......... Belle Harbor. NY 
Sean McGoogon Murphy 
Ryon Patrick O · Keefe 
Cum Laude 
Univer~ty Honors Program 
........... St. Louis, MO 
..................... Downingtown, PA 
Julio Louise Petrie .... ........ ...... .. .... .. .. ...... .. .. Indianapolis, IN 
William Francis Przybyla ..... .. .. Centerville, OH 
o ~ Anthony U. Quitor.... ......... .. .......... Powell, OH 
Brod Curtis Roby ........... Louisville, KY 
Gregory John Rodenfels ... .. ........ Solon, OH 
Joanna Morie Romer . .. ................... Dayton, OH 
Michael David Show.... .. .... Palatine. IL 
Ryon Gerard Steber! .. . . . .. ........ Dayton, OH 
Soro Linn Stuckey.. .. .. . clu..is.\ ......................... Cincinnati, OH 
Cum Laude 
• Louis William Suttmonn ........ ....... Put-In-Boy, OH 
+- Kelly Lynn Sweeney............ ......................... .. .. Dayton, OH 
Patrick Andrew Tiefenbrun St. Charles, MO 
Garrett Shields Grady Tiftebaum ......... .. .. Springboro, OH 
Patrick Francis Vohden ........................ .. ......... Chatham, NJ 
Craig Robert Widenski . .. ........ Nashotah, WI 





Sti~t;;iaRie JeeiR W~Ffl-r: /J:.,~?o,, 
Andrew Jomes Zeller. ............ Cincinnati, OH 
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THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Jessica Elizabeth Agoston 
Magno Cum Laude 
t Brandon J. Andorko ... 
Katharine Anne Bakes ................... .... . 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
4- Sean Andrew Cunningham ........ .. . 
Michelle Cybulski ................ . 
Magno Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar 
Lindsey Elaine Doe ............. .. ........ . 
Abbi L. Eilerman .......... . 
Emily K. Georns .... .. 
Eric William Griesenbrock ...... ... 
Kristi Nicole Grow .. 
Jeanna Catherine Heink 
Magno Cum Laude 
..... Novi, Ml 
...Canton, OH 
.. ............ Cincinnati, OH 
........... Columbus. OH 
.. ... Sagamore Hills, OH 
.. ...... .Fostoria, OH 
.. ..... Arcanum, OH 
.. .. Greenwood, IN 
.. ..... Galloway, OH 
.. .. . Cincinnati, OH 
............. Lexington, KY 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar rJ.. 
" Christopher A. Heitkamp 11 ........ t~ .. ~) .................... Dayton, OH 
Kevin Ross Hinkle...... .. ... Marengo, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
~ David A. Kopostosy .... Carmel, IN 
Rion Lauren Kistner . .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ ........... Burgoon, OH 
Som L. Kmetz ..................................... ..................... Rocky River. OH 
Kevin Korte . ..Louisville, KY 
Magno Cum Laude 
Ashleigh Morie Kussman .................................... Kettering, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Erin Francis Londers ........... A .~ .L .. . .......... Stow, OH 
Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Jamie C. Lovell ...... 
Cum Laude 
.............. .... West Chester. OH 
David Guy Lozar ........................................ Broadview Heights, OH 
Nicholas D. McNamara ... .................... ... .. ........ Cleveland, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
-t Matthew Ryon Pierce ...... 
Magno Cum Laude 
Megan Nicole Pike .. 
LeeAnn Pisarski ...... .. 
Emily Puthoff .......... . 
Doniel Nicholas Roeth .... . 
Alexander A. Ramsey ........ . 
Matias Rocho ...... . 
Valerie Morie Sutton .... 
Carolyn Anne Tallant . 
.. ............... Troy, OH 
.. .... Jamestown, OH 
.. .......... Canton, Ml 
.. ........ Cincinnati. OH 
..... Beavercreek, OH 
...... Pickerington, OH 
.................. Longmont, CO 
.. ..... Xenia, OH 
.. ... Carmel, IN 
Kevin P. Timms........................ .. Canandaigua. NY 
Anno Elizabeth Von Auker ..................................... Springfield, OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Richard Thomas Adams ......................................... Chillicothe, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Joseph M. Baddour Jr ......... .. 
Jacob A. Boilosky .. ........ . 
Brion Patrick Boker ............................ . 
Cum Laude 
Jason Patrick Bollman .... 
Cum Laude 
........ North Olmsted, OH 
............... Lagrange, OH 
..... Boden, PA 
............. Dayton, OH 
Louro Ann Bright .. .. .... .. ......................... Galena, OH 
l11dio Aotooio Aro1,1R ... ....................................... tooisville, K'1 
Kaitlyn M. Burgei ............................... .. .... .. ... Ottawa. OH 
Cum Laude 
f Benjamin Chenevey ........................ .......... ...... .... . Centerburg, OH 
Matthew Jomes DeSopri ....................................... Strongsville, OH 
Kendre R. DiPietro.......... .. .......... .. ...... North Canton, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Michael W. Doenges 
Morissa Nicole Dolle 
Cum Laude 
.. .... New Bremen, OH 
........... Cincinnati. OH 
Mork Ewalt. .. ............................ Maineville, OH 
George Fischer ............................................................. Dayton, OH 
Doniel Jomes Fleck . .. ......... Bluffton. OH 
Kyle Matthew Fortman ...................................... Findlay, OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
tin Absentia 51 
Bradley Maurice Garrison 
Jason Michael Horris 
Thomas Leroy Horris IV 
David Timothy Hoyson 
Magno Cum Laude 
Brittany Holterman ...... 
Cum Laude 
Jomes Thomas Imming 
Ahmad Mohammed lshtewi ...... .. 
Sean Kohlig .................. .. ........ ...... .. 
.................... Kettering. OH 
................... Xenia, OH 
....... Beavercreek, OH 
................ Delphos, OH 
.. ................. Racine, WI 
.............................. Milford. OH 
.. ........... Kettering, OH 
.. .......... Fort Recovery, OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
David M. Kottmyer .... ...... .. ............ ............. New Carlisle, OH 
Elizabeth M. Kovolok .. .... .......... ............ ............ Comstock Pork, Ml 
Justin M. Kuhbander . .. ............ Ottawa, OH 
David Hathorne Morihugh 111 ...... .. ...................... .... Landing, NJ 
Andrew Denis Myles McMorrow .......................... .Dunwoody, GA 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
Ross Pleiman .............. .. 
Cum Laude 
Hayley Ann Ryckman 
Cum Laude 
.. ... ......... Tipp City, OH 
...... Lancaster. OH 
Alexander Patrick Vickers.. .. ................... Independence, OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Aaron Michoel Burke ....... A.~.~ .. l ..... St. Henry, OH 
Mogno Cum Loude 
Doniel Patrick Davidson ............ Morion, OH 
Anthony Lee Helton .............. ......... .... ...................... Loveland. OH 
+- Kevin T. Keefe... . .................................................... Atlanta. GA 
t Christopher D. McGuinness.. . ....... Cloyton, OH 
t Justin Lee Miller 
Alon Michael Murtaugh . 
David Poul Racine ..... 
................. St. Henry, OH 
...... Centerville, OH 
...................... Grand Blanc. Ml 
t Chad J. Sheets .. ...................................... Centerville. OH 
Chris Yokopcic .. 
Kyle Andrew Zeller. : : :A~~:x ..... Pittsburgh. PA ...... Huntsville, OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
~sila11Al1111od .... .. .... ,l~.":.\ ................... Pakistan 
~ Magno Cum Laude 
_c John W. Berry, Sr .. Scholar 
.... Aaron Nicole Botchmon .. . .. &..~.\ .................... Medino.OH 
:5 Cum Laude 
/ John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
\ Benjamin T. Bouer................... . .. St. Charles. IL 
'-..lcott Michael Birkemeier ............................. Columbus Grove. OH 
Gory Mark Campbell .................... Washington Court House, OH 
Alexander William Corney ...... Milford, OH 
Cum Laude 
Steven Bell Chamberlin ........................................ Volley View. OH 
Charles Eneo DeMario .............................................. Hubbcrd. OH 
Michael Anthony Di Pilato ............................................ Dayton. OH 
Ryon Donald Alexander Freeh ....................................... Avon. OH 
" Mortell Edward Gamble ............ Trotwood. OH 
t christopher Grady Hastings ...................................... Fairborn. OH 
Doniel J. Hensel ........................................................... Hudson. OH 
• Ryon Marcus Hoffmann. . ....................... Centerville, OH 
Jonathon Marcus Hopkins .. . .............................. Glassport, PA 
Bethany Christine Huelskamp ..... . O...~ .... \ .............. Yorkshire. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
John W. Berry. Sr .. Scholar 
Andrew Poul Huelsman 
Magno Cum Laude 
................. St. Henry, OH 
Renato Jelic ............................................................... Willowick. OH 
Joseph David Kendig ...... ... ...... .......... .................... Dayton, OH 
Cum Laude 
• e Don B. Koehler ............................................ ........ .. .. .... Hinckley, OH 
AdomJ. Korte .... Ottawa. OH 
Doniel Mason McCelvey ... Houston. TX 
Core Program 
David M. Minnich ................ ........ ................................. Portland. IN 
Austin Mitchell ................................................................ Toledo. OH 
Magno Cum Laude 
Matthew Charles Moldovonyi .... Cleveland. OH 
J. Michael Newmon ............................................ Perrysburg. OH 
+ Jessica Marie Northridge ................................................ Xenia. OH 
Adam R. Picciano ............... Rochester, NY 
Nicholas Edmund Rolinski.... . .... West Olive. Ml 
c Hector M. Gonzalez Santiago .......................... Guoynobo, PR 
+- Ben Schimizze .. . ....... ... Worthington. OH 
Kyle Holmes Schimley .. . ............................................. Niles. OH 
-+ Benjamin J. Shoppie 
Bryon Eli Smith ..... 
Magno Cum Laude 
...................................... Versailles. OH 
. ........... West Milton. OH 
Ryon Smolik... . ............. Mentor, OH 
Peter J. Sponel. ............................................................ Dayton. OH 
Chominode Scholar 
Marionist Leadership Scholar 
Alexander Michael Treadway .................................... Dayton. OH 
Cum Laude 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
Corey L. Vossler..... . .............. St. Marys. OH 
Loren Z. Walton ................................................ East Cleveland. OH 
t Timothy Harold Hilton Weldon ................................. Kettering. OH 
Victoria Frances Yuko .................................................. Novelty. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER 
ENGINEERING 
~ Steven D. Barnard .. ... 1~. J\~ ........................ Mentor. OH 
Mork W. Boron ... 
Cum Laude 
.Aacoo Miwf;:lsel Brnke ...... J.:~.\. 
Magno Cum Laude 
. ....... Parma. OH 
........ St. Henry. OH 
Kevin Allen Davis.. ...... .. ..... .. .. ................. .... . ....... Brunswick. OH 
-Ghrisls13hsr Miehssl Pilslisl1 .. ..... A.~.l ................. Xenia. OH 
Summa Cum Laude 
Chominode Scholar 
University Honors Program 
Michael Francis Pokornl'.i·················~ · ..... Parma Heights. OH 
,r Shown R. Stout ...... ....... . ~t .... ~\,' .......................... Dayton. OH 
,~yle ARd,sw relle, .......... ... .... .."':"cl.. ...................... Huntsville. OH 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Adam Robert Burgess ....... ..... ...................................... Carmel, IN Maroun Nommour ......... ... .... ................. ..... ............ Cleveland. OH 
tin Absentia 52 
• 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Michael Patrick Beale 
YiwenChen ...... . 
Magna Cum Laude 
.... Nineveh, IN 
..... China 
Christopher John Datko ..................................... Beavercreek. OH 
o Lin Ding .......................... China 
Zixuan Dong ........................... . .. China 
Cum Laude 
<t1 Shijie Gu 
........... China 
Tingyuan Hu ....................................... .... ................................. China 
Jing Huang ... China 
Rengyu Huo ............... China 
Junchen Lu ....... China 
Linjue Ni ................................................................................... China 
Jing Jing Pan. 
QiQiuhan 
Michael Ryan Richter 
Magna Cum Laude 
" Yifan Shi 
. ............. China 
.................. China 
.......... Eaton. OH 
............... China 
Minchao Wang. . .. China 
Yang Wang ......................... China 
Shengnan Zhang ............. China 
Jingya Zheng ......... ................................................................. China 
Qiuxia Zhou ...................... China 
Yanji Zhou ..... China 
Cum Laude 
Zhou Zhou ............................................................................... China 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
+ Jason Ryan Balsbaugh ............................................... Clayton. OH 
Eloiso Barajas ................................................................. Chicago. IL 
Stephen Francis Lorber ............. Mentor. OH 
LaTorie D. Martin ... . ......... Columbus. OH 
Devin Moore ............. Opa Lock a. FL 
David Andrew Strunk 
Cum Laude 
..................... Dublin. OH 
+ Joseph Richard Tufano Jr ... Dublin. GA 
~ Leslie Kay Walton. . ... Dayton. OH 
Matthew Jordan Wills .................................................. Canton. OH 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Wen Chen . 
. ............. China 
Summa Cum Laude 
Wenjie Chen ........................................ .......... ......................... China 
Cum Laude 
Brian J. Cox .. 
Jing Ding 
Cum Laude 
. ...... Arcanum. OH 
..................... China 
Xu Gong .................................................................................. China 
Cum Laude 
Timothy J. Horner .............. Piqua. OH 
Jesse Warren Marconett ................................. New Lebcnon. OH 
Cum Laude 
Brian L. Morris 
Jing Pan ..... 
Magna Cum Laude 
... ...... Strongsville. OH 
. ......... ..... China 
Erik Joseph Reiersen ................................................. Nolensville. TN 
Cum Laude 
Yinghui Shi .... . . 
Shanshan Wu 
Summa Cum Laude 
Li Yang 
Magna Cum Laude 
Xulu Zhou ...... . 





Yong Zhou ............................................................................... China 
Magna Cum Laude 
Zhongjun Zhou ...... China 
Summa Cum Laude 
t Junjie Zhu .............................................................................. China 
Yiwen Zhu .... ................................................... China 
Magna Cum Laude 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
Mark Rolland Anderson .. ................................................. Hixson. TN 
Michael Paul Berkemeier ............................................ Jackson. Ml 
o Andrew J. Champa ........ .. Holland, OH 
Karen A. Claude. . .................. Dayton. OH 
Michael Erdei .................. Dayton. OH 
Nicholas Stephen Fahringer ................................. Englewood, OH 
Stephen Michael Kaput ......................................... Cleveland. OH 
.,;, Robert Charles Kraft .................. Tipp City. OH 
Daniel Philip Lackner. ................................................... Bedford, NH 
tin Absentia 
John Matthew Madigan ........................ .......................... Peoria. IL 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas James Oloughlin.... . ............................. Solon. OH 
c Andrew J. Posani ........................... Westerville, OH 
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Nana Kofi Sarpong ................................................... Columbus. OH 
Nicholas Sexton ..... ...................................................... Fairborn. OH 
Michael Sullivan Wade 
Bradley James Wolfe ..... . 
............................ Cincinnati. OH 
. ... Bellevue. OH 
GRADUATES WITH HONORS 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Caitlin Joy Allen .. 
Joseph James Apel. .. 
Kathleen Frances Arnold ... 
......... Sociology 
.... Criminal Justice Studies 
.Biology 
Nicholas Gerard Berger ......... .................. Premedicine 
Sort Patrick Bergfeld ..... ... . ......... Philosophy 
Kristin Bittner ......... ......... . .. Early Childhood Education 
Peter Robert Blazunas... . ... Economics 
Amanda J. Boeke .. ... .. Marketing 
Emily Jeon Bonistall ..... Sociology/Women's and Gender Studies 
Emily Quinn Bowers .... ......................................................... Biology 
Thomas Jerome Brockmann ....... ...... . ..... .. Accounting 
Megan Kathleen Brennan... .... . ......... ....................... Psychology 
Amy Marie Bryniczka .... Spanish & Foreign Language Education 
Kelly Marie Burns...... . ........... Accounting/Spanish 
Wen Chen . . ... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Kossandre Rose Coughlin........ . ...... Early Childhood Education 
William Taylor Falk.. ....... . ..... ... .... English 
Amanda El izabeth Gallow... .. Pre-Physical Therapy 
Allison Catherine Gates.. . . ... Middle Childhood Education 
Lauren P. Hackman ... 
Jaclyn Nicole Haines ... . 
Larry Eugene Hill Ill. ......... ......... . 
Michael Charles Horwath ...... . 
Alison Marie Hrovatich .... . 
.. Psychology /Religious Studies 
.. ..................... Sport Management 
.. .................... Computer Science 
..... Chemistry 
.. Operations Management 
Nicholas Thomas lannarino ...... . .... Communication 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Richard Thomas Adams .. . . . . . . . . . ............... Civil Engineering 
Jessica Elizabeth Agoston ........ . ....... Chemical Engineering 
Faizan Ahmad ........ . ... .. Phy~cs & Mechanical Engineering 
Katelyn Doyle Athmer.......... . . .. Sport Management 
Bryan D. Boillis .. . ...... Premedicine 
Amanda C. Boker .. . ... Photography 
Lyndsey N. Boles....... . .. .Finance 
Sarah E. Bouer .. .. . ......... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Kelley Marie Blake ... .... Adolescence to Young Adult Education/ 
Mathematics 
Mallaree Caroline Blake .. .. Sociology/Psychology 
Claire Elizabeth Boesenberg . Communication/Religious Studies 
Julie Michele Boland......... .................................. . ....... Biology 
Katherine L. Borucki 
Timothy Russell Brown 
Katie Marie Bunce ....... . 
Loura Jane Burgdorf .... . 
Aaron Michael Burke .. 
...... Early Childhood Education 
. Philosophy 
.......... Early Childhood Education 
.. . . . . . . . . . Early Childhood Education 
...... Electrical Engineering & 
Computer Engineering 
Brian Burton .. . . . ................. Political Science 
Catherine E. Cahill .. .. Accounting 
Danielle Rae Carleton ..... .... Mathematics & Business Economics 
Yiwen Chen ...... ....... Electronic Engineering Technology 
Stacy Elaine Chew .... . Visual Communication Design 
Emily Anne Cipolla .. .. .. . . . .... Education and Allied Studies 
Margaret Ellen-O'Shea Clark ................ Theatre/Communication 
Michelle Patrice Clark.. . . . ..... Premedicine/Biology 
Nora Lee Jennings . ... . ...... Early Childhood Education 
Megan Elizabeth Johns . . ........... Mathematics/Biology 
Sean Kohlig . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . ... Civil Engineering 
54 
Nathan Alon Krowetzke ... History/Religious Studies 
Chelsey Ann Krummel . . . Food and Nutrition 
Gretchen Renee Laubacher .. . ............ Chemistry 
Christina Nicole LoPiccolo .. . .. Marketing 
Andrew Michael McDonald .. . ......... Accounting/Finance 
Mory Jone Mcinnis ...... . ................ Accounting/Finance 
Carolyn Jeon Mingione ... ............................................ Psychology 
Alexander Pape Orlowski. ................. Political Science/Sociology 
Jody Elizabeth Pearl ... Early Childhood Education 
Christopher Michael Pitstick ... . .. Computer Science & 
Computer Engineering 
Charlotte A. Rokaczky .... . ....... Early Childhood Education 
Abigail Leigh Rossbach .. . ..... English 
Ellen Marie Schneider .......... .Fine Arts with Teacher Certification 
Cosey Elizabeth Schuster .. . .......... History 
Jennifer Marie Strimpfel. . .. .. .. . .... Psychology 
Patrick Toerner Tassone ...... . .. Biology/Philosophy 
Jessica Leigh Vaughan... . ........ .... Premedicine 
Katerina Marie Vujeo ............................. Political Science/Spanish 
Shonshan Wu .. . . ......... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Zhongjun Zhou .. ... . ...... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Sarah Jane Coffey ..... 
Kelly Collingwood .. . 
Lauren Nicole Cook .. 
...... Premedicine 
......... Political Science/Women's and 
Gender Studies 
........... Psychology /Women· s and 
Gender Studies 
Courtney Custenborder .. . ... Intervention Specialist 
Michelle Cybulski............. . .. Chemical Engineering 
Christopher J. Daues.... ... . Accounting/Entrepreneurship 
Sarah Marie Deak ........... .. ................... . .. .International Studies 
Matthew Joseph Deon..... ...... .. .. ............ . ... .. . Biology 
Christine Margaret DeAngelo. .. . ...... Premedicine 
Michael Louis Demko... . ........... Accounting 
Carla Fiorino DiBlo~o ....... . ......... Psychology 
Kendre R. DiPietro ..... . 
Angela Drexler .... . 
Kasie Renee Drobnick 
Kara Eliopoulos ....... . 
Michael Lee Elliot ......... . 
Kenneth Farrell .. 
Jessica Carol Fentress ..... 
...... Civil Engineering 
......... Middle Childhood Education 
....... Early Childhood Education 
. .. Middle Childhood Education 
.. Premedicine 
..................... English/Sociology 
........ Adolescence to Young Adult 
Education 
Jaime Lyn Ferguson ..... Visual Communication Design 
Christine Elizabeth Ferraro ........ Marketing/International Business 
Rosalie Ann Fillenwarth . . ......... Premedicine 
Kelli A. Finch ......... .......... Spanish & Foreign Language Education 
Jamie Coreen Fisher ......... . ........... Communication 
James Scott Fitzgerald... . ...... Premedicine/Biology 
Kyle Matthew Fortman .. ..................... . ..... Civil Engineering 
Timothy Patrick Fox .......................... Premedicine 
Sora Elizabeth Garchar ..... . ... Studio Art 
Allison Kathryn Garver ... . ................... Premedicine 
Sarah Gose... ... .... ............ . ....... Middle Childhood Education 
Heather Caitlin Goertemiller .. ... .................. ... ... Mu~c Education 
Kathleen Groves .......... Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Samantha Anne Guglielmo ....... Adolescence to Young 
Ryan Thomas Hader ............. . 
Adult Education 
.. Communication 
.......... Political Science 
. .......... Civil Engineering 
Cory Andrew Haydocy .. 
David Timothy Hayson .. 
Kathryn Heimann .......... .. ... Middle Childhood Education 
Jeanna Catherine Heink ........................... Chemical Engineering 
Jonathan A. Hentz ..... . ............................•..... Psychology 
Jeffrey Brock Herr ............. Political Science/International Studies 
Mary Hildebrand ................. . Middle Childhood Education 
Kevin Ross Hinkle ......................... Chemical Engineering 
Melissa Anne Hoelzle .. . ................... Psychology 
Addison Christopher Hoover. ....... ....... Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Adam Michael Hornbacher ............................................... English 
Emily Elizabeth Howson ... ............................... Psychology/English 
Sydney Corinne Hubbard ........... .............. . ...... Biology 
Bethany Christine Huelskamp ......... German & 
Mechanical Engineering 
Andrew Paul Huelsman ......... . .. Mechanical Engineering 
Sarah Ann Huggins ........ ............... Mathematics/Religious Studies 
Katherine Ann Hummel ..... Intervention Specialist 
Megan Hurley . . .. .... .... Intervention Specialist 
Melissa Lynn Jewell ............................. Early Childhood Education 
Carolyn Marie Juda ........... ............. Middle Childhood Education 
Kara R. Kahlig.... . ......................... Intervention Specialist 
Mary Shannon Kain .... Early Childhood Education 
Amy S. Kempf. .. ... . ........ Early Childhood Education 
Edward Kendralla.. . .................... Marketing 
Michael John Kessler. .. ............................................. .Premedicine 
Emily Marie Klein... . ............................ Religious Studies 
Margaret Knipper ............... ..... Intervention Specialist 
Kaitlin Ann Korte ...... ..... Middle Childhood Education 
Kevin Korte ..... . ........................ Chemical Engineering 
John Clark Krebsbach. Jr ..... . ..... ...... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Brian Victor Krilov..... Applied Mathematical Economics 
Ashleigh Marie Kussman ............................ Chemical Engineering 
Erin Kathleen Lambka.... Middle Childhood Education 
Mark Aaron Lauber ... ... ............... .. .... ... .... .... ..... ... .. .. .... ... ..... Biology 
Brennan Michael Lawall . . .................. .Premedicine 
Kathryn Louise Lecklider . .. . . ....... Communication 
Sarah Anne Grinsfelder Lingo ......... Entrepreneurship/Marketing 
Allison Kay Lohse ................... Predentistry 
Jaime Marie Loomis ... . ... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Randall James Loushin ................. Computer Science 
Brian A. Madden ...... ... . .. Premedicine/Spanish 
John Matthew Madigan .. Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Kathleen Ann Madigan.. . ............. Intervention Specialist 
Leah Nicole Makley ...... .. ............ Biochemistry 
Meghan K. Manning ............ . ...... Intervention Specialist 
Benjamin P. Mallak...... .............. . ........ Exercise Ph~ology 
Ashley R. Mayer .. . .. .... ...... Middle Childhood Education 
Caitlin Irene McCauley ...... Visual Communication De~gn 
Katherine Rose McCormick .. . ........... Communication 
Tyler Michael McElroy ..... ................... .. ... ..... .. International Studies 
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Sara Catherine McFarland .. . ...... Accounting 
Andrew Denis Myles McMorrow ... Civil Engineering 
Nicholas D. McNamara .. .... Chemical Engineering 
Nathan Woodrow Messer .... .. Middle Childhood Education 
Stephanie Lynn Meyer. ................................. Pre-Phy~cal Therapy 
Thomas Middleton . . ... ..... History 
Austin Mitchell 
Faith M. Mulach .. 
............ Mechanical Engineering 
. ...... ... Early Childhood Education 
Christen Marie Musuraca .................... .. ........ ....... .. .. Predentistry 
Sean C. Myers ...................... .................................. Religious Studies 
Sarah Noble .............. Communication 
Anne Oltman . .. Middle Childhood Education 
Jing Pan .... ...... ..... ...... .... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Joshua Everett Paulus ........ ............................. M~c Performance 
Ashley Rose Pavone ........................................... Psychology 
Laura Marie Payne ......... Early Childhood Education 
Meredith Rose Pesce .... Premedicine 
Matthew Ryan Pierce .................. Chemical Engineering 
Maryjo Frances Pirages .......................... English/Political Science 
Nichole E. Plows .. Mu~c Education 
Benjamin J. Polzello .............................................................. Biology 
Margaret Eileen Pontius ............... Communication 
Nicholas Gregory Price. . ....... Psychology 
Kelly Rademaker ........... Spanish & Foreign Language Education 
Alexis Rakaczky .... . ............. Art Education 
Joseph W. Recker. ........... .Finance/ Accounting 
Michael Ryan Richter ............ Electronic Engineering Technology 
Adam G. Ricker .................................. .Finance 
Joseph Patrick Riley .................................................... Premedicine 
Patrick L. Rizer ......... . ..... History & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Sara Ashley Robertson ............ . .. .... .... ............ Psychology /Spanish 
Katherine A. Robisch ................................ English/Spanish 
Kimberly Ann Sacher ....................... Premedicine 
Beth Ann Saracco ........... Political Science/International Studies 
Katherine C. Satterley ... . ... Marketing 
Kyle Andrew Scarberry ..... . .... Biology/Chemistry 
Jennifer Ashley Schaffer ....... . ... Finance 
Rachel Lynn Schmitz ....... Middle Childhood Education 
Carly Lynn Schott ............. . ............................... English 
Jessica Lynn Schulte ... .. Spanish & Foreign Language Education 
Kevin Michael Schultz ............ Management Information Systems 
Marie Rachel Sekerak .... .............. ....... Early Childhood Education 
Kelly Jeon Sells. ..... . .... .... Physical Education 
Erin Nicole Shafer ... ... . Mathematics 
Rania Miriam Shakkour ...... . .............. Communication 
Brian Thomas Sharkey ....... . ...... Middle Childhood Education 
Danielle Renee Simon ... . ............ Intervention Specialist 
Kristin Melissa Sinning .............. . ............ Spanish & Premedicine 
Bryan Eli Smith . . . .... Mechanical Engineering 
Briana Lynn Snyder. ... . . .. ..... International Studies 
Anna C. Sorg ........... . ... ....... Accounting/Finance 
Laura Michelle Steffey . Communication 
Tara Elizabeth Stehlin .. ... . ...................... . ....... .Finance 
Brittany Stewart ............ Marketing-Sales Management Empha~s 
Ella Lynn Stone .. .. Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Sara Katherine Storti. ... German & Foreign Language Education 
Erin Marie Sylvester............ . ................. .......... ........... Psychology 
Jennifer L. Szink ...... ....... ......... ................ ................ Communication 
Anna Marie Thacker .... ..Art History 
Elizabeth Marie Tiemeier .. . ... .. .... ... .. ... .... .. ........ Sociology 
Amanda D. Tkacik .......... .. ... Psychology/Criminal Justice Studies 
Meghan J. Tobin ........ .. .. .. ... International Studies/Spanish 
Lauren Michelle Tomasello ...... .. ..... .. .. ...... ... ............... Photography 
Amanda Justine Tootle ....... English & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Carrie Jane Trigilio .................... Exerc~e Physiology 
Erin Michelle Turner. .... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Jennifer Nicole Voelkl.. . ........... Middle Childhood Education 
Kyle Joseph Vonderhaar... .. ............. Accounting/Finance 
Meeghan G. Voreis .. .. .............. Intervention Specialist 
Matthew Edward Walsh .................................. .... Political Science 
Emily Maria Watkins ......... English & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Eric James Weinheimer ...................................... Communication 
David Werner... .. ........ Pre-Physical Theropy 
CUM LAUDE 
David Alton Aaby ...... .. ........ Mathematics 
Elizabeth Anne Albanese.......... ...Religious Studies 
Andrew J. Aldstadt .................. .... .... ....... General Studies 
Alyssa Ann Amedei ............ .. .. . English 
Jaime L. Anderson .. .. .. .......... Psychology/German 
Jeffrey Michael Anthony .............. Political Science 
Rachel Medra Arnold ..... Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Cassandra Jean Baar .... .... ... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Carmon Danielle Babcock-Bens ........... Psychology 
Brion Patrick Baker .. 
Lindsay M. Baker .......... . 
Katharine Anne Bakes 
Cassondra Lara Barandi 
....... Civil Engineering 
.. Intervention Specialist 
... Chemical Engineering 
.......... Political Science/Criminal 
Justice Studies 
Caron Elizabeth Barks ............. Early Childhood Education 
Erin Elizabeth Basch... . ........... Music Education 
Aaron Nicole Batchman ..... Spanish & Mechanical Engineering 
Nicole Marie Bateman.... .. ..... Early Childhood Education 
Jennifer Beasley .. .. ................ ............. Food and Nutrition 
Kaittin Renee Bennett ............................. .. .......... Marketing 
Je~ca Marie Benoit .. .. ..... Sociology 
Kevin Patrick Berry ......... .. ......... Catholic Religious Studies 
Kimberly Lynn Bertovich ... Sport Management 
Brittany Marie Bica ... .. ..... .. ............ Accounting 
Rebecca Christine Blackman ..... Food and Nutrition 
Margaret M. Bohlin.. . .. ..................... Intervention Specialist 
Jason Patrick Bollman.. .. .... Civil Engineering 
Mark W. Boron ......... Computer Engineering 
Tiffany Nicole Bowen .. .. .. .. .. .... Biology 
Emily Katherine Braver .... Communication 
Andrea Christine Brockman ............ .International Studies/History 
Kelly Jane Brockman . .. Political Science 
Elizabeth S. Brooks ................ Early Childhood Education 
Andrew Joseph Brown... .. ...... ....... Premedicine 
Kaitlyn M. Burgei ............ .. ...... Civil Engineering 
Margot M. Campbell .. .. . .. .... Finance/Marketing 
Alexander William Carney ....... Mechanical Engineering 
Wenjie Chen .................. Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Nathan Christopher ................ .... .. V~uol Communication Design 
Katelin Ann Clark..... .. ................. Communication 
Patrick Cline........ .. .............. Entrepreneurship 
Elizabeth Rose Collette ... .. ..... Psychology/Religious Studies 
Emily Elise Connell.. . .. .......... Biology 
Chelsea Roe Crabtree.. .. ...................... Food and Nutrition 
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Susan M. Werner... .. .. Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Anthony J. Westendorf... .. ....... Accounting 
Stephanie Lynn Wiezbenski ...... ........ .. .................................. French 
Andrea S. Wintrow ....... Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Li Yang.... . .. ....... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Brittany Alysse Yoder ............ ...... Accounting 
Adam Christopher Young .... .... . Political Science 
Sarah Jone Zoppitelli.. .. ........... Middle Childhood Education 
Andrew James Zeller .... .......... Sport Management 
Xulu Zhou ............... ........ Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Yong Zhou ................ .. . .. Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Yiwen Zhu .......... .. .. ... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Andrew S. Zimmer .. .... ......... ...................... Criminal Justice Studies 
Katelyn Marie Zimmerman ............. Middle Childhood Education 
Caitlin Patricio Cronin .. 
Michelle Alissa Cunningham 
Anna Rose Danese ..... 
................ .... .... Theatre 
...... Chemistry 
............. English/Communication 
Kyle Hennessy Davia . .. .. .. ... Chemistry 
Tyler David Deutsch .... .. ..... Operations Management 
Laura Marie De Vito ... .. ..... Spanish & Premedicine 
Jennifer L. Diemunsch ...... Mathematics & Education and Allied 
Studies 
Monico Frances DiGiondomenico ........ Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Sociology 
Loura Jeon Dinan..... . ....... ....................... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Molly A. Dineen.......... .. .................................. Political Science 
Jing Ding ...... .. .. . Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Kelley Dodd .......... .... .. ............ Communication 
Matthew Thomas Doherty ............ Accounting/Finance 
Marissa Nicole Dolle... .. Civil Engineering 
Zixuan Dong .. .. .. Electronic Engineering Technology 
Mary Colleen Douglass.. .. ........... Communication 
Terri Ann Downs ...................... ..... Early Childhood Education 
Stephanie L Dudasik ........................ .. .. Psychology 
Nicole Jeanne Dzubay ................................. Sport Management 
Dennis V. Eck ..... .. .. Geology 
Jordan Down Edgel ...... Mathematics & Adolescence to Young 
Lisa M. Ehrman .... 
Kelsey Ann Faulkner .. ...... 
Jennifer Feigi .... 
Connor James Finnegan 
Gino M. Fiocchi .... 
Margaret Fister 
Lindsey Marie Fleissner 
Theresa Diane Fortier ..... 
Kelly Lynn Foster ... 
Adult Education 
. .. .. Accounting 
......... Pre-Physical Therapy 
........... Middle Childhood Education 
... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
. Communication 
............. Art History 
...... Psychology 
.......... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
. Middle Childhood Education 
Wesley Freemon . .. ....... Political Science 
Caitlin Moira Garvey.... .. .... .. . Psychology 
Bridgette Renee Gibson .. . ......... Psychology 
Megan Therese Gill .. .. ... Communication 
Elizabeth Marie Glaser ...... .. . ... Eony Childhood Education 
Xu Gong .. .. .. .......... Monuf octuring Engineering Technology 
Thomas John Gramc ........ .. ...... .Finance 
Emilie Marie Gravett .................... Psychology 
Lindsay Jo Group .. .. ............. Marketing/International Business 
Kelsey Lynn Guonciole ..... .. ...... Biology 
Megan Lyn Guiver... . ............. Religious Studies 
Branden Wesley Gulick .. .. .................. Biology 
Erika I. Hagenhoff .... .... ....... .. .............. Accounting 
Katherine Carol Hogue .. .. .. ........... Early Childhood Education 
Caittin C. Hole. ... Early Childhood Education 
Allison Catherine Holl ...................... Entrepreneurship/Leadership 
Kelly Lynne Hamilton ........... Eony Childhood Education 
Emily Mario Hampton ................. International Studies/Sociology 
Spencer Louis Hargadon .... ..................................... English/History 
Erika I. Hagenhoff ............................................. Accounting 
Jomes Michael Harrison . .. ... Premediclne 
Quinn R. Haselhorst ............ .... ....... Accounting/Entrepreneurship 
Chr~topher Branz Hayes ................. Finance/Business Economics 
Elizabeth Angelica Hays .......... .... ........ ................................ English 
Abby Christine Heftelmire ... .......... .. ... Early Childhood Education 
Jessica Nicole Henry .. .... .. .. ... Biology /Psychology 
Tricia Ann Heschel . Communication/Political Science 
Zachary Marshall Hoke ............ ........... ......................... Accounting 
Brittany Holterman ... .. ... Civil Engineering 
Mackenzie Hoops .. .. . .. ....................... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Andrew Kan Hunt ..... .. ................ Communication 
Henry Clay Hunt .... .. .................. Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Christin Elizabeth Hydemon ........ .... ... Religious Studies 
Jennifer Marie Joblinski .......... Early Childhood Education 
Steven J. Jackson..... .. ... Political Science 
Je~co Anne Johons.. .. .. Communication 
Christopher Michael Johnson .......... ...... Music Education 
Alexander Karas ..... Art Education 
Aubrey Lewis Keech ........................ Political Science/Psychology 
McKenzie Keeley. .. ....... Accounting 
Scott M. Kelly .. ............ .. ........ Finance/Marketing 
Joseph David Kendig .. .. ............ Mechanical Engineering 
Erin Kathleen Kilkenny .... .... .............. International Studies 
Daniel A. Koerber ....... .. ...... French & Finance 
Stephani L Kohls.. .... .. ........ Pre-Physical Therapy 
Diane Claire Korte ............................ Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Alexander Richard Kroemer ............................... Political Science 
Katie A. Kubala............. .. .. .... Exercise Physiology 
Jillian M. Kuefner.... .. .................. Marketing/Finance 
Amanda Marie Lambert ................................ Sport Management 
Erin Franc~ Londers ...... .. ..... Applied Mathematical Economics & 
Chemical Engineering 
Matthew Jomes Longford ....................... Criminal Justice Studies 
Timothy P. Larkin ..... 
Elizabeth M. Leahy 
......... Economics 
.. . History & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Ashley Leeman .... Accounting 
Allison Leonard ..... Management Information Systems 
Joseph William Levigne.. .. ....... Psychology 
Jenito Rae Ann Levine ...... .... . Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Jamie C. Lovell ..... .. .... Chemical Engineering 
Timothy Joseph Ludwig Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Alyssa Lux ............................... Middle Childhood Education 
Jesse Warren Marconett .................. Manufacturing Engineering 
Colleen Marie Morty ... 
Kelly Patricio Marx .. 
John Patrick McCormick .. 
Emma Christine McCune .. 
Hadley Meece-Dredge. 
Christine Morie Mezher 
Technology 
...... .. ......... .... . Premedicine 
................ Intervention Specialist 
...... ......... Premedicine 
............... Psychology 
.............. History 
............................ ... English 
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Allison Marie Mikesell . .. ............ English/Spanish 
Matthew R. Mize.... .. ............................ Computer Science 
Pamela JoAnn Morelli .. Sociology/Communication 
Courtney Ann Morse .......... ...... ...................................... ..... Spanish 
Kyle Anthony Nichting .................................... Computer Science 
Kortney Ann Norris ..... .. ................ Communication 
Benjamin Pierce Norton .... ...... .... Studio Art 
Lindsey A. Noth .............. .............. .................................. .. Marketing 
Erin Jean Novotny ............................................ Food and Nutrition 
Kelly Marie Obringer .. ............. Pre-Physical Therapy 
Ryan Patrick O'Keefe .... ... .. .. .. .. Sport Management 
Joseph Patrick Olwig ...... Business Economics/Entrepreneurship/ 
Finance 
Elizabeth Ann Sophia O'Neill ..... ............. Criminal Justice Studies 
Jeffrey William Orr .... Marketing-Sales Management Emphasis/ 
Leadership 
Melissa Jane Peters ............................................................. Finance 
Ross Pleiman .. .. Civil Engineering 
Ryon Curtis Pollock...... .. ....... Philosophy 
Katie Puthoff ...... .. ..................... Middle Childhood Education 
Elizabeth Caroline Quam. .. ............. ......... Exercise Physiology 
Julio Saro Elizabeth Rapoch ..... International Studies 
Adam Francis Redling ......................... English 
Erik Joseph Reiersen ...... Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
Elizabeth A. Reinberg ......... .. ............. Psychology 
Erin K. Ress ..... .. ............. Food and Nutrition 
Jillian Marie Richards ... .. ....... English 
Doniel Charles Rigney ...... .. Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Caitlin Robie .... ............................................................. Psychology 
Scott Thomas Ratterman.. .. .... Biology 
Lauro Leigh Ruppert ...................... Middle Childhood Education 
Hayley Ann Ryckman ...... .. ................... Civil Engineering 
Kara Lynn Sandberg.. .. Communication 
Stephen Louis Sanker ....... ..... .................................... ...... ... .. Biology 
Kelly Marie Satterfield .......................................................... Biology 
Alison Lee Schoid. .. ... Communication 
William Travis Schroder.. .. ...................... Accounting/Finance 
Meghan A. Schultz ......................... Middle Childhood Education 
All~n E. Sheehan ...... .. ............... Intervention Specialist 
John Nicholas Sholtis ........... Criminal Justice Studies 
William Tyler Short ..... . ........ Marketing 
Ashley Lauren Simeone .......... Marketing 
Lauro Katheryn Simons..... .. ....... Premedicine 
Anthony William Sirabella .... .. .......... Accounting/Finance 
Samantha Jo Skelton..... .. .. Middle Childhood Education 
Rochel L. Snyder ..... Premedicine 
Rebecca Marie Spalding ......... Psychology 
Kristen N. Speca ....................................... Religious Studies 
Sonja G. Spoon................... .. ...... Intervention Specialist 
Michael Stanley.. .. ........... ........... English 
Nicholas Richard Stanley. .. ......... .. ..... Marketing/Finance 
Angela Stark . .. ....... Psychology 
Melissa A Starkowicz ....................................................... Art History 
Jennifer Stirnkorb ..................... ...... . Middle Childhood Education 
Gerold Charles Stoff! II ...... .. ............. Marketing/Leadership 
Nancy J. Strope .... ......................................................... Psychology 
David Andrew Strunk .............. Industrial Engineering Technology 
Sara Linn Stuckey .. ....................... Span~h & Sport Management 
Peter John Sullivan Jr...... .. ............... Political Science 
Allison Rose Swan.. .. ........ .................... Intervention Specialist 
Diano Silvio Tee... . .............. Premecicine/Psychology 
Fronk S. Tedesco .. . ... Accounting 
Christine Joy Terzuoli .. . ........... Catholic Religious Studies 
Ashley Theuring... ......... . ... Religious Studies/Psychology 
Chad Matthew Thompson ......... .. .. Adolescence to Young Adult 
Education 
Tyler Phelps Tomlin ... .................. ....... Finance/Business Economics 
Alexander Michael Treadway ............... Mechanical Engineering 
Candace T reosure . .. .. . ......... International Business 
Elizabeth Rochelle Trem ...... Psychology 
Kristin Tyburczy .... .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . ............ Psychology 
Crystal Ann Vohrenhold......... . . ... ............................. Biology 
Wendy Morie Vent ..................... ....................................... Chemistry 
Neal Raj Verma ................................................... Premecicine 
JOHN W. BERRY, SR., SCHOLARS 
Foizon Ahmed .. Physics & Mechanical Engineering 
Cassondra Jeon Boor ... . ........... Pre-Physical Therapy 
Katharine Anne Bakes ..... . ....... Chemical Engineering 
Aaron Nicole Botchmon ..... Spanish & Mechanical Engineering 
Nicholas Gerard Berger. .. . ............... Premedicine 
Michelle Patrice Clark. . ...... Premedicine 
Michelle Alissa Cunningham ............ Chemistry 
Kenneth Farrell ... ........ . ......................... English/Sociology 
Heather Coittin Goertemiller ................................ Music Education 
Kelsey Lynn Guonciole ......................................... Biology 
Jeanna Catherine Heink ........ .................... Chemical Engineering 
Michael Charles Horwath . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . ... Chemistry 
Bethany Christine Huelskamp ..... .................................. Germon & 
Mechanical Engineering 
Gittord Stephen Vincent Jr ................ Premecicine 
Deana Akemi Wointroub . .. . ....... Physical Education 
Olivio Lauren Walker .... . .............. Political Science/Philosophy 
Stoey Renee Wolterbusch ......................... Intervention Specialist 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Wasik ........... ............... ........... Food ond Nutrition 
Douglas Evon Wertepny ........................................... Physics/Music 
Molly MoRito Williams .............. . English & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Michelle Lynn Wintering .............. .... Psychology/Communication 
Kelsey Nicole Wirth .... . ......... International Studies/Spanish 
Nicole Wojnorwsky. . .............. International Studies/Spanish 
Jessica Nicole Young .. . ..... ................ Philosophy 
Yonji Zhou .. ..Electronic Engineering Technology 
Christopher Michael Johnson .... 
Emily Morie Klein ..... 
........ Music Education 
...... Religious Studies 
.... French & Finance 
....... Applied Mathematical Economics 
Daniel A Koerber 
Brion Victor Krilov 
Erin Francis Landers ... ... ... .. Applied Mathematical Economics & 
Chemical Engineering 
Leah Nicole Makley . . . .... Biochemistry 
Mary Jane Mcinnis .. .Accounting/Finance 
Andrew Denis Myles McMorrow ... . ............. Civil Engineering 
Joshua Everett Paulus .................................... Music Performance 
Merecith Rose Pesce . . ........... Premedicine 
Katerina Marie Vujea ............................ Political Science/Spanish 
Olivia Lauren Walker ..... Political Science/Philosophy 
Awordec to selectec students for having successfully completec a series of special Honors seminars and on Honors thesis. 
CHAMINADE SCHOLARS .... t,. 1>,vf"- ........ ....,.._, 
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Michelle Cybulski. ... . .......... Chemical Engineering Sean C. Myers .... . ................................... Religious Studies 
Jordan Dawn Edgel ...... Mathematics & Adolescence to Young Alexander Pape Orlowski. ....... Political Science/Sociology 
Adult Education Christopher Michael Pitstick .... Computer Science & 
Jessica Marie Field ......... Food and Nutrition Computer Engineering 
Groce Finn . . ................................ Sociology/Political Science Maureen Fay Radel ..................... .. Education and Alliec Studies 
Lauren P. Hackman ......................... Psychology/Religious Studies Peter J. Sponel ................. Mechanical Engineering 
Brian A. Madden ............. ...... .. ............ Premedicine/Sponish 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a four-year academic program focused on the theological 
exploration of vocation. 
CORE PROGRAM 
Elizabeth Anne Albanese 
Brooke Elizabeth Arden .. 
Cassondra Lora Borandi 
.............. Religious Studies 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Political Science 
....... Political Science/ 
Criminal Justice Studies 
Maximilian James Becell ......... .Finance 
Kevin Patrick Berry ... . .... Catholic Religious Studies 
Malloree Caroline Blake..... . .. Sociology /Psychology 
Peter Robert Blazunas. . ............................ Economics 
Katherine M. Brown ................................ . ......... .French 
Rachel Marie Brown ......................... Religious Studies 
Lauro Jane Burgdorf ....... .. Early Childhood Education 
Kelly Morie Burns ........ ..... . ......................... Accounting/Spanish 
Brian Burton ........... ..... .... ...... .. ............................... Political Science 
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Robert William Cruciger. .. .. 
Sarah Morie Deak ... 
Evan Anthony DeGirolomo 
........... Accounting 
....... .International Studies 
. .. .... ... Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education/Mathematics 
Caryn Anne Devine . . ... ................... . ...... History 
Jennifer L. Diemunsch ................. Mathematics & Education and 
Alliec Studies 
Allison Mary Drummey... . ...... ........ .. Entrepreneurship 
Matthew Ronald Dykas . .. ......................... .. ............. English 
Jordon Dawn Edgel ....... Mathematics & Adolescence to Young 
Adutt Education 
Kora Eliopoulos ............................... Middle Childhood Education 
Katherine M. Feher .............. ... ................................... Photography 
Jessica Carol Fentress ........... .................... Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Margaret F~ter ..... ............... .. ............................................ Art History 
Allron Catherine Gates. . ..... Middle Childhood Education 
Kathleen Groves ..... ...... Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Lauren P. Hackman ................ .......... Psychology /Religious Studies 
Emily Moria Hampton .................. International Studies/Sociology 
Elizabeth Angelica Hays......... .. ............................. English 
James G. Hollwecel.. .. .......... Criminal Justice Studies 
Adam Michael Hornbacher ..................... English 
Alison Morie Hrovatich...... ...... .. ...... Operations Management 
Sor ah Ann Huggins ........................ Mathematics/Religious Studies 
Benjamin Louis Hunt .... Adolescence to Young Adult Education/ 
Nicholas Thomas lannarino 
Nora Lee Jennings .................. . 
Alexander Karas ...... . 
History 
............ Communication 
.. Early Childhood Education 
.. .... Art Education 
Laura Rene Keivel ........ ... .... .......... ........... History/Political Science 
Johnnie Charles Kling ....... ................. Art History /Communication 
Nathan Alan Krawetzke .... History /Religious Studies 
Anna Littrell . .. .. .. .. . . . ................... Religious 
Timothy Joseph Ludwig .... . ...... Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Daniel Mason McCelvey ........ ...... ......... Mechanical Engineering 
Julie Ann Mertler .. ... ....... ......... ..... ... Middle Childhood Education 
Allison Morie Mikesell ................................... English/Spanish 
Pamela JoAnn Morelli .. ..................... Sociology/Communication 
Lindsey N. Murphy ........ ......... .. ............... Accounting/Finance 
Mary Therese o·Grady ... . ........... Communication 
Nicole Alwan Peters .................................... Intervention Specialist 
Dana Marie Rocco .... ........................... Catholic Religious Studies 
Kelly Rademaker ........... Spanish & Foreign Language Education 
Daniel Charles Rigney ......... ...................... Adolescence to Young 
Adutt Education 
Julia Elizabeth Sandmann .................. Religious Studies/Sociology 
Bonbaro Gayle Schnurr............... .. ............................ Geology 
Carly Lynn Schott .. .. ... ........... English 
Casey Elizabeth Schuster .......... . ... .................... History 
Kristen N. Speca .................. . ....... Religious Studies 
Ella Lynn Stone ..... ......... Adolescence to Young Adutt Education 
Ashley Theuring ................................. Religious Studies/Psychology 
Elizabeth Morie Tiemeier ....... ........................................... Sociology 
Meghan J. Tobin .... .. ....... International Studies/Spanish 
Amanda Justine Tootle ...... English & Adolescence to Young 
Garenday Morie Torchia 
Valerie Ann Valentino 
Emily Moria Watkins 
Adult Education 
............ English 
... English & Adolescence to Young 
Adutt Education 
. English & Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education 
Hannah Katurah Williamson ...... .... Middle Childhood Education 
Nicole Wojnarwsky ...... .......... International Studies/Spanish 
Michelle Jeon Zeile .............................................. Communication 
Awardec to selected students for having successfully completec an integratec academic curriculum program in Religious Studies. 
Philosophy. English. History. and the Social Sciences. 
DAYTON CMC SCHOLARS t \\t. -
~v1-- Q,L.v 
Mallaree Caroline Blake......... . ........ Sociology/ Grace Finn ......................................... Sociology/Political Science 
Pscychology 
Kelly Collingwood ................. . ......... Political Science/ 
Alexander Pape Orlowski ........ Political Science/Sociology 
Olivia Lauren Walker . . ...... Political Science/Philosophy 
Women· s and Gender Studies Matthew Edward Walsh ...... .. ............. Political Science 
Allison J. Cone.. . ............ ... . International Studies 
Monica Frances DiGiandomenico ....... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
.. ... .... Human Rights Study Stephanie Anne Zielonko ....... 
Sociology 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a special social science sequence focused on a career in 
public service. 
MARIANIST LEADERSHIP SCHOLARS 
Lauren Nicole Cook ..... 
Caitlin Patricia Cronin ... 
Mark Gerard Dorsey. Jr 
. .... Psychology/Women·s and 
Gender Studies 
. ........................... .. .. Theatre 
........... Communication 
Matthew Charles Ferriss .. ........... Marketing-Sales Management 
Emphasis/Entrepreneurship 
Christopher William Lovett ...... ...................... ....... Premedicine 
Ashleigh Noelle Robinson ....... ..... ... ...... ........... ... Psychology 
Peter J. Sponel ......... .............................. Mechanical Engineering 
Awarded to selectec students for having successfully completec a four-year service. leadership. and faith program inspired by the 
Morianist chorism and mission. 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
Peter Robert Blazunas. 
Anna Rose Danese ...... 
Jennifer L. Diemunsch. 
Michael Lee Elliott 
Jessica Carol Fentress ..... .. .. 
. ................................ ...... Economics 
. ....... ........ English/Communication 
. Mathematics & Education and 
Alliec studies 
....... ................ Premecicine 
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Margaret foter. ...... Art History 
Caittin Moira Garvey ................... ................................... Psychology 
Kathleen Groves .. ......... Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Lauren P. Hackman .......................... Psychology /Religious Studies 
Anna Elizabeth Heink ....................................... Biology /Psychology 
Sorah Ann Huggins ........................ Mathematics/Religious Studies 
Erin Kathleen Kilkenny ................... . .... International Studies 
Meghan K. Manning .. .. .......... Intervention Specialist 
Carolyn Jean Mingione ... ... Psychology 
Ryan Patrick O'Keefe .. . . .... .. ..... .. ... Sport Management 
Alexander Pape Orlowski .. ..Political Science/Sociology 
Maryjo Frances Pirages .. .. ...... English/Political Science 
Christopher Michael Pitstick ..... Computer Science & Computer 
Engineering 
Ryan Curtis Pollock .................. Philosophy 
Beth Ann Saracco .. .. ...... Political Science/International Studies 
Kyle Andrew Scarberry .. .. .. .... Biology /Chemistry 
Ellen Marie Schneider .. . .. .. .. Fine Arts with Teacher Certification 
Casey Elizabeth Schuster ........................... .. ......... History 
Melissa A. Starkowicz ............... ............. ........ Art History 
Sara Katherine Storti .... German & Foreign Language Education 
Erin Marie Sylvester. .. .. ..... Psychology 
Patrick Toerner Tassone .. . .. ..... Biology/Philosophy 
Ashley Theuring.............. .. .. Religious Studies/Psychology 
Meghan J. Tobin ... .. International Studies/Spanish 
Gilford Stephen Vincent Jr. . .. .... .Premedicine 
Matthew Edward Walsh. .. ................ Political Science 
Michelle Lynn Wintering... ... Psychology/Communication 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special Honors seminars and an Honors thesis. 
MULTIPLE DEGREES 
Faizan Ahmad .. .. .... .. ........ Bachelor of Science/Physics 
Bachelor of Mechonical Engineering 
Aaron Nicole Batchman . .. ............ Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
Tiffany Renee Bell ............................... Bachelor of Arts/Chemistry 
Bachelor of Science/Premedicine 
Amy Marie Bryniczka .. ... .. .............. ..... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Aaron Michael Burke ......... .... . Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
Danielle Rae Carleton ......... Bachelor of Science/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/ 
Business Economics 
laura Marie De Vita ... .. ........ .. Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science/Premedicine 
Jennifer L. Diemunsch ...... ...... Bachelor of Science/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Education and Allied Studies 
Jordan Dawn Edgel .. .. .. Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Kelli A. Finch .... .. ...... ........ .. ........... .. Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Bethany Christine Huelskamp .. . ....... Bachelor of Arts/German 
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
Katharine Ann Kirschner .. .. ........... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Anne M. Kleinhenz .. .............. .. .. .... . Bachelor of Science/Geology 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Daniel A. Koerber ...... ............................. Bachelor of Arts/French 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/Finance 
Patrick Krulik ...... Bachelor of Arts/Visual Communication Design 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/Marketing 
Erin Francis Landers .. .. ... Bachelor of Science/ 
Applied Mathematical Economics 
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering 
Elizabeth M. Leahy ..... .. ......... Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Shelley Marie Leber... .. .... Bachelor of Arts/Mathematics 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Daniel Parzych ... Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/ 
Marketing 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
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Christopher Michael Pitstick .......... .. ..... Bachelor of Science/ 
Computer Science 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
Kelly Rademaker ..... .. ....... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Patrick L. Rizer.... .......... .. .. .. ........... Bachelor of Arts/History 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Jessica Lynn Schulte .... .. ......... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Letitia D. Sharp ............. Bachelor of Arts/Criminal Justice Studies 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration/ 
Management Information Systems 
Kristin Melissa Sinning ... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science/Premedicine 
Molly Elizabeth Socha .................. Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Sara Katherine Storti........ . .. .............. Bachelor of Arts/German 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Foreign Language Education 
Sara Linn Stuckey .. .. .. . .. ...... .... Bachelor of Arts/Spanish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Sport Management 
Christine Joy Terzuoli ........ ........ Bachelor of Arts/Religious Studies 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Catholic Religious Studies 
Amanda Justine Tootte ........ .... ............ .. ... Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Valerie Ann Valentino ... .. ................. Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Emily Maria Watkins..... .. ...... Bachelor of Arts/English 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Molly MaRita Williams .............. .. .......... .... . Bachelor of Arts/Egnlish 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Adolescence to Young Adult Education 
Stephanie Jean Wurth ................. Bachelor of Science in Business 
Administration/Marketing 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied Professions/ 
Sport Management 
Kyle Andrew Zeller..... .. ........ Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
MULTIPLE MAJORS 
Carl Brett Adlard .......... .. ..... Finance/Business Economics 
Shonda Marie Allen... .. .. .. .... ....... Entrepreneurship/Leadership 
Jaime L. Anderson ............... Psychology /German 
Rachel Medra Arnold ..... Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Lisa Aubry ............................. ................ Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Stephen Patrick Augsburger. ........ Finance/Accounting 
Cassandra Lara Barandi .. .. .................... Political Science/ 
Criminal Justice Studies 
Mark Thomas Barron ....... Finance/Business Economics 
Matthew E. Behr . . .......... Entrepreneurship/Marketing 
Julie Kristine Bennett .......... Operations Management/Marketing 
Matthew Daniel Benton .................................. .Finance/Marketing 
Kelley Marie Blake ....... Adolescence to Young Adult Education/ 
Mathematics 
Mallaree Caroline Blake ......... Sociology /Psychology 
Andrew Thomas Blankemeyer .......... Operations Management/ 
Marketing 
Claire Elizabeth Boesenberg....... .. ....... Communication/ 
Religious Studies 
Emily Jean Bonistall ..... Sociology/Women's and Gender Studies 
Keith Matthew Brandner ....... Leadership/Marketing 
Kevin M. Brandner ................. .. ..... International Business/ 
Operations Management 
Andrea Christine Brockman .............. International Studies/History 
Michael Lee Brooks .................... lnternational Business/Marketing 
Charles Thomas Brown IV... .. ..... Accounting/Finance 
Justin Antonio Brown.............. .. ................. .. .. .. Civil Engineering/ 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kelly Marie Burns.............. .. ... ............... Accounting/Spanish 
Marla Angelica Bustamante ......................... Spanish/Psychology 
Jonathan Michael Byrd .......... .. ... Finance/Business Economics 
Lindsay Marie Camella .............................. Marketing/leadership 
Margot M. Campbell .... .. ....... Finance/Marketing 
Kyle Alan Cantrell ....................... .. .... Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Kacy lee Carmichael.. ....... Psychology/Criminal Justice Studies 
JeRR Le •r9A88 Giff18 .. "' a, i&iAQSS ECOAQ~ies/FiAar'!ee 
Lauren Elizabeth Clarisey ........ Marketing/leadership 
Margaret Ellen-O'Shea Clark .............. ... Theatre/Communication 
Michelle Patrice Clark ................ .. .......... ....... Premedicine/Biology 
Elizabeth Rose Collette ...... Psychology/Religious Studies 
Kelly Collingwood ..... .. ....... Political Science/ 
Women's and Gender Studies 
Clare Caitlin Connelly ...................................... ....... History/Spanish 
Lauren Nicole Cook ... .. ................................. Psychoiagy/ 
Women's and Gender Studies 
Nora Marie Coyle ....... .. ...... .... . International Business/French 
Anna Rose Danese .......... .. .... English/Communication 
Christopher J. Daues ...................... Accounting/Entrepreneurship 
Evan Anthony DeGiralama ....................... Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education/Mathematics 
Monica Frances DiGiandomenico .... ... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Sociology 
* Matthew Thomas Doherty ........... Accounting/Finance 
Patrick Joseph Duffy ..... .. .... .... . Entrepreneurship/Marketing 
Elyse Kathleen Dull ....... .. International Business/Entrepreneurship 
Kenneth Farrell .... .. ... ... .. .... .... ... ...... .. .... ..... ........ .. .. English/Sociology 
Mallory Faustina .......... .. Accounting/Entrepreneurship 
Christine Elizabeth Ferroro ......... Morketing/lnternational Business 
Matthew Charles Ferriss ................ Marketing-Sales Managment 
Emphasis/Entrepreneurship 
Joseph Carlo Filippo ........................................ Finance/Marketing 
Grace Finn .. .. ........ Sociology/Political Science 
Sean Andrew Finn . .. ....... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Connor James Finnegan .. .. ...... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
James Scott Fitzgerald........ .. ......... Premedicine/Biology 
Theresa Diane Fortier .............. .Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Robert Winston Green .... .. ...... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Lindsay Jo Group .... Marketing/International Business 
Lauren P. Hackman.. .. .......... Psychology/Religious Studies 
Matthew K. Haenszel .............. Finance/Business Economics 
Allison Catherine Hall .. .. ........... Entrepreneurship/leadership 
Peter S. Homma ...................... Communication/Political Science 
Emily Maria Hampton .................. International Studies/Sociology 
Stephen Handel..... .... .. .... .. ........ .Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Spencer Louis Horgadon ............ English/History 
Bennett E. Horris ........ .. .......... Premedicine/Psychology 
Quinn R. Haselhorst . .. .......... Accounting/Entrepreneurship 
Christopher Branz Hayes .................. Finance/Business Economics 
Anna Elizabeth Heink..... .. ............... Biology/Psychology 
Kalen William Hemmelgarn...... .. .... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Jessica Nicole Henry ..... Biology/Psychology 
Jeffrey Brock Herr ............. Political Science/International Studies 
Tricia Ann Heschel .. ................. Communication/Political Science 
Richard William Hinkle ....................... Economics/Political Science 
Nicholas Matthew Hogenkamp .... . Finance/Business Economics 
Allyson Mary Holsinger .... .. Marketing/Finance 
Addison Christopher Hoover. ......... ...... Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Rachel Hostetter ...... ...... Geology/Women's and Gender Studies 
Emily Elizabeth Howson ................. Psychology/English 
Sarah Ann Huggins ............ ............ Mathematics/Religious Studies 
Emily Marie Hughes ............ Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Benjamin Louis Hunt ................................... Adolescence to Young 
Adult Education/History 
Henry Clay Hunt .... .. ...... .. . .. ........... Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Shaun Ryan lmwalle .. .. .. . .. ... Accounting/Finance 
Mitchel Thomas lnkrott ................ History/American Studies 
Alexandra A. Jackson . .. ... Entrepreneurship/leadership 
Megan Elizabeth Johns ....... .. .. Mathematics/Biology 
Stephanie Lynn Johnson. .. ..... Entrepreneurship/Marketing 
Nina Jolani ..... .. ..... Political Science/International Studies 
Ashley Elizabeth Kairit ............... .International Business/Marketing 
Celia Marika Kallas...... .. ................ Psychology/Philosophy 
Aubrey Lewis Keech ....................... Political Science/Psychology 
Laura Rene Keivel .......... .. ...... History/Political Science 
Scott M. Kelly ...... Finance/Marketing 
Stacy Dolan Kemp ....... .. .. Marketing/leadership 
Timothy Michael King .... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Matthew Robert James Kleingers .... Operations Management/ 
Entrepreneurship 
Johnnie Charles Kling .......... Art History/Communication 
Frank Matthew Kocet .. . .. ....... Finance/leadership 
Brian Allan Kohout.. .. .. .................. Marketing/leadership 
Diane Claire Korte ................ Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Kerry Steven Korte .................. .... .... . Communication/Psychology 
Francis Patrick Kosmach Operations Management/Accounting 
Nathan Alan Krawetzke ............ .. ............. History/Religious Studies 
John Clark Krebsbach. Jr ...... Finance/Entrepreneurship 
Nicole Elizabeth Krummert ............. International Studies/Spanish 
Jillian M. Kuefner.. .. .... Marketing/Finance 
Katherine Elizabeth lackey ....................... Marketing/leadership 
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Kristen Elizabeth Lauer ................... Biology/Fine Arts Andrea Michelle Ross .... ..... ....... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Veronica Lee.......... . ... Early Childhood Education/Spanish Political Science 
Amanda N. Lewis ....... ......... Criminal Justice Studies/Psychology Julia Elizabeth Sandmann ................. Religious Studies/Sociology 
Alexandra Lynne Lincoln .................. Marketing/Entrepreneurship , Beth Ann Saracco ....... ..... Political Science/International Studies 
Sarah Anne Grinsfelder Lingo .......... Entrepreneurship/Marketing °""'' Kyle Andrew Scarberry ... . ................... Biology/Chemistry 
Doniel Scott Lukens ............................. ..... Communication/English Dane Michael Schaeffer .......... . ...... Operations Management/ 
Jason A. Lyon ....... ............. International Studies/Political Science Accounting 
Brian A. Madden ............. . .................. Premedicine/Spanish Kristin Scherer. ......... ................... International Business/Marketing 
John Robert Markwell ..... . .............. Marketing/Finance Kara S. Scherrbaum ................ Accounting/Finance 
Lesiie Ann Martin .......... . ... International Business/Spanish Sarah Schlingman ................ . ......... Marketing/Leadership 
Charles Alexander Martinez ... . . ..... Music/Psychology Richard Francis Schmidt ...................... Entrepreneurship/Finance 
Germaine Nicole Maschoff ................. Communication/Spanish William Travis Schroder. ................................ Accounting/Finance 
Amy Elizabeth Mccarren ... . .... Marketing/Entrepreneurship Danielle Marie Seifert .... .... .................................. Political Science/ 
Timothy James McClelland ... International Business/ "' , 1 \ , - "" S\t\..t \- ""'T / "' ' IJ Criminal Justice Studies 
Business Economics Anthony William Sirabella ......... Accounting/Finance 
Colin Geoffrey McDermott ....... Finance/Leadership Kelsey Lynn Slonieski....... . .... .Finance/Marketing 
Andrew Michael McDonald .......... Accounting/Finance Anna C. Sorg .................... . ....................... Accounting/Finance 
Megan E. McGrath ...... ..... ...................... Communication/English Emily Rose Souve...... . .. Psychology/Premedicine 
Mary Jane Mcinnis ............. ... ...... ......... ..... .... Accounting/Finance Jennifer Lynn Spaulding ... . ... ............ Communication/ 
Mary Kathleen McNamara ...... International Business/Marketing Women 's and Gender Studies 
Matthew Meyers .. . .......... Marketing/Leadership Nicholas Richard Stanley. . ....... Marketing/Finance 
Allison Marie Mikesell ......... English/Spanish Michael A. Stephens .. ................ .... .. ............ .Finance/Accounting 
Megan Renee Miller .................................. Marketing/Leadership Gerald Charles Staff! II .. . ........... .... ... Marketing/Leadership 
Kevin Richard Miskewicz ... ..... ... International Business/Marketing Patrick Teemer Tassone . . ... Biology/Philosophy 
Sara Mitterholzer ................. Criminal Justice Studies/Psychology Diana Silvia Tee... ............ . .......... Premedicine/Psychology 
Pamela JoAnn Morelli .. . ... Sociology/Communication Angela Christine Tepe ..................... Marketing/Entrepreneurship 
Brian Joseph Morgan ........................ Marketing/Leadership Ashley Theuring. . .......... Religious Studies/Psychology 
Michael Christopher Morris .............. Entrepreneurship/Marketing Amanda D. Tkacik ............... Psychology/Criminal Justice Studies 
Lindsey N. Murphy .......................................... Accounting/Finance Meghan J. Tobin ...................... ....... International Studies/Spanish 
Michael Colin Murphy ................................... Accounting/Finance Tyler Phelps Tomlin .............. . ... .. Finance/Business Economics 
Lauren Elizabeth Nelson ........ . ............... Marketing/Finance Ryan P. Toopes............. . ........................... .Finance/Marketing 
4t Timothy John Novak... . .... Economics/Political Science Robert Ryan Towe . . ................ Marketing/Leadership 
William F. O'Hara .............................. Business Economics/Finance John William Gerard Trapp ...... .. ..... Entrepreneurship/Marketing 
Joseph Patrick Olwig ....... Business Economics/Entrepreneurship/ Rita Marie Uhlenhake ................................... Psychology/Spanish 
Finance Kyle Joseph Vonderhaar ................. Accounting/Finance 
Alexander Pape Orlowski. ..... ............. Political Science/Sociology Katerina Marie Vujea ............................ Political Science/Spanish 
Jeffrey William Orr ....... Marketing-Sales Managment Emphasis/ Alyssa Marie Wagner ... International Studies/Spanish 
Carly R. Partee. 
Elizabeth Newell Perkins 
Leadership Olivia Lauren Walker .... . .... Political Science/Philosophy 
.... Marketing/Leadership Douglas Evan Wertepny .. . .............. Physics/Music 
. ..... .. . Spanish/ Jonathon E. Whaley ................. Political Science/Economics 
Women 's and Gender Studies Michelle Lynn Wintering .... .............. Psychology/Communication 
Nino Elizabeth Pettry ....... ....... Communication/Political Science Daniel Patrick Wiora . ..................................... Finance/Leadership 
Maryjo Frances Pirages ........ English/Political Science Michael Joseph Wiora ...... . .................... Marketing/Leadership 
Jessica Rose Porco ...... ........ Criminal Justice Studies/Psychology Kelsey Nicole Wirth .... ... ... ... ......... .... International Studies/Spanish 
- Joseph W. Recker. . .Finance/Accounting Nicole Wojnarwsky . . ... International Studies/Spanish 
Sara Ashley Robertson .... . ..................... Psychology/Spanish Kimberty Samantha Ybarra ... . ................. International Studies/ 
Katherine A. Robisch ...................... ......... English/Spanish Political Science 
Michael Alan Rodriguez ....... International Business/Marketing Collette Teresa Yaegel. ................ Marketing-Sales Management 
~ .-.... ' t. \ e_u)'' .r\ 
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Emphasis/Leadership 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
Branden Wesley Gulick 
....... Biology Alexander Michael Treadway .............. Mechanical Engineering 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
Dewayna Antonia Bailey 
Jesse Lee Cheeseman .. 
Allison R. Foust ................ . 
Evan James Howard .. .......... . 
............................... Psychology 
............... Criminal Justice Studies 
.............................. Psychology 
.................. Communication 
Jennifer Ashley Schaffer ................................. .................. .Finance 
John Nicholas Sholtis...... . . Criminal Justice Studies 
Peter John Sullivan Jr.... . .......................... Political Science 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
William Frederick Krieger 
. .. . . . .. .. .. .. Political Science Spencer Lee Marsinek .. 
.... ............. General Studies 
"These students have successfully completed a pre-commissioning curriculum consisting of American Military History, Computer Literacy, 
Oral and Written Communication, and Military Science or Aerospace Studies. in addition to their undergraduate degree requirements. 
They have also completed Leadership Training and Field Training Exercises, Physical Fitness Requirements, one Social Event per year. 
and a month of Field Training in the summer. Congratulations to these officers of the United States Armed Services.· 
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SPECIAL AWARDS '09 
Accounting-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in Accounting-donated by Jerome E. Westendorf. '43. and 
Warren A. Kappeler. · 41. 
Kelly Marie Burns (Co-winner) 
Mary Jane Mcinnis (Co-winner) 
Accounting-Award of Merit in Recognition of Outstanding 
Achievement-donated by The Ohio Society of Certified Public 
Accountants. Dayton Chapter. 
Thomas Jerome Brockmann (Co-winner) 
Christopher M. Green (Co-winner) 
Sara Catherine McFarland (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Accounting Career Award to a Student Exhibit-
ing Great Potential in the Accounting Profession-donated by the 
Institute of Management Accountants. Dayton Chapter. 
Christopher J. Daues (Co-winner) 
Matthew Thomas Doherty (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Clark -Eley -Fioriti Award for Outstanding Service 
to the Department of Accounting-donated by the Alumni and 
Faculty of the Department of Accounting. 
Monique Nicole Cumberlander 
Anthropology-The Margaret Mary Emonds Huth Memorial Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Anthropology-donated 
by Dr. Edward A. Huth. 
Jessica Marie Benoit (Co-winner) 
Elizabeth Marie Tiemeier (Co-winner) 
Arts and Science~ International Learn. Lead. and Serve 
Award-donated in honor of Steven C. Buck. 2003. 
Elizabeth J. Gasdick 
Arts and Sciences-The Dean Leonard A. Mann. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in the College of Arts and 
Sciences-donated by Joseph Zusman. '65. 
Emily Marie Klein 
AthleHcs-The Reverend Charles L. Collins. S.M .. Award of Excel-
lence to an Athlete for Outstanding Citizenship-donated by 
Joseph Zusman. '65. 
Nicole Jeanne Dzubay (Women's Tennis) 
Athletics-The Charles R. Kendall. "N. Memorial Award of Excel-
lence for Achievement in Academic and Athletic Effort-donated 
by Mrs. Charles R. Kendall and friends. 
Robert Marc Chappell (Men's Golf) 
Athletics-The John L. Macbeth Memorial Award to the Outstand-
ing Scholar-Athlete in Football and Basketball. The recipient must 
have completed five or more terms and won a varsity letter. 
William Taylor Falk (Football) 
Kurtis R. Huelsman (Basketball) 
Athletics-The Ann E. Meyers Award of Excellence for Achieve-
ment in Academic and Athletic Effort in Women 's Basketball 
and Volleyball. 
Amanda Lyn Robbe (Volleyball) 
Biology-The P.K. Bajpai Undergraduate Research Award to 
the Undergraduate Student who best Represents the Spirit of 
Undergraduate Research in Biology. 
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Megan Elizabeth Johns (Co-winner) 
Jonathan Patrick McFadden (Co-winner) 
Biology-The JohnJ. Comer Biomedical Undergraduate Research 
Award to the Undergraduate Student who best Demonstrated 
Research Excellence in Biomedical Science as a Biology Major. 
Benjamin J. Polzella 
Biology-The John J. Comer Ecological Undergraduate Research 
Award to the Undergraduate Student who best Demonstrated 
Research Excellence in Ecology as a Biology Major. 
Anna Elizabeth Heink 
Biology-The John J. Comer Graduate Research Award of Excel-
lence to the Biology Graduate Student who best Demonstrated 
Research Excellence in Biomedical Science. 
Matthew O'Brien Lunn (Co-winner) 
Venkateshwar Mutyam (Co-winner) 
Biology-The John J. Comer Graduate Research Award of Excel-
lence to the Biology Graduate Student who best Demonstrated 
Research Excellence in Ecology. 
Kathleen Rose Jennings 
Biology-The John E. Dlugos. Jr.. Memorial Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in Biology-donated by Mr. 
ond Mrs. John E. Dlugos. 
Derrick Lee Goubeaux (Co-winner) 
Kyle Andrew Scarberry (Co-winner) 
Biology-The Graduate Teaching Award of Excellence to a 
Teaching Assistant for the Outstanding Teaching of Advanced 
Biology Laboratory Classes. 
Venkateshwar Mutyam 
Biology-The Brother Russell A. Joly. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
to the Student who best Combines Excellence in Biology and 
Genuine Appreciation of Nature. 
Emily Quinn Bowers 
Biology-The Learn. Lead. and Serve Undergraduate Award of 
Excellence to the Biology Undergraduate Student who Completed 
an Outstanding Experiential Learning Project. which included 
both Leadership and Service. 
Alyssa Ann Sprouse 
Biology-The Gerald L. Willis Award of Excellence to a Teaching 
Assistant for the Outstanding Teaching of Introductory Biology 
Laboratory Classes. 
Megan Elizabeth Shoda 
Business AdministraHon-The Dick Flaute Award for Exceptional 
Servicefecognizing Exemplary Service by a Graduating Student 
in a Flyer Enterprises Activity. 
Cara M. Frericks 
Business Administration-The Sam Gould Award for Leadership 
Excellencejecognizing Outstanding Leadership by a Graduating 
Senior in a Flyer Enterprises Management Position. 
Lauren Elizabeth Charisey 
Business Administration-Outstanding Peer Advisor Award. 
Kyle Alan Cantrell 
BusinessAdministraHon-The Reverend Raymond A. Roesch. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Academic Achievement 
in the Master of Business Administration Program-donated by 
Bank One. 
Oleh B. Mudry 
Business Administration-The Miriam Rosenthal Award of Excel-
lence to a Graduating Senior in the School of Business Adminis-
tration-donated by Dean Wi lliam J. Hoben. 
Christine Nicole LoPiccolo 
Business Administration-The Mark T. Schneider Award to a Senior 
in the School of Bu~ness Administration who has Combined 
Academic Excellence with Service to the University and the 
Community-donated by family and friends in his memory. 
Jeffrey William Orr 
Campus Ministry-The Nancy Bramlage Award. Presented by 
Campus Ministry 's Center for Social Concern. to a Deserving 
Student or Student Group that has most Effectively used Nonviolent 
Direct Action to Work for Change. 
Emily Jean Bonistall (Co-winner) 
Grace Finn (Co-winner) 
Campus Ministry-The Marianist Award for Voluntary Service to a 
Graduating Senior who has Earned Distinctio~ rough Voluntary 
Service to the Community-donated by the Marianists of the 
University of Dayton. 
Rita Marie Uhlenhake 
Campus Ministry-The Brother Wottle Campus Ministry Award: 
• An Award of Appreciation for Service to Campus Ministry.· 
Elizabeth Anne Albanese 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Victor Emanuel. ' 15. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Chemical 
Engineering-sponsored by the University of Dayton Alumni 
Association since 1962. 
Jeanna Catherine Heink (Co-winner) 
Kevin Ross Hinkle (Co-winner) 
Ashleigh Marie Kussman (Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Raymond L. Fitz. Sr .. 
Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Sophomore 
in Chemical Engineering. 
Lydia M. Everhart (Co-winner) 
Julia L. Faeth (Co-winner) 
Ghinwah A. Hachem (Co-winner) 
Brian P. McMasters (Co-winner) 
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Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Edmund J. 
Rolinski Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in Leadership and Service. 
Kimberly A. Gorsek (Co-winner) 
Eric William Griesenbrock (Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Robert G. Schenck 
Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in 
Chemical Engineering-donated by Stanley L. Lopata. 
Sally L. Homsy (Co-winner) 
Hilary S. Marsh (Co-winner) 
Joel E. Schmidt (Co-winner) 
Andrew M. Topp (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The American Chemical Society Award: Patterson 
College Chemistry Award. 
Jillian L. Ellis 
Chemistry- The American Institute of Chemists' Award. 
Michael Charles Horwath 
Chemistry-The CRC PRESS Freshman Chemistry Achievement 
Award to a Deserving First-Year Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
Gregory J. Castell (Co-winner) 
Hayley E. Ward (Co-winner) 
Chemistry- The Brother George J. Geisler. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Chemistry-donated 
by Joseph Poelking. '32. 
Leah Nicole Makley 
Chemistry-The Arlo D. Harris Assistance Fund to a Deserving 
Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
James Z. Dawson (Co-winner) 
Danielle L. Hickman (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Bernard J. Katchman Memorial Scholarship/Carl 
I. Michaelis Scholarship Award to an Entering First-Year Student 
Majoring in Chemistry. 
Andrew P. Kuttler 
Chemistry-The Brother John J. Lucier. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Junior Majoring in Chemistry-donated by 
a friend. 
Krista M. Versteeg 
Chemistry-The Carl I. Michaelis Scholarship Award to a 
Deserving Junior or Senior Majoring in Chemistry. 
Tiffany Renee Bell (Co-winner) 
Emily C. Craver (Co-winner) 
Jillian L. Ellis (Co-winner) 
Emily E. Larder (Co-winner) 
Sindhu V. Ravipati (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Polymer Education Committee Award for 
Outstanding Performance in Organic Chemistry. 
Katherine M. Cobb 
Chemistry-The Philip Zaidain Memorial Award to a Deserving 
Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
Jonathan L. Flikkema 
Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics-The George A. Barrett. '28. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Civil Engineering-donated by family and 
friends in h~ memory. 
Joseph M. Boyer (Co-winner) 
Lee M. Thieman (Co-winner) 
Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics-The Horry F. Finke. 1902. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Civil Engineering-sponsored by the 
University of Dayton Alumni Association ~nee 1962. 
Kendre R. DiPietro (Co-winner) 
Andrew Denis Mytes McMorrow (Co-winner) 
Commun/canon-The Faculty Award for Academic Excellence 
to the Senior with the Highest Cumulative and Major Grade 
Point Averages-donated by the Faculty of the Department of 
Communication. 
Nicholas Thomas lannarino 
Communication-The Don B. Morlan Award to the Outstanding Ad-
junct Faculty Member in the Department of Communication. 
Amber S. Garwood 
Communication-The Bette Rogge Morse Award to the Outstand-
ing Senior Woman in Communication. 
Pamela JoAnn Morelli 
Communication-The Ellen M. Murphy Award to the Outstanding 
Faculty Advisor in the Department of Communication. 
Don Yoder 
Communication-The Dr. Florence I. Wolff Achievement Award 
for Outstanding Contributions in Academic. Extracurricular. and 
Community Service Activities. 
Katelin Ann Clark 
Communication-Brocdcasting-The Omar Willklms Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Brocdcasting-donated 
by the University of Dayton. 
Megan E. McGrath 
Communication-Debating-The Mary Elizabeth Jones Memo-
rial Award of Excellence lo an Outstanding Debotor-donated 
by Dr. D. G. Reilly. 
No Award Given This Year 
Communication-Journalism-The Ritter Collett Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Journalism. Awarded annually 
to the student who best demonstrates in his/her person and writings 
the qualities of Mr. Collett that the Univer~ty hopes will serve as 
an inspiration to the Journalism students. 
William M. Hanlon II 
Communication-Journal~m-The Brother George F. Kohles. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence in Journalism-donated by a friend . 
Rania Miriam Shakkour 
Communication-Mass Media Arts-The Si Burick Award of Excel-
lence for Outstanding Academic and Cocurriculor Achievement 
in Moss Media Arts-donated by the University of Dayton. 
Laura Michelle Steffey 
Communication-Public Relations-The PRSA Maureen M. 
Pater Award of Distinction to the Outstanding Senior in Public 
Relations-donated by the Dayton-Miami Valley Chapter of the 
Public Relations Society of America. 
Allison Kroeger 
Communication-Speech Arts-The Reverend Vincent R. Vasey. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Speech 
Arts-donated by Reverend Vincent R. Vasey, S.M. 
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Sarah Noble 
Communication Management-The Ellen M. Murphy Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Communication 
Management. 
Kathryn Louise Lecklider 
Computer Science-The Addison-Wesley Senior Book Award for 
Excellence in Computer Science: ComputerlnformotionSystems-
donated by the Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 
Travis Z. Sue~PS (Co-winner) 
John A. Ventimiglio-CPS (Co-winner) 
Andrew D. Morton-CIS 
Computer Science-Award to the Outstanding Graduate Student 
in Computer Science. 
Daniel E. Plummer 
Computer Science-Award for Outstanding Service to the 
Department of Computer Science. 
Michael Ryan Lucas 
Computer Science-The Chair 's Award for Excellence in 
Computer Science. 
Randall James Loushin (Co-winner) 
Matthew R. Mize (Co-winner) 
Computer Science-The GKM Systems International Award for 
Innovative Programming. 
Juan M. Lafont (Co-winner) 
Christopher Michael Pitstick (Co-winner) 
Computer Science-The Lawrence A Jehn Alumni Award for 
Excellence in the Senior Closs. 
Larry Eugene Hill Ill 
Continuing Education-The Nora Duffy Award to a Reentry Student 
who hos Overcome Significant Obstacles in order to Complete 
a College Degree. 
Dennis V. Eck 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Cooperative Education Student in Business Administration-
sponsored by the Mead Corporation Foundation. 
No Award Given This Year 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Cooperative Education Student in Computer Science-
Computer Information Systems-sponsored by the Marathon 
Oil Foundation. 
No Award Given This Year 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Cooperative Education Student in Engineering-sponsored by 
the Dayton Power and light Company. 
Kevin Korte (Co-winner) 
J. Michael Newman (Co-winner) 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Cooperative Education Student in Engineering Technology-
sponsored by Earl C. lselin. Jr .. in honor of his father. 
Danielle N. Larson 
Criminal Justice-The Sheriff ·Beno· Keiter Memorial Scholarship 
Award to the Outstanding Junior or Senior in Criminal Justice-
donated by friends of "Beno· Keiter. 
Lauren M. Koehler (Co-winner) 
Joshua A. Wilson (Co-winner) 
Economics-The Dr. E. B. O'Leary Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior Majoring in Economics-donated by Bank 
One. 
Peter Robert Blazunas (Co-winner) 
Danielle Rae Carleton (Co-winner) 
Electrical Engineering-The Thomas R. Armstrong. '38. Award of 
Excellence for Outstanding Electrical Engineering Achievement in 
Memory of Brother Ulrich Rappel. S.M .. and W. Fronk Armstrong-
donated by Thomas R. Armstrong. 
Kevin A. Pitstick 
Electrical Engineering-The Anthony Horvath. ·22. and Elmer 
Steger. ·22. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in Electrical Engineering-donated by Anthony Horvath and 
Elmer Steger. 
Aaron Michael Burke 
E/ectricalEngineering-TheMoryC. Millette Endowment Award for 
the Outstanding Senior Electrical Engineering Student in Memory 
of Mary C. Millette. 
Christopher Michael Pitstick 
Electrical Engineering-The Brother Lou~ H. Rose. S.M .. · 33. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Electrical Engineering. 
Matthew B. Lemon 
Electronic Engineering Technology-The Richard R. Hazen Award 
of Excellence for the Outstanding Graduate of the Electronic 
Engineering Technology Program-donated by l,umni and 
friends of the Department. A 
Jordan R. Spyker 
Elementary Education-The George A Pflaum. '25. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Students in Early Childhood 
and Middle Childhood Education-donated by George A. 
Pflaum.Jr. 
Kristin Bittner - Earaly Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Nora Lee Jennings - Early Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Marie Rachel Sekerak - Early Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Mary Hildebrand - Middle Childhood Education 
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Engineering/Humanities-The Jomes L. Heft. S.M .. Award of Excel-
lence to the Graduating Senior who Demonstrates a High Degree 
of Integration of these Different Fields of Knowledge: Humanities 
and Engineering-donated by Dr. Rocco M. Donatelli. 
No Award Given This Year 
Engineering Technology-The L. Duke Golden Award of Excel-
lence lo the Outstanding Senior in Engineering Technology-
donated by the Gamma Beto Chapter of Tau Alpha Pi Honor 
Society. 
Danielle N. Larson 
English-The Patricia B. Labadie Award for Excellence in 
Composition. 
Kondwani S. Harawa 
English-The Father Adrian J. McCarthy, S.M .. Award of Excel-
lence to a Graduate Assistant for Achievement in Teaching 
First-Year English-donated by a friend . 
Christopher J. Burnside (Co-winner) 
Christine Dianne Maddox (Co-winner) 
English-The Brother Thomas P. Price. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Senior in English-donated by the U.D. 
Mothers' Club. 
William Taylor Folk 
English Education-The Dr. Horry E. Hand Memorial Award of 
Excellence-donated by the Faculty of the Department of English 
and the Department of Teacher Education. 
Jessica Carol Fentress 
Entrepreneurshi,:rAword of Excellence to the Graduating 
Senior Majoring in Entrepreneurship who best Embodies Out-
standing Academic Achievement-sponsored by Fifth Third 
Bank. 
John Clark Krebsbach, Jr. 
Entrepreneurshi,:r The Entrepreneurol Leadership Award to lhe 
Graduating Senior Majoring in Entrepreneurship who Exhibits the 
Greatest Potentiiol for Leadership as an Entrepreneur -sponsored 
by Robert F. Chelle, Crotty Center Founding Director. 
Patrick Cline 
Environmental Biology-The Environmental Biology Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Environmental Biology Major 
who Excels in all Areas of Academic Scholarship and Overall 
Service. 
No Award Given This Year 
Environmental Biology-The Environmental Biology Internship 
Achievement Award of Excellence to the Environmental Biology 
Major who has Demonstrated Significant Achievement while Pursu-
ing Practical Experience through the Internship Program. 
No Award Given This Year 
Finance-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
Majoring in Finance. 
Andrew Michael McDonald (Co-winner) 
Mary Jane Mcinnis (Co-winner) 
Finance-The Davis Center for Portfolio Management Excel-
lence in Leadership Aword to the Outstanding Senior on the 
Center far Portfolio Management Team. 
Joseph W. Recker (Co-winner) 
Anna C. Sorg (Co-winner) 
Finance-The Flyer Investment Excellence in Leadership Award 
to the Outstanding Student on the Vertically Integrated Investment 
Progam (Vl'P) Flyer Investment Portfolio Management Team. 
Britney E. Lewis (Co-winner) 
Anthony William Sirabella (Co-winner) 
Finance-The Douglas R. Scott "Best Efforts Award· to the 
Finance Major Deemed to have Worked the Hardest both In 
and Out of the Classroom-donated by Douglas R. Scott. 
Theresa Diane Fortier (Co-winner) 
Jennifer Ashley Schaffer (Co-winner) 
General Excellence-The Mary M. Shay Award of Excellence in 
both Academic and Extracurricular Activities (Seniors only)-
donated by the Poelking Family. 
Kristen M. Duffy 
Geology-The George H. Springer Scholarship to the Outstand-
ing Senior in the Geology Deportment-donated by Alumni of 
the Deportment. 
Dennis V. Eck (Academics) 
Anne M. Kleinhenz (Service) 
Ann Marie Syrowski (Research) 
Health and Sport Science-The Thomas J. Frericks Award of Exce~ 
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Sport Management-donated 
by the Faculty of the School of Education. 
Sara Linn stuckey 
Health and Sport Science-The James M. Landis Memorial Award 
of Excellence for the Outstanding Health and Sport Science 
Senior in Science Core Courses. 
Amanda Elizabeth Gallow 
Health and Sport Science-The James B. LaVanche Award of 
Excellence ta the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete Graduating in 
the Deportment of Health and Sport Science -donated by the 
Faculty and Alumni of the Department. 
Katelyn Doyle Athmer 
Health and Sport Science-The Jahn L. Macbeth Memorial Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Health and Sport 
Science-donated by Mrs. Jahn L. Macbeth. 
Jaclyn N. Haines 
Health and Sport Science-The Reverend George J. Renneker. 
S.M .. Award of Excellence far Outstanding Achievement in the 
School of Education and Allied Professions. 
Michael C. Schoen 
Health and Sport Science-The Elizabeth L. Schroeder Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in the Food and Nutrition 
Program for Academic. Departmental. and 
Professional Performance. 
Kylene N. Guerra 
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History-The Caroline Beauregard Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior Majoring in History-donated by family and 
friends in her memory. 
Adam H. Josefczyk 
History-The Dr. Samuel E. Flook Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior Majoring in History-donated by Dr. Samuel 
E. Flook. 
Casey Elizabeth Schuster 
History-The Betty Ann Perkins Award for Excellence in Women 's 
and Family History-donated by her family. 
No Award Given This Year 
History-The Dr. George Ruppel. S.M .. Award of Excellence in 
Historical Research. 
Thomas Middleton 
History-The Steiner-Beauregard Phi Alpha Theta Service Award 
for &gnificant Service Promoting the Activities of the Delta Eta 
Chapter (Delta Eta Chapter members only)-donated by Dr. 
Rocca M. Donatelli. 
Casey Elizabeth Schuster 
Humanities-Award of Excellence-Alumni Chair in Humani-
ties Award for Students Writing in the Humanities Bose Essay 
Contest. 
Jordan Elijah Barth (Co-winner) 
Bari Patrick Bergfeld (Co-winner) 
Brian Burton (Co-winner) 
Humanities-The Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the Humanities 
Senior with the Strongest Quantitative and Qualitative Record 
in Elective Science Courses. 
Patrick Toerner Tassone 
Human Rights-The Human Rights Committee Award to an 
Outstanding Senior. 
Meghan J. Tobin 
Industrial Engineering Technology-The Jomes L. McGraw Award 
to the Outstanding Graduate of the Industrial Engineering Technol-
ogy Program-donated by the Dayton Chapter of the Institute 
of Industrial Engineers. 
Danielle N. Larson 
Industrial Engineering Technology-The Raymond B. Puckett 
Memorial Award to the Outstanding Junior in Industrial Engineer-
ing Technology. 
Cory S. Maxwell 
International Business-Award of Excellence to the Graduating 
Senior Majoring in International Bu~ness who has best Com-
bined Academic Achievement with Service to the Univer~ty 
and Community. 
Katherine C. Satterley (Co-winner) 
Candace Treasure (Co-winner) 
International Studies-The Dr. Margaret P. Karns Award for 
Academic Excellence and Service in Global and Local Issues. 
Beth Ann Saracco 
International Studies-The Outstanding Senior Award for Inter-
national Studies. 
Tyler Michael McElroy 
International Studies-The International Studies Peer Mentor-
ship Award. 
Sarah Marie Deak (Co-winner) 
Julia Sara Elizabeth Rapoch (Co-winner) 
Languages-The Brother John R. Perz. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Senior in Modern Languages. 
Kelly Marie Burns 
Languages-French-The Brother George J. McKenzie. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Written French-
donated by a friend. 
Stephanie Lynn Wiezbenski 
Languages-French-The Enrique Romaguera Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Spoken French-donated 
in honor of his retirement in May 2005. 
Daniel A. Koerber 
Languages-German-The Dr. Elke Hatch Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Senior in German. 
Bethany Christine Huelskamp 
Languages-Spanish-The Dr. James M. Ferrigno Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Spanish-donated by 
Enrique Romoguero and Mary A. Ferrigno. 
Amy Marie Bryniczka (Co-winner) 
Brian A. Madden (Co-winner) 
Courtney Ann Marso (Co-winner) 
Leadership-The Alumni Award in Leadership to the Graduating 
Senior Majoring in Leadership who best Embodies the Principles 
of Learn. Lead. and Serve-sponsored by Charles Huston Brown. 
·20. and Maurice F. Krug. · 55. 
Gerald Charles Stoffl II 
Leadership-The Leadership Award of Excellence to the 
Graduating Senior Majoring in Leadership who best Embodies Out-
standing Academic Achievement-sponsored by the Reynolds 
and Reynolds Company and the Standard Reg~ter Company. 
Amanda J. Boeke 
Leadership-The Wall Street Journal Award for General Manage-
ment toe,he Graduating Senior in Leadership and/or Entrepre-
neurship l onsidered to hove the Greatest Potential for General 
Management Respon~bilities-sponsored by Dow Jones and 
Company. Inc. 
Addison Christopher Hoover 
Ubrary-The Brother Fronk Ruhlman. S.M .. Award of Excellence 
for Literary Achievement. 
Nicholas Thomas lannarino 
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Management and Marketing-The Management/Marketing 
Deportment Award for Perseverance to the Graduating Senior 
Majoring in Entrepreneurship. Leadership. or Marketing who hos 
Displayed the most Initiative and Perseverance in Pursuing on 
Undergraduate Education-sponsored by the Faculty of the 
Management and Marketing Department. 
Cara Baker 
Management Information Systems-The Management Informa-
tion Systems Design Project Award to the Team Producing the 
Best Senior Year MIS Project. 
FIFTH THIRD BANK 
Jameelah Abdu~Zahir 
Allison Leonard 
Jefferson A. Webster II 
Management Information Systems-The Management Informa-
tion Systems Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS for Outstanding 
Contributions to the MIS Program. 
Jefferson A. Webster, II 
Management Information Systems-The Management Informa-
tion Systems Scholarship Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS for 
Outstanding Academic Achievement. 
Kevin Michael Schultz 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Dayton Chapter. 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers Award of Excellence for 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology Achievement. 
Nathan D. Heilman 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Dayton Chapter. 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Graduating Senior in Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology. 
Jesse Warren Marconett (Co-winner) 
Erik Joseph Reiersen (Co-winner) 
Marketing-The Marketing Award of Excellence to the Graduat-
ing Senior Majoring in Marketing who best Embodies Outstanding 
Academic Achievement. 
Christina Nicole LoPiccolo 
Marketing-The Marketing Career Award to the Graduating 
Senior Majoring in Marketing who Exhibits the Greatest Potential 
in Marketing. 
Jeffrey William Orr 
Marketing-The Marketing Service Award to the Graduating 
Senior Majoring in Marketing who best Embodies the Principles 
of Learn. Lead. and Serve. 
Diane Claire Korte 
Mathematics-The Faculty~ ! Excellence in Mathematics. 
Y\ tv '11"'~"'1 Megan Elizabeth Johns 
Mathematics-The Pi M~ ward of Excellence in the 
Sophomore Class. 
V'-t.,J ,-1,tb..,, Joshua S. Cain 
Mathemaffcs Educatioo-The Brother Joseph W. Stander. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence to a Graduating Senior in the Teacher Licen-
sure Program with a Principal Teaching Field in Mathematics. 
Ella Lynn stone 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Closs of 1902 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Mechanical Engineering 
Achievement-donated by Michael J Gibbons. 1902. in memory 
of Warner H. Kiefaber. 1905. 
Fiona Meredith Martin (Co-winner) 
J, Michael Newman (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Protessor Henry 
Chuang Award for Excellence in Energy Conservation and Waste 
Management. 
Steve P. Mulqueen (Co-winner) 
Thomas Jerome Wenning (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Bernard F. 
Hollenkamp, '39. Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Mechanical Engineering-donated by Louise A and 
Mrs. Lucille Hollenkamp. 
Kevin E. Fisher 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Martin C. Kuntz. 
· 12, Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Mechani-
cal Engineering-sponsored by the University of Dayton Alumni 
Association since 1962. 
Jonathan B. Fullenkamp (Co-winner) 
Andrew J, Morrison (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Brother Andrew 
R. Weber. S.M .. Award of Excellence for Outstanding Service and 
Achievement in Mechanical Engineering. 
Gerica R. Brown (Co-winner) 
Douglas W. Smith (Co-winner) 
Mechanical Engineering Technology-The Dayton Chapter. 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers Award of Excellence for 
Mechanical Engineering Technology Achievement. 
Jeffrey V. Galterio 
Mechanical Engineering Technology-The Jesse H. Wilder Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Graduating Senior in Mechani-
cal Engineering Technology-sponsored by the Dayton Chapter. 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers. 
Travis R. Horesh 
Military Science-The Department of the Army Award. The superior 
Cadet Award. provided by the Department of the Army. to the 
Outstanding Cadet of each academic year. 
Erin N. Brennan (First-Year) 
Timothy P. Wall (Sophomore) 
Jacob D. Bradford (Junior) 
Jenntter Ashley Schaffer (Senior) 
Military Science-The Brian J Bentz Memorial Scholarship Award 
to the Outstanding Junior ROTC Cadet who Exemplifies the 
Dedication and Commitment for Further Study in Mil~oryScience-
donated by his family and friends. 
James K. Miller 
Military Science-The Lieutenant Robert M. Wallace. '65, Me-
morial Award of Excellence in ROTC -donated by his family 
and friends. 
Alison J. DesJardins 
Music-The Deportment of Music Senior Award for the Outstand-
ing Collaborative Pianist. 
Heather Caitlin Goertemiller 
Music-The Department of Music Senior Award for Outstanding 
Contnbution to the University Bands. 
Brion John Panetta 
Music-The Deportment of Music Senior Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to the University Orchestra. 
stephanie Meyer 
Music-The Department of Music Senior Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to the University Vocal Ensembles. 
Jessica J. Coles 
Music-The Department of Music Service Award. 
Heather Caitlin Goertemiller 
Music-The Brother Joseph J. Mervor, S.M .. Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Student Majoring in Music. 
Joshua Everett Paulus 
Music-The Phi Mu Alpha College Honor Award for Musician-
ship, Scholarship, and General Contributions to the College 
Chapter. 
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Marc Henricus Bolden (Co-winner) 
Justin Michael Cusick (Co-winner) 
Music-The Phi Mu ~ pho Professional Music Fraternity Scholastic 
Award to the Cha~ er's Graduating Senior who hos Attained the 
Highest Scholastic Roting. 
Douglas Evan Wertepny 
Music-The Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor Award for Musi-
cianship, Scholarship. and General Contributions to the College 
Chapter. 
Heather Caitlin Goertemiller 
Music-The Sgmo Alpha Iota Professional Music Fraternity Scholas-
tic Award to the Chapter's Graduating Senior who has Attained 
the Highest Scholastic Roting. 
Nichole E. Plows 
Music-The University Bond Spirit Award. 
Christopher Michael Johnson 
Operations Management-The Operations Management 
Outstanding Scholarship Award to a Graduating Senior in OPS 
for Academic Excellence. 
Alison Marie Hrovatich 
Operations Management-The Operations Management Out-
standing OM Senior Project Award to the Team Producing the 
Best Senior Year OPS Project. 
AMERICAN TRIM 
Alison Marie Hrovatich 
Francis Patrick Kosmach 
Kelly Marie LeGrand 
Operations Management-The Operations Management 
Professional Service Award to a Graduating Senior in OPS for 
Outstanding Contributions to the OPS Program. 
Matthew Edward Kaercher 
Philosophy-Award of Excellence to the First and Second Out-
standing Seniors in Philosophy-donated by Reverend Chorles 
Polichek. 
Ryan Curtis Pollock (First Award) 
Bart Patrick Bergfeld (Second Award) 
Philosophy-The Richord R. Baker Award for Excellence in 
Phiiosophy to the Graduating Student who has Earned Distinc-
tion in the Study of Philosophy through Commitment to Philo-
sophical Inquiry and Assisting other Undergraduate Students in 
their Pursu~ of Philosophical Studies. 
Ryan Curtis Pollock 
Philosophy-The Reverend Charles C. Bloemer. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior Majoring in Philosophy-
donated by a friend. 
Jeffrey S. Kuerbitz (Co-winner) 
Nicholas R. Kuzmick (Co-winner) 
Philosophy-The Raymond M. Herbenick Award for Excellence 
in Interdisciplinary Integration to a Student Completing the 
CORE Program-donated by the Deportment of Philosophy 
Faculty. 
Groce J. Crivello 
Physics-The Caesar Castro Award of Excellence to a Scpho-
more for Outstanding Scholarship in the General Physics Lecture 
and Laboratory Sequence-donated in memory of Caesar 
Castro by Mrs. C. C. Castro and the Deportment of Physics. 
Michelle R. Tomczyk 
Physics-The Sgmo Pi Sigma Award of Merit to a Senior in Rec-
ognition of Outstanding Academic Achievement and Involve-
ment in Physics- sponsored by the Department of Physics and 
the Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society of the Society of Physics 
Students. 
Falzon Ahmad 
Politico/Science-The Brother AlbertH. Rose. S.M., Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Political Science-donated 
by Joseph Zusman. '65. 
Alexander Pape Orlowski 
Political Science-The Eugene W. Stenger. '30, Memorial Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Political Science-
donated by Mrs. Eugene W. Stenger. 
Adam H. Josetczyk 
Premedicine-The Miami Valley Academy of Family Physicians 
Award to the Graduating Senior whose Activities Exemplify the 
Philosophy of Family Medicine. 
Michelle Patrice Clark 
Premedicine-The Brother Francis John Molz Memorial Award to 
the Outstanding Senior in Premedicine. Awarded annually to 
the student who best demonstrates the qualities of unselfishness. 
community service. and academic achievement-sponsored 
by Alpha Epsilon Della. 
Michelle Patrice Clark 
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Premedicine-The Montgomery County Medical Society Award 
to the Outstanding Senior in a Premedical Curriculum. 
Sarah Jane Coffey 
Premedicine-The Joseph E. Scherger. MD. MPH. Leadership in 
Medicine Award to a Graduating Premedical Student who has 
Demonstrated Leadership toward Improving the Health of the 
Public through better Health Core. 
Derrick Lee Goubeaux 
Psychology- The Charles E. Kimble Research Award to the 
Graduating Senior who best Demonstrated Research Excellence 
in Psychology. 
Carolyn Jean Mingione 
Psychology-TheKennethJ.KuntzAwordforOutstandingService-
donated by the Department of Psychology Faculty. 
Michelle Lynn Wintering 
Psychology- The Reverend Raymond A Roesch. S.M .. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Psychology-donated 
by Reverend Raymond A Roesch. S.M .. '36. 
Jonathan A. Hentz (Co-winner) 
Jenntter Marie Strimple! (Co-winner) 
Religious Studies-The William Joseph Chaminade Award of 
Excellence. in Memory of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dickson. to 
the Outstanding Student in Theology-donated by Reverend 
John Dickson. S.M .. '36. 
Christine Joy Terzuoli 
Religious Studies-The Monsignor J Deon McFarland Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Religious Studies. 
Adam J. Eakman (Co-winner) 
Michael A. Sievers (Co-winner) 
Secondary Educaffm-The Brother Louis J. Faerber. S.M .. Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Adolescence to 
Young Adult Education-donated by the University of Dayton 
Mothers' Club. 
Andrew Joseph Ciarniello 
Social Work-The Joseph Zusman. '65, Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Senior in Social Work Studies-donated by 
Joseph Zusman. 
Megan Lyn Guiver (Co-winner) 
Caroline Oldani Mcinerney (Co-winner) 
Sociology-The Dr. Edward A Huth Silver Anniversary Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Student in Sociology-donated 
by Joseph Zusman. · 65. 
Caitlin Joy Allen (Co-winner) 
Alexander Pape Orlowski (Co-winner) 
Sociology-The Dr. Martin Luther King Memorial Award in Human 
Relations for Excellence in Scholarship, Christian Leadership, and 
the Advancement of Brotherhood and Sisterhood-donated by 
Dr. Edward A Huth. 
Emily Jean Bonistall 
Sociology-The Reverend Andrew L. Seebold Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Sociology. 
Mallaree Caroline Blake (Co-winner) 
Emily Jean Bonistall (Co-winner) 
Teacher Education-The William A. Beitzel Award to the Outstand-
ing Student in Intervention Specialist Education-donated by 
Dean Emeritus Ellis A. Joseph. 
Kelly Patricia Marx 
Teacher Educaffon-The Raymond and Beulah Horn Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Student in the area of Interven-
tion Specialist Education-donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. 
Joseph. 
Margaret Knipper (Co-winne!) 
Allison Rose Swan (Co-winner) 
Teacher Educaffon-The Daniel L. Leary Award for the Outstand-
ing Research and Development Activity by a Student Seeking 
Teacher Licensure in the School of Education-donated by Dean 
Emeritus Ellis A. Joseph. 
Meghan K. Manning 
(Co-winner) 
The CAYC Organizers of the Student Education Symposium 
(Co-winner) 
Benjamin Louis Hunt, President 
Sara Katherine Storti, Vice-President 
Kelli A. Finch, Secretary 
Teacher Education-The Frank and Lois New Award for Out-
standing Achievement to a Graduating Senior in the Teacher 
Education Program with a Principal Teaching Field in Intervention 
Special~! Education. 
Katherine Ann Hummel 
Teacher Education-The Reverend George J. Renneker. S.M .. 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Achievement in Teacher 
Education. 
Laura Marie Payne • Early Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Jody Elizabeth Pearl . Early Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Allison Catherine Gates - Middle Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Anne Oltman - Middle Childhood Education 
(Co-winner) 
Teacher Educaffon-The Dr. Mary R. Sudzina Award for Dem-
onstrated Excellence in Case Study Analysis in Adolescence to 
Young Adult Education. 
Kelley Marie Blake 
Theatre-The Dr. "G" Award for Outstanding Commitment to 
Mainstage Theatre Recognizing a Graduating Senior who has 
Demonstrated a Willingness to Involve Himselt/Herself in the 
Wide Spectrum of Theatrical Productions on the Boll Theatre 
Mainstage. 
No Award Given This Year 
University Advancement-Award of Excellence for Contribution 
of Service to the Community. 
Healing Hearts 
Visual Arts-Fine Arts-The Mary Ann Dunsky Award to the Out-
standing Senior in Studio Art. 
Ellen Marie Schneider 
Visual Arts-Fine Arts-The Bela Horvath Award for Excellence in 
Representational Art. 
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Michael Alan Blake 
Women · s Studies-The Joyce Durham Award for the Best Student 
Essay on the Subject of Women or Gender. 
Emily Elizabeth Howson 
·~ Women Studies-The Susan R. Hermes Award for Excellence 
in worii'en's Studies-donated by Drs. Jane S. Zembaty and 
Patricia A. Johnson. 
Emily Jean Bonistall 
BRIEF HISTORY 
In the summer of 1849. Father Leo Meyer and Brother Charles Schultz, the first Morianist missionaries to America, journeyed from France 
to Cincinnati, Ohio, where they intended to establ~ a base for the order in this country. They arrived. however. during a cholera epi-
demic. so Bishop John Purcell of Cincinnati soon sent Father Meyer to Dayton to minister to the sick of Emmanuel Par~. On Morch 19, 
1850, the feast of St. Joseph, Father Meyer purchased Dewberry Form from John Stuart and renamed it Nazareth. Mr. Stuart accepted 
a medal of St. Joseph and a promise of $12,00J at 6% interest in return for 125 acres, including vineyards, orchards, a mansion. and 
various form buildings. Meanwhile, more Morianists arrived, and Nazareth became the first permanent foundation of the Society of 
Mary in the Western Hemisphere. 
The University of Dayton had its earliest beginnings on July l, 1850, when St. Mary's School for Boys, a frame building that not long 
before had housed form hands. opened its door to fourteen primary students from Dayton. In 1882, the institution was incorporated and 
empowered to confer collegiate degrees under the laws of the State of Ohio. Known at various times as St. Mary's School, St. Mary's 
Institute, and St. Mary's College. the school assumed its present identity in 1920. when it was incorporated as the University of Dayton 
and was given the nickname of the Flyers. In 1922. the College of Law opened. also with evening classes. Other graduate programs 
followed to augment the professional degree programs which distinguished the University from many of Ohio's other independent 
institutions of higher learning. In 1923, the first summer session was held; its classes, like those of the law college, were open to women 
as well as men. In 1937. the University became the first coeducational Catholic university in the nation. 
Enrollment passed a thousand when World War II broke out. By 1950, with the return of the veterans, it reached more than 3,500. The 
l 9tiJs saw significant increases in female and minority students. In the 1970s. there was a shift to a largely residential student body, and 
at the same time many more ·nontraditional" (older) students matriculated. By the mid- l 970s. total enrollment steadied at more than 
10.00J. with current enrollment of approximately 6,500 full-time undergraduates. 
A long-range environmental design has helped integrate new buildings and old, and made the campus more livable by increasing 
~s beauty as well as its efficiency. As the University of Dayton enters the 21st century, it is building modern student facilities. including 
ArtStreet and Morianist Hall (2004) and RecPlex (2006). Academically, the University has continued to expand and enrich its offerings 
and support services, especially since mid-century. Graduate studies, abandoned during World War II, resumed in 1960. with the School 
of Education leading the way. In 1969, the Department of Biology inaugurated the first doctoral program since 1928. The School of 
Engineering introduced two doctoral programs in 1973, and in 1992, the first doctoral degrees in educational leadership were awarded. 
In 1997. the Bocrd of Trustees approved a doctoral program in theology with a focus on the Catholic experience in the United States. 
It was the first such doctoral program on a Catholic campus nationally. 
The University has always maintained a tradition of innovation. In 1874, St. Mary's lnstitute's new Play House gymnasium was the only 
one of its kind in Ohio, and it is probable that the first organized basketball game in the state took place there. In 1924, the University was 
the first school to be granted a charter by the National Aeronautical Association. It was one of the first in the nation to offer a course in 
biophysics (1935). In 1952. it invited persons over 60 to attend its evening classes as guests. Its graduate program in laser optics was one 
of the earliest in the country. It was one of the first educational institutions to adopt electronic data-processing equipment and to offer 
degrees in computer science. In 1999, the University of Dayton was the first in the nation to offer an undergraduate degree program 
in human rights. In 2004. the University of Dayton partnered with Nanjing University, one of the top universities in China. to establish the 
University of Dayton-Nanjing University Suzhou Executive Training Center. The University will be the first American university in China· s Suzhou 
Industrial Pork (SIP) to provide graduate education to employees of American corporations and other international companies. 
More than just a breeding ground for academic excellence, the University also responds to the needs of society and the region. 
Sponsored research at the University began in 1949 with a few faculty members and student assistants doing part-time research for 
industry and government agencies. In 1956, the University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) was formed to consolidate the adminis-
tration of the growing research activities. Annual research volume has increased from $3.821 in 1949. to more than $60 million today. A 
center for discovery, development and technology commercialization, UDRI is the largest nonmedical research facility on a Catholic 
university campus. 
The Dayton Early College Academy, a charter school that emerged from a partnership between the University of Dayton and Dayton 
Public Schools, has already attracted notice from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation as one of the five most innovative ·small scale" 
high schools in the country. Students take college coursework while earning their high school diplomas. Many of the DECA graduates 
matriculate at the University of Dayton or at other regional higher education institutions. 
The University of Dayton's R.I.S.E. (Redefining Investment Strategy Education) Forum has grown into the world 's largest student invest-
ment forum. Some of the most influential and respected financial leaders travel to Dayton to interact with students and faculty from 
around the globe. The United Nations Global Compact joined UD as a co-sponsor for the forum in '2fJJ7. Additionally, strategic partners 
include some of the most well-respected names in international finance. including The New York Stock Exchange. NASDAQ. TIAA-CREF. 
The Wall Street Journal. CNBC Shanghai Stack Exchange. Amman Stock Exchange (Jordan). Palestine Securities Exchange, Colombo 
Stock Exchange (Sri Lanka), Bovespa Stock Exchange(Brazil). and Deutsche Asset Management, to name a few. 
From its humble roots as a private boarding school for boys, the University of Dayton today ranks among the best Catholic universities 
in the country. It is the largest independent university in Ohio and draws students from around the country and the world. 
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
CEREMONIAL MACE 
The ceremonial Mace is an ornamented staff of wood. carried before a high official in civic ceremonies by a mace-bearer. intended 
to represent the official's authority. The mace as used in our time derives from the original mace used as a weapon.to defend a 
sovereign during public appearances. Today the mace is used in processions. as on parliamentary or fmmal academic occasions. 
This University of Dayton Mace was designed to replace an earlier version which needed repair and was retired from use after the 2008 
December graduation ceremony. The new Mace was designed by ChorlesP. Wanda. SM ·59and executed by Mr. W1lha.m W.1ehe of Artisan 
wooc Ltd .. The Mace is made of walnut and is toped with the official seal of the University. Below the seal on the staff 1s a ring of multiple 
notches that represents the various components of the Univer~ty; its colleges and all other organizations on campus that fulfill the 
mission to learn. lead and serve. Below it are two rings one Blue and one Red to represent the school colors. Near the bottom of the 
staff is a gold ring representing the wealth of knowledge and experiences passed on to generations of graduates. At the bottom of 
the staff is a four sided triangular piece with each side bearing the Marianist Cross. a symbol to represent the original four Mananists. 
Bro. Zehler. Bro. Schultz. Fr. Meyer and Bro. Edel who founded the university in 1850. The entire staff was designed to be a symbol of the 
torch of knowledge. 
The University Mace is only present during official ceremonies when the President of the University is in attendance. 
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ACADEMIC COSTUMES 
Academic costumes are as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some form of clerical or priestly 
garb worn by the students and faculty in the Middle Ages. In Europe. each institution seems to have its own variant of costume. but in 
America academic costume follows a uniform code drawn up by a special commission in 1895. The code has three main parts; that 
is. it deais with caps. gowns. and hoocs. 
The Oxford type cap or mortar-board seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Rena~ance churchmen. It is always black 
and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet is reserved for doctors. The tassel worn with the cap has three variations. 
First. it may be black for any degree. Second. it may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted. Third. a tassel made 
of gold metallic thread is reserved to doctors and governing officiais of institutions. At the moment the degree is awarded. the tassel 
is switched from the right to the left side of the cap. 
Gowns. which according to the code are all black. are of three kinds. The bachelor's gown is a relatively simple kind falling in 
' straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. Master·s gowns are set apart by a 
peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves whereby the arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve 
dangles and terminates around the knee of the wearer in a square end into which a semi-circle is cut. In 1960. however. the gown 
was modified. In place of the elbow slit. an opening was made at the wrist and the gown was made to close. The doctor·s gown is an 
elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well as by three bars of the some material on the 
bell shaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and unlike them may be ornamented in color. Both the paneling and 
the sleeve bars may show the faculty in which the degree was awarded. 
The hooc alone clearly shows the level of the degree. the faculty in which it was given. and the institution which awarded it. The 
level of the degree is shown by the size of the hooc. the width of the velvet trimming. and in the case of the doctor. by the shape. The 
bachelor's. the master's. and doctor's hoocs are three feet. three and one-half feet. and four feet long respectively. The velvet trimming 
in the same order is two. three. and five inches. This extends all around the hooc on the exposed edge. To make a more comfortable fit. 
tt is allowed to narrow to the neck band. This same trimming identifies the faculty in which the degree was awarded. For each faculty 
there is a corresponding color so a glance at the trimming is all that is needed to identify the faculty. The institution which awarded the 
degree is indicated by the colored lining. Dayton hoods are lined with cardinal red ~lk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron. 
The color of the faculty referred to above indicates the field in which the degree was taken. The colors seen most often in a Dayton 
procession. with the fields they represent are: 
White 
Drab 





Pink ..... ................. .. 
.. .. ...... .. Arts. Letters. Humanities 
... ...... Commerce. Accountancy. Business 
.. .. .. Education 
....... Engineering 
............... Fine Arts 
... .... .. Law 
........ Library Science 




Sage Green ........ . 
Teal ... .. 
Peacock Blue ...... . 
Golden Yellow ........ . 
Scarlet. 
... .. ........ ... .. .. Nur~ng 
......... Philosophy 
........ ........ Phy~cal Education 
... ... Physical Therapy 
.. ...... Public Administration 
....................................... Science 
. .... ...... ........ .. ..... ...... ... ... ...... Theology 
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